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Grove’s Indoor SWL Antenna

Our “Hidden Antenna System” is your key to exciting short wave reception without an outside antenna!

Here’s the apartment dweller’s dream—a high performance, amplified indoor antenna system.

This 66-inch, thin profile, flexible wire antenna can be tucked in a corner, hung behind a drape—just about anywhere out of sight. And when connected to the powerful PRE-3 signal booster, you have instant total spectrum coverage from 100 kHz to over 1000 MHz!

Yes, global short wave reception will be at your fingertips, and you can operate two radios at one time!

The Grove PRE-3 Power Ant has taken all the best from its successful predecessors and combined them into one powerful signal booster.

Equipped with a high gain, low noise, solid state amplifier stage, the PRE-3’s front panel control allows custom selection of up to 30 dB of amplification!

What you need to order:
- ANT-6 Hidden Antenna
- PRE-3 Power Ant III
- ACC-20 AC adaptor
- ACC-60 receiver cable

$8.95 (free shipping)
$39 (plus $15 UPS, $3 U.S. Parcel Post, $4 Canada)
$9.95 (free shipping with PRE-3)
$5.00 (you specify connector or receiver model; one for each receiver)

Add the Grove Minituner for Incredible Reception!

The addition of the Grove Minituner to the ANT 6/PRE-3 combo will allow signal peaking to perfection as well as eliminate intermodulation and image interference on your general coverage receiver.

Here’s what you will need in addition to the combo above:
- TUN-3 Minituner
- ADP-1 UHF/F adaptor
- ADP-2 F/PL-259 adaptor

$39 (plus $15 UPS, $3 U.S. Parcel Post, $4 Canada)
$2.50 (free shipping)
$2.50 (free shipping)

CALL TODAY – TOLL FREE

VISA, MC OR C.O.D. 1-800-438-8155

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
GROVE ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 98
Brasstown, N.C. 28902
Phone 704-837-9200

15 DAY RETURN POLICY
FULL REFUND

* All equipment manufactured by Grove is warranted against manufacturing defects for a period of one year under normal use by the purchaser, providing that no modifications or field repairs have been attempted.
For decades, the east your calling. Even top-secret NSA has gotten into the pop-spy fad. You can turn in a spy toll-free by calling 1-800-CALL-SPY and a trained NSA agent will listen to your story and investigate your claim. To prevent witch hunts the caller will be screened first by a series of questions to determine the quality of the allegation—and its aligator!

For decades, the east has been buzzing the west and the west has been buzzing the east. From the famous cavity resonator in the beak of the eagle in the U.S. Seal to the legend (and highly overrated) martini olive bug, an endless array of James Bond devices has been planted, used, discovered, and replaced by both sides in sensitive offices around the world.

Now, allowing Muscovites to have free access to the U.S. Embassy construction site during all phases of its erection, U.S. officials are crying "foul!" Is it possible that Russian agents could have slighted good sportsmanship and actually planted listening devices in the building? Surely not!

The surprise is not that high-tech eavesdropping is a way of life in the spook business, but that such an accepted and fully-anticipated practice is even newsworthy. More likely, the revelation is timed to influence world opinion during a period of delicate strategic negotiations with the Soviets.

See You at Atlanta and ANARC

The next couple of months will be for me. I have been asked to present several listening forums at the ARRL national convention to be held at the Atlanta Hamfest; one at 3 PM Friday, July 10th; another at 4PM Saturday, July 11th; and a third at 11 AM Sunday, July 12th.

The Grove Enterprises/Monitoring Times booth will be busy at work in the exhibit area as well. This year’s hamfest will be held at the spacious World Congress Center.

The Association of North American Radio Clubs (ANARC) will hold their annual convention in Missauga (near Toronto) July 17th-19th. I have been asked to give the banquet address on the evening of Saturday, July 18th. The subject is “Communications: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow”.

For reservations and other information, contact ANARCON ’87 chairman Harold Sellers, P.O. Box 232, Station Z, Toronto, Ont. Canada M5N 2Z4.
RACING RADIOS:

Monitoring the Speed Merchants by Jock Elliott

Those who saw it will likely never forget. On the 59th lap of the 86th running of the Indianapolis 500, journalist Pat Bedard’s Buick-powered racer, running off the pace but well into the Pampers Zone (three times the legal limit), breaks loose. His open-wheeled Indy car gets airborne, tumbling end over end, shedding wheels, wings, suspension, and other parts of the car. What’s left -- the driver’s "tub" and the engine -- finally comes to rest upside down on the pavement, a wreck of a car holding, in all probability, a dead driver.

Bedard, later writing in an article entitled, "They Say the Earth Moved, but I Don’t Remember It," would say that the only thing his crash lacked for sheer spectacle was a mushroom cloud.

Dave Cotter (IMS photo by Steve Swope)

As Bedard’s car slid to a halt, the Wee Scot, ABC race commentator Jackie Stewart, said quietly into his microphone, "This is Ver-r-r-ser-ri-ous indeed." At the same time, dozens of other microphones in several radio networks throughout the Speedway complex were keying up to get Bedard the help he needed.

Radio has become an essential part of modern auto racing, and it operates at a level of sophistication that is astounding. Most of us know that race drivers and their pit crews communicate with radios, but knowing that is like seeing the tip of an elephant’s trunk and figuring you know what the rest of the animal looks like.

Here’s a hint: when I called Indianapolis Motor Speedway to find out how they use radios in racing, the public relations office said they would put me in touch with their Frequency Coordinator, Frequency Coordinator?

Tom Allebrandi is the Frequency Coordinator for the Speedway. "On race day, it’s an RF zoo," he says laughing. And he should know. It’s his job to make sure that all the different radio users at the Speedway don’t interfere with each other.

The complexity of the task is daunting. I am suspicious that Allebrandi would find Rubik’s Cube "too easy."

To start, there are the various race teams. "30 of the 33 starters this year will be running with radios," Allebrandi says. The race-car-pit crew link generally operates in the 460 to 470 MHz range. "You have to get above 400 MHz to avoid the spikes from the race cars’ ignition systems," Allebrandi adds.

Next, there is the United States Auto Club (USAC) Race Control. Operating "all over the place in UHF and VHF," the USAC network ties together the pit stewards, various official race observers, and the pace car. The pace car not only starts the race but comes out on the track to keep the field under control whenever there is a yellow caution flag. When Race Control is certain that the reason for the yellow has been removed, they radio the pace car: "Turn off your yellow light, and get ready to pull in the next time around, we’re going green." The pace car pulls into the pits; the field goes back up to speed and the deafening whine of high speed engines once again fills the air.

When things go wrong, a medical radio network, also linked into Race Control, provides communications for the crash trucks, the ambulances, and the race hospital. As soon as a crash occurs, this network makes it possible to summon help and to notify everyone involved that they may be needed.

A second medical radio network exists to provide communications for the first aid teams that help the race spectators. When you get 300,000-plus people gathered together in one place for most of one day, you are likely to get a certain number of heart attacks, child births, injuries, upset stomachs, and so forth. Well-coordinated, professional radio communications can make all the difference.

Yet another network operates within the Speedway grounds to coordinate the activities of the people who take care of the parking, maintenance, spectator control, and general security. At the same time, at locations in and around the track, the Indiana State Police (the only units on lo band), the Marion County Sheriff’s Department, the Indianapolis Police, and various fire departments are all operating their own radio services on UHF and VHF to enforce the law, control traffic, and handle a wide variety of emergencies.

Then there come the communications needs of the media -- those wonderful folk who make it possible to bring the 500 right into our living rooms.

"ABC television wants at least 42 separate frequencies to cover this year’s race," Allebrandi says. "These vary from 450 MHz communications for chatter, queuing, and production, to 950 MHz radios for wireless microphone inputs for reporting rovers and ‘wild sound’ microphones picking up crowd and racing noises."

The race track itself runs its own network to provide radio coverage of the 500 to some 1,400 stations worldwide, and this means another bunch of frequencies, mostly in the UHF range, for reporters free to cover the pits and garage, as well as some additional frequencies for feeding queues and instructions to the people running the network.

At a different kind of racing facility -- Lime Rock Park, a road racing course in Connecticut -- Jim Shane, the track’s general manager, says radio is an "essential part" of their racing efforts.

Like Indianapolis, Lime Rock operates three networks within the track grounds. One network controls the race; another coordinates track operations such as security, medical, and ambulances; and a third links the various concessionaires. In addition, various law enforcement agencies are operating their own networks. If the race is televised, like Indianapolis there are additional radio communications to meet the needs of the media.

During race day, Lime Rock also operates its own low-power radio station, WLPR on 530 AM. As Shane puts it, "No PA system in the world could overcome the combination of the noise of the engines and the hills and valleys around our race track. We operate WLPR so spectators can keep abreast of ongoing race action by tuning in on their AM radios with headphones."

The next time you tune in a motor race, remember there’s a lot more to radios in racing than meets the ear. All you’ve got to know is what there is to hear and where to tune it in.

Sports Frequencies by Bob Parnass, AJ9S

Scanner enthusiasts who bring their radios to sporting events can enjoy a double dose of entertainment. By listening in on race car drivers, press reporters, and coaches, hobbyists can get the inside track on what’s happening behind the scenes.

The following compilation of sports frequencies is believed to be the largest list ever published. Auto racing, football, baseball, horse racing, skating, and golf activities are just some of the sports included.

Frequencies in the 450 - 470 MHz range are usually paired in the following way:

1) channels between 450 - 455 MHz are paired with channels 5 MHz higher (455 - 460 MHz)
2) channels between 460 - 465 MHz are paired with channels 5 MHz higher (465 - 470 MHz)

To save on space, only one half of the frequency pair for some licenses is listed. So, if a station is listed on 461.300 MHz, try listening on 466.300 MHz also.

Remote control (R/C) channels and public safety frequencies, used for purposes like ambulance squads and fire fighting, have not been listed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>156.4500</td>
<td>K872454</td>
<td>463.8500</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit, MI</td>
<td>150.6750</td>
<td>K892454</td>
<td>463.5000</td>
<td>Detroit, MI</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>123.5000</td>
<td>W2KJF</td>
<td>463.9500</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>151.6250</td>
<td>K06250</td>
<td>463.0500</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami, FL</td>
<td>154.6250</td>
<td>W2KJF</td>
<td>463.6500</td>
<td>Miami, FL</td>
<td>Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston, MA</td>
<td>123.5000</td>
<td>W2KJF</td>
<td>463.7500</td>
<td>Boston, MA</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Left, a 1930s driver-mechanic-speaking system; right, the first radio ever used in a car at the Indianapolis Speedway (Photos courtesy Indianapolis Motor Speedway)*
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on Daytime Listening and Sending Money in the Mail

I suppose I'm pretty unusual in that I have a shortwave radio in my office (a Kenwood R-1000). I can and usually do listen to shortwave all day long.

This has been a relatively recent phenomenon for me, however, and I'm just beginning to get the hang of what's on the air during the day. Unfortunately, the offerings are fairly limited -- at least in comparison with nighttime shortwave. But even so, I've found quite a bit of worthwhile listening.

If I want to catch up on the latest headlines, I tune in to AFRTS on 15330 kHz, which always comes in well here in central Florida. I usually begin my day's shortwave listening with Radio Sweden's show at 1400-1430 UTC on 15345 kHz, which also puts in a good signal here. Radio Moscow World Service booms in on 15475, and sometimes I'll listen to their jazz show or Soviet folk music -- or if I'm in the proper mood, to their newscasts or Focus on Asia and the Pacific.

Perhaps the highlight of the day, though, is Radio France International's Parts Calling Africa over the lunch I usually don't eat from 1600-1700 UTC. The best frequency in these parts is 176200 kHz.

For daytime listening, I've found that it helps to be diversified in terms of foreign languages. Radio France International and Africa Number One have some pretty decent programming -- both news and music -- in French. But there's a lot more available in Spanish.

Radio Clarin on 11700 kHz is on all day long (except for brief power outage breaks), and it's worth listening to between breaks in the anti-Castro CID programs when they carry the domestic AM service relay. Radio Nacional in Chile is on 15140 kHz with some good music and interesting news (although you often have to listen between the lines) most of the day with a decent signal. Recently, I've been listening a lot to Radio Exterior de Espana on 17845 kHz. During late mornings, they have a special program for Spaniards at sea, which makes great use of live international radio and telephone interviews.

Also available during the day in Spanish is Radio Havana Cuba with its pleasant Cuban music and KVOH with a friendly-sounding program from 1600-1900 UTC on 17775 kHz. At 1900, they switch to English programming, which tends to be a bit more hard-sell -- at least the times I've listened.

Somewhere around the same time, Radio Kuwait offers an interesting mixture of Western pop, Arabic music and Islamic religious programs in English on 11675 kHz, with generally good reception until sign-off at 2100 UTC. You may want to forego the last hour of Kuwait, however, to take in Africa Number One's bilingual (French/English) Kilimanjaro African music program on 15475. Of course, after 2100 UTC or so, the choices become a bit more varied in all languages, as the late afternoon/early evening DX conditions set in.

A few more daytime possibilities are HCJB's "Morning in the Mountains" show to North America in 16, 19, and 25 meters; their English programs to Europe during the afternoon in the same bands; and Radio Nacional de Venezuela, which has been experimenting during the past several months with relays of its domestic service and special external service programs around 11862 kHz, variable -- and sometimes using 11695 kHz.

Frankly, I find the domestic service relays more interesting than the external service programs from Venezuela, and the 11862 kHz (variable) frequency is almost always plagued by a terrible heterodyne. Somebody should tell them that shortwave stations use intervals of 5 kHz separation.

One other station I spend a lot of time listening to is Radio Discovery in Santo Domingo -- although I admit to having more than a passing interest in it. Discovery is on from 1800 - 0100 UTC (electrical service permits) on 15045 kHz, and generally comes in fairly well here in Florida. It relays Dominican Radio and Television (the government-owned station) from 1800-2230 UTC, and that consists mainly of Dominican popular music until 2130, followed by an hour of sports and news.

The continuity is in Spanish, of course, but you'll hear frequent ID's in English as Radio Discovery, with a relay of RTVD. A bilingual (English/Spanish) program of music and features can be heard from 2300-0100 UTC, preceded by United Nations Radio programming in English and Spanish from 2230-2300.

I really wonder just how many people here in North America do listen regularly to shortwave during the day. It may be a larger group than we think.

Interference Problems

One of the problems of listening to shortwave in your office is excessive interference. Where my office is located, we have power transformers, telephone company equipment, and various computers and machines around that cause all kinds of noise. The worst type is a machine-gun-like sound (somewhat like the Woodpecker) that is obviously coming from some local source, and is audible throughout the shortwave range -- worse at certain times and on certain frequency ranges. I've heard various theories as to what it could be, including power transformers, telephone company microwaves, computers, or even alarm systems. I'd be most interested to hear from anyone who might have some experience with this kind of problem, and any suggestions for dealing with it.

Return Postage

I read some comments recently about the best kinds of return postage to use when writing to shortwave stations. This is of interest to me, because we get a little bit of everything here.

Basically, I guess, there are three kinds of return postage you can send: mint stamps, IRC's or currency (i.e., dollar bills). We receive a lot of...
mint stamps from U.S. listeners, and that's fine since it costs us 22 cents to mail out a QSL and program schedule. Most overseas listeners send 1, 2 or 3 IRC's, which is also OK, since that just about covers the cost of sending the same thing to them. (It takes two IRC's for airmail, actually.)

But recently, we've been receiving a lot of U.S. dollar bills from overseas listeners. I've always had qualms about accepting dollar bills for return postage, but I'm now beginning to accept the idea. My change of attitude occurred the other day when I got a letter from a listener in Sweden who said that IRC's cost him a bit more than US$1.00 each, so it's much cheaper for him to send us a dollar bill than to buy two or three IRC's. And it's better for us, because we only got 37 cents postage when we cash in the IRC's, whereas a dollar allows us to send an overweight (over 1/2 oz.) airmail reply.

So the bottom line is that we no longer hesitate to accept dollar bills as return postage from overseas listeners. A few send $2.00, in which case we return the second one. I should add that we don't absolutely require return postage, as we consider it our duty to send out QSL's and program schedules to anyone who requests them. Return postage is, however, appreciated. You can imagine how expensive it gets when you're receiving hundreds of letters from overseas that you have to respond to at 44 cents a crack. It sure adds up. Of course the government-owned stations have tax dollars to cover such expenses, but private stations don't have that luxury.

Phone Calls

In the last issue of Monitoring Times, I saw some comments about calling overseas stations by phone, and the cost thereof. Larry Miller was absolutely right that here in the U.S. the cost of overseas phone calls has gone down dramatically during the past few years, and it's now quite reasonable to call most parts of the world.

For example, I make a lot of calls to the Dominican Republic, and I know that if you call during the economy rate (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) it only costs 64 cents a minute. (The first minute is somewhat higher.) The discount rate (from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.) is 80 cents a minute, and the standard rate (4 p.m. to 10 p.m.) is $1.06 per minute. So a 10-minute call during the discount rate only costs $8.38. Rates to Europe are about the same, and in the case of the U.K., less. But beware, the rate periods vary from country to country.

The point is, you can call these overseas shortwave stations without spending a fortune. The key is knowing the best times to call. I would suggest calling AT&T's International Information Service at (800) 874-4000 and requesting a copy of the latest international phone rate brochure.

---

Jeff White's Phone Book

All India Radio 38 2021
BBC, England 01 580 4468
Belgian Radio and TV (BRT) 737 3805
Deutsche Welle, West Germany 0221 3890
Kol Israel 222121
Radio Australia 23 52222
Radio Austria International 0222 8291 2130
Radio Berlin International 02 6360
Radio Bucharest, Romania 162080
Radio Budapest, Hungary 336 330
Radio Cairo, Egypt 75 7155
Radio Havana Cuba 74 954
Radio France International 42 30 22 22*
Radio Jamahiriya, Libya 32451
Radio Japan 46 51111
Radio Kuwait 24 23774
Radio Luxembourg 47661
Radio Monte Carlo, Monaco 505 376
Radio Moscow 2177898
Radio Norway International 48 89 90
Radio Polonia, Poland 478501
Radio Portugal 654 041
Radio Prague, Czechoslovakia 44462
Radio RSA, South Africa 714 9111
Radio Sofia, Bulgaria 02 8541
Radio Sweden International 78 40000
Radio Tirana, Albania 3239
Radio Yugoslavia 433 647
RAI, Italy 3878*
Spanish Foreign Radio 711 27 42
Swiss Radio International 43 92 22
Vatican Radio 6982
Voice of Greece 79760
Voice of Turkey 28 22 30

*These numbers are direct to the shortwave department. Others go through a switchboard.
The Foundation for International Broadcasting

The modern blossoming of shortwave began, according to Radio Database International's Larry Magne, with the introduction of a very special radio. That radio was the Sony ICF-2001 and the year was 1980.

The Sony '2001 was important in that it was the first affordable, easy to use radio that utilized a touch-tone phone-like keypad for entering the desired frequencies and a digital display. Shortwave stepped out of the closet of electronic gadgets for the technically inclined and into the bright sunshine of the mass market.

Now anyone with a healthy curiosity about their world and two hundred or so dollars to spend could tune in stations from the four corners of the world. Sales were brisk.

At about the same time, a gentleman by the name of Joseph Costello announced that he would be signing on the first U.S. commercial shortwave station since World War II. While Costello wasn't exactly correct (WINB, an often-overlooked religious station in Red Lion, Pennsylvania, has that honor) he did raise a lot of excitement and a number of eyebrows, especially when it was found that WRNO Worldwide would be a top-40 station. Hard core DXers howled in protest! "No one will listen to rock music on shortwave," they cried, "when you can already hear it on FM!" Quite the opposite happened, however.

In fact, last year, at an office in Beltsville, Maryland, workers tallying survey information on domestic radio listening habits from U.S. cities around the United States began noticing something odd. There and again, in listener diaries (records of radio listening habits kept by randomly selected people for the rating company) a strange set of call letters began appearing: WRNO.

Puzzled, the people at the Arbitron rating service at first simply scratched their heads and dismissed it as an error. Finally, someone decided to pick up the phone and call the only station known to hold those call letters, WRNO-FM in New Orleans to find out just what was going on. To their surprise, they were told about WRNO-FM's sister station worldwide -- a shortwave station -- was showing up in the local ratings of radio stations all over the United States!

The Selling of Shortwave

Why, may you ask, is all of that so important? The answer becomes immediately clear when you realize that Arbitron ratings are the basis on which many advertisers and advertising agencies determine how advertising money will be distributed among stations.

Up until now, selling advertising time on shortwave has been, at best, a dismal failure. Spin the dial and listen to the number of commercials on WRNO Worldwide. Or Radio Earth. You can count them on one hand. And those that you do hear are often PI's -- per inquiries. That means that the station runs the ads for free and collects only when someone calls a toll-free number or orders a piece of merchandise. As a result, stations like WRNO Worldwide rely almost solely on selling airtime to religious organizations to raise revenue. But, if a shortwave station were to begin showing healthy ratings around the country at decent levels, that situation could change dramatically.

In short, big ratings for 'RNO will mean advertising agencies for companies like American Express, Chevrolet and others will begin to place commercials on the station. And that means money for Mr. Costello. And if other people see Mr. Costello making the big bucks, they'll want a piece of the action and more shortwave stations will undoubtedly sign on. And there will be a greater diversity of programming. Which will bring in more listeners. And more advertisers. And more money. And money makes the world 'go round.' Shortwave is no exception.

Gaining Respect

Equally important, and having absolutely nothing to do with money, was the announcement by the Christian Science Publishing Society that they would put a station on the air.

Indeed, the Christian Science Monitor did sign on the air, quickly and professionally. What's so important about the sign-on of that station -- sixty-five percent of whose air-time is devoted to unbiased, high-quality, international news -- is that it draws attention to the medium of shortwave, not only by people interested in news, but by other media groups. After all, if a group as important and well-respected at the Christian Science Monitor makes such an incredible commitment to the medium, maybe it's not such a bad idea. In any case, you can bet that the idea of going on shortwave is no longer dismissed immediately as "far out" since the Christian Science Monitor signed on.

A Sunny Outlook!

Finally, and not without its own very special merit, is the sun. As you may know, something called sunspots are responsible for shortwave reception. And sunspots run on an eleven year cycle, the worst of which just ended. We are now on the way up and improvements in reception are already evident.

How important is the relationship between the sunspot cycle (and improved reception) and actual listening? Well, an official of the American Radio Relay League (ARRL), the organization that works on behalf of ham radio operators -- people who also rely on that same sunspot cycle for improvement in the reception of two-way communications -- was once quoted as saying that they increase their staff by several dozen employees during the height of the cycle. That's how much improved reception gets people back to their radios and puts increased demands on that industry. The same is obviously true for shortwave listeners.

But how will the shortwave industry -- the listeners, the manufacturers, the broadcasters -- cope? Not only does it face an increase in activity based on steadily improving reception conditions but it is, quite possibly, in the grips of the blossoming of a new, golden age. Up until now, there has been no centralized organization to meet the needs of shortwave community in North America.

Organizing

The answer came late last year as a group of broadcasters, writers and other shortwave professionals met to identify and resolve the problem. The result was the creation of The Foundation for International Broad- casting, Inc. (FIBI). Organized as a officially registered non-profit company, it sees itself as the shortwave listener's version of ham radio's American Radio Relay League (ARRL), complete with enthusiastic volunteers.

"There are so many things to be done," says Board Member Larry Miller. "We're only a little over seven months old. And we felt that a monthly magazine would be a great way to not only promote shortwave but get the word out about the Foundation. So we founded World Radio Report and I volunteered to edit it. Now that's a lot of work on its own. But there are also books to be kept, volunteers to be coordinated, correspondence to be answered, a public relations effort to be met, research projects, fund raising and more. I can't do it all. What we need are people. And lots of them."

"Responsible people with a serious commitment to shortwave listening," adds Radio Earth broadcaster and attorney Michael Poulos, also on the Board of Directors. "You just can't hand off the organization's book-keeping to anyone."

And that's why the Foundation applied for formal IRS non-profit status -- so that, say, a shortwave listener who is also an active or perhaps retired professional account- ant, could donate his time to the Foundation and receive a tax deduction.

"We're looking for people who are serious. Serious about shortwave and serious about the goals of Foundation. People who want to get in on the ground floor of a hot, new, shortwave organization," says Poulos. "It's time to get shortwave up, on its feet and into the mainstream and everyone can help."

Setting the Goals

Overall, the primary goal of the Foundation is to provide a centralized organization through which all parties in the shortwave community can work. This ranges from coordinating group promotional efforts with businesses to offering a place where listeners and potential listeners can turn for information to publishing the Foundation's monthly magazine, World Radio Report.
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"Outside of the manufacturers like Sony, Panasonic and so forth, I don't think there are any shortwave organizations -- commercial or non-commercial -- that can afford to take on the promotion of the medium single-handed," said Miller. But if several retailers got together under the auspices of the Foundation, a professional advertising campaign could be arranged. "Heck, look how often you see ad space donated to the ARRL in mass-circulation magazines. Shortwave listening needs to take advantage of that sort of publicity, too."

Research is also an important part of the Foundation's work. Little solid information is available on the true size, let alone make-up of the shortwave audience. Just who is it that listens? And why?

Says Board Member Ken MacHarg, an HCBF broadcaster, "That's one thing I'm excited about the Foundation doing: research -- whether it's research itself or facilitating grants for people in universities or even to assist the research of stations. So much research is to be done in terms of promoting shortwave and programming shortwave. I think the Foundation can play a very big role in that." MacHarg, an experienced grantsman, has volunteered to take on the task of soliciting corporate and institutional funding.

"And once we get that kind of information from the research," says Dr. John Santosusio, "we'll be in better shape to know how to help."

Spread the Word

Right now, the Foundation relies primarily on the popular shortwave-monthly World Radio Report to get the word out about its activities. "We want people to know that they can get involved in the Foundation, no matter what their level of expertise."

"I want to stress," says Miller, "that this is not a one-man show. It's commonly thought that I own World Radio Report as a profit-making venture. No one 'owns' World Radio Report or the Foundation. The purpose of this is not to make money or showcase egos like some of the clubs. The purpose is to get work done. And to do that we need to get folk involved."

In fact, Miller was so enthusiastic about the project that he donated his entire business, Miller Publishing, to the Foundation. "We had to have some way to raise funds in order to meet our goals yet we didn't want to compete with existing retailers by selling equipment. So we set up Miller Publishing as an arm of the Foundation." Like everyone else at the Foundation, Miller receives no compensation for his work, aside from occasional reimbursement of expenses.

Says MacHarg, "I do think we need to have a holistic approach to shortwave. We certainly don't and won't ignore the hobbyist. In fact the Foundation's publication World Radio Report has been widely praised as the best source of DX information for the hobbyist. But we also want to reach the casual listener who would want to know more about what's on the radio and might subscribe to World Radio Report in much the same way as someone with a shortwave DX Guide to know what's happening with TV."

"Unfortunately, we're seeing a serious decline in the clubs," says Miller, "and we've got do do something to turn that around." MacHarg agrees. "We see a lot of people dropping out of shortwave as a hobby and we need to get more people in as hobbyists, or simply as listeners. It's very qualitative, alternative media to domestic broadcasts."

If you're interested in learning more about this exciting new organization, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the Foundation for International Broadcasting, Inc., 3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA 19372. Those interested in obtaining a sample copy of the Foundation's monthly publication, World Radio Report can receive a sample copy (during June only, one per person) for a mint 56 cent stamp.

How Much Are You Missing?

World Radio Report
It's Nothing Flashy. It's Just the Best.

Shortwave radio brings you your world. And that's a lot of ground for any magazine to cover. It's also why most magazines just don't measure up. It takes a full-time staff to dig up the information you need -- not volunteers who only sit down at their radios after a hard day's work at the office. Shortwave radio is all we do -- nothing more, nothing less. And precious few other shortwave magazines can say that. While you're at work, we're at work, so that when you do have time to listen to your radio, you'll know everything you need to know to get the most out of your radio.

If you're serious about your shortwave, you owe it to yourself -- and your radio -- to check out a full-time shortwave magazine. One year of World Radio Report is just $18.00. Sample copies are just $2.50 in the U.S., $3.50 elsewhere in the world. Send check, money order or cash to World Press International Inc., 3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA 19372. From the publishers of International Radio.

Send a self-addressed, stamped, envelope to 3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA 19372 for the Foundation's brochure. And then join!

Donate Your Time or Your Company's Services

Needed: Accounting, Public Relations, Printing, Advertising, Sales, Volunteer Coordination, graphics, use of a toll-free number.

If you or your company can donate tax deductible time or services, contact Ken MacHarg at 502-458-4076 during regular business hours.

How You Can Help The Foundation

Station News * DX Tips * Advance Program Details * Frequencies * Equipment News * Articles * and More
Station Profile:

Radio Bangladesh hasn't always talked about peace and good will as they do now. It wasn't so long ago that Bangladesh was born out of bloodshed.

The year was 1971 and civil war was tearing Pakistan apart -- literally. The nation was in chaos. Rioters filled the streets and thousands died in brutal battles with government troops. Over a million people fled to neighboring India.

Little in Common

True, the people of east and west Pakistan had shared a common Moslem religion. But there was little else. They spoke different languages, had different cultures, traditions and even physical traits.

Over the years, the east Pakistani people had grown increasingly disenchanted by the government in the west and by the early 70s, the disenchchantment turned ugly. Massive civil disobedience -- in the best tradition of India's Gandhi -- changed to violence when the first National Assembly session was postponed. Negotiations for a solution failed and before long, army troops from the west stormed Dhaka to put down the protest. The ensuing strife raged on for nine hellish months.

On December 16, 1971, however, the government troops surrendered and the east emerged victorious as the People's Republic of Bangladesh.

Bleak Outlook

Perhaps, however, victorious was not the right word. Even prior to the fighting, the outlook for Pakistan was bleak. Dividing this already poor country only served to create a new, lower grade of poverty.

The problems faced by an independent Bangladesh were staggering. Virtually an entire nation had to be created from the what little shards were left from its union with desperately poor Pakistan. Millions of people were homeless. Transportaton routes had to be redeveloped within the framework of a new nation. Communications had to be restored. Hospitals, schools and factories had to be created or rebuilt from the rubble.

And just as the nation started this massive project, it was hit with a series of disastrous floods. Food shortages caused widespread suffering. And charges of political corruption began to weaken the struggling government.

A Positive Image

Faced by these formidable obstacles, a favorable national image had to be created on the international scene and from this need came Radio Bangladesh.

Radio Bangladesh gave voice to the national aspirations of the Bangladeshi people. And it was, the country's leaders quickly realized, the fastest and most effective medium of communication.

Radio Bangladesh's initial goals were modest -- the establishment of an external broadcast directed to the neighboring countries of India, Nepal and Pakistan.

Projecting a "True" Image

Well over a decade later, Bangladesh's external service continues to attempt to project a "true" image of the country abroad. This image includes the culture of its people, their progress, the government's views on international affairs, and the fostering of friendships with other countries.

Programs are aired in six languages extended over ten transmissions for seven and a half hours a day. The Voice of Islam service began broadcasting in English in 1984.

Broadcasts from Bangladesh are grouped into two categories: those for citizens living abroad and programs for listeners in foreign countries.

The first category -- for expatriates -- provides its listeners with news and entertainment from home. Broadcasts are in Bengali and directed to the Middle East and Western Europe.

The second -- for non-citizens in foreign countries -- run for thirty to ninety minutes and include music, scripture, documentaries, radio dramas and interviews, pretty much the standard fare for external services worldwide.

News Considered Important

Also like many other world-band stations, news plays a large part in Radio Bangladesh's programming. There are newsreels, short bulletins, and "eyewitness accounts." And if all of this sounds much like the BBC World Service, keep in mind that Bangladesh was once part of British India.

Radio Bangladesh, known as "the office" by personnel, is situated in Shahbag, in Dhaka. Residences, parks and hospitals surround the neat, two-story building that houses the station's six studios.

Hearing Bangladesh in North America is no small chore. The transmitters -- two 100 kW and two 250 kW -- are not large by today's standards of international broadcasting. "But," says Radio Bangladesh Director Mohammad Taher, "what our country has to contribute to the rest of the world is its own excellence and its own distinctiveness -- excellence does not mean bigness."
Calling All Utes!

A Beginner’s Guide to Shortwave Utilities Monitoring?!

Utilities. The term conjures up an image of electric power poles and water lines. After all, when we have a problem with metropolitan services, don’t we call the appropriate utility company?

But to the serious radio hobbyist the term “utilities” takes on an entirely different context. It is a polyglot category of considerable dimensions.

BC or UTE?

Most radio devotees have learned to classify their listening into two broad areas. Simply stated, if a transmission is intended for reception by the general public it is a broadcast; everything else is a utility transmission.

Utes, therefore, can be police, hams, spies, press services, rescue efforts, ship to shore, air to ground, military exercises, Coast Guard drug interdiction, even federal undercover operations. They may be heard in clear voice, scrambled, Morse code, facsimile, data, or telemetry.

A simplistic definition might be that if it was not intended for you to hear, it was a utility transmission!

Who Cares?

Just as Chevy owners can’t understand Ford enthusiasts and hams are suspicious of CBers, many broadcast listeners don’t understand the allure that utes hold for their devotees. Of course, the same argument goes both ways.

Excitement

Perhaps the key to utilities monitoring is vicarious, the fantasy of being there as news is being made: the valiant effort of Coast Guard personnel risking their own lives to save those on a sinking vessel; the strained voice of an airline pilot as he relays the demands of a hijacker or reports a major system failure on his complex aircraft.

A ute buff reported hearing machine gun bursts punctuating the shouts of a drug smuggler resisting Coast Guard arrest--then, silence.

Many utilities listeners were there when the Challenger exploded, sharing the grief that surrounded the sacrifice of seven space pioneers.

Of course, not all monitoring is so dramatic; many ute fans are hooked on weather facsimile maps, military exercises, satellite monitoring, radioteleype press transmissions, or other non-broadcast emissions to be heard throughout the radio spectrum.

Equipment

What is needed to participate in this stimulating aspect of radio monitoring? For voice and Morse code transmissions, nothing more than what the serious broadcast listener uses: a good receiver and a good antenna. Kenwood, ICOM, Yaesu, JRC--these are the names we hear the most. Even Sony and Panasonic have entry level receivers which permit sampling the utilities.

Antennas may be simple random wires or dipoles 30-150 feet long. Don’t use trap dipoles which favor specific broadcast bands at the expense of the rest of the shortwave spectrum. After all, you have a general coverage receiver; don’t you want a general coverage antenna?

Listen for maritime ship-to-shore communications on shortwave, above (Canada Today). Left, communications aboard a WC-130 (Photo by Jerry Tomaselli, Chicago Tribune).

by Bob Grove, WA4PYQ

A concerned fireman administers first aid (Photo by Henry Ortega, Amarillo Globe/Times)

Testing some innovative military field communications equipment (Courtesy U.S. Army)
Once you get hooked you will probably want to try your hand at receiving radioteletype (RTTY) or facsimile (FAX); these modes require special converters (demodulators) at a cost equal to another receiver. Here we find names like Infotech, HAL, AEA, Alden and Kantronics.

Publications

Where would we be in an information-obsessed hobby without publications? Two monthlies, Monitoring Times and Popular Communications, dominate the radio hobby marketplace; many clubs also cater to various specialized interests.

Books are available which provide frequency information and utilities background material for more productive monitoring. Check the advertisers in MT for noted authors like Schaay, Klingemfuss, Ferrell, Kneitel, and, of course, Grove!

When to Listen

There is drama, excitement and entertainment to be heard 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Your newspaper or TV newscast can assist your efforts. Is there a pending hurricane? Listen to the hurricane hunter aircraft as their daring pilots fly into the eye of the storm, radioing back to Miami visual observations.

Political upheavals, major sports events, NATO training exercises, the launch of a spacecraft—all of these events will have radio support, and a good shortwave frequency directory can tell you where to listen.

The high frequency spectrum abounds with fascinating communications, and it’s all legal to monitor with conventional radio receivers. What might be happening right now? Tune your receiver between the broadcast bands and find out!

Next month tune up that scanner and watch for a primer on VHF/UHF listening.

A Utilities Sampler

(Uppler Sideband Voice)

2670 U.S. Coast Guard 8291.1 Ship to shore, Pacific
4063 Mississippi River barge 8418 "Spy numbers" broadcast
4069.2 Ship working channel 8740.6 Ship to shore
4078.8 Mississippi River barges 8778 U.S. Navy
4112.6 Ship calling channel 8784 Ship to shore, Pacific
4125 Ship calling channel 8805.7 Ship to shore
4143.6 Mississippi River barges 8808.8 Ship to shore
4413.4 Ship working channel 8825 International airlines
4419.4 Ship working channel 8846 International airlines
4467.5 Civil Air Patrol 8879 International airlines
4517 Air Force MARS 8891 International airlines
4593.5 Air Force MARS 8921 International airlines
4637.5 Offshore petroleum 8972 U.S. Navy, Atlantic
4670 "Spy numbers" broadcasts 8984 U.S. Coast Guard, air/grnd
4742 "Spy numbers" broadcasts 8989 U.S. Air Force, air/grnd
5015 Army Corp of Engineers 8993 U.S. Air Force, air/grnd
5320 U.S. Coast Guard 9014 U.S. Air Force, air/grnd
5598 International airlines 9027 U.S. Air Force, air/grnd
5616 International airlines 10493 FEMA, emergency net
5680 U.S. Coast Guard 10780 NASA air/grnd
5692 U.S. Coast Guard air/grnd 11176 Scott AFB, air/grnd
5696 U.S. Coast Guard air/grnd 11182 Scott AFB, air/grnd
5703 Tactical Air Command 11200 RAF, flight weather
5812 "Spy numbers" broadcasts 11233 Canadian Air Force air/grnd
5606.4 U.S. Coast Guard ships 11234 RAF, air ground
5618.8 Inland waterways 11243 Strategic Air Command
5621.9 Mississippi River barges 11246 U.S. Air Force, air/grnd
5677 International airlines 11282 International airlines
5686 International airlines 11538 U.S. Navy, Mars
6004 Flight weather 12429.2 Ship to shore
6673 NOAA hurricane hunters 13113.2 U.S. Coast Guard marine wx
6683 Andrews AFB, VIP 13181 U.S. Navy
6697 U.S. Navy 13201 U.S. Air Force air/grnd
6705 U.S. Air Force air/grnd 13215 U.S. Air Force air/grnd
6723 U.S. Navy 13241 U.S. Air Force air/grnd
6738 U.S. Air Force air/grnd 13270 Flying weather
6753 Canadian Air Force 13282 Flight weather
6761 Strategic Air Command 13306 International airlines
6802 "Spy numbers" broadcast 13354 NOAA, hurricane hunters
6927 Andrews AFB, VIP

Do it yourself and save. Why pay for someone else to have all the fun? 73: Amateur Radio's Technical Journal publishes more easy-to-build construction projects than any other ham magazine. Every issue is packed with simple articles that will put your soldering iron to work.

Stay informed with the latest ham news. 73's monthly columns give you the facts you need.

73 International — learn about foreign contests, reciprocal licensing laws, and how hams operate in other parts of the world.

New Products — find out about the latest state-of-the-art equipment.

Reviews — comparison shop from home and save money.

DX — get DXpedition updates, profiles of famous hams, and tips for beginners.

Never Say Die — publisher Wayne Green's bold editorials are sure to give you something to talk about.

Subscribe to 73 today. A full year (12 issues) is only $19.97. You'll save nearly $10.00 off the regular newsstand price. Just fill out the coupon, or call toll free 1-(800)-258-5473 and charge it.

Order 73 — ham radio never sounded so good.
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If you've been at the dials of your shortwave radio in recent weeks, you're undoubtedly excited about the rather dramatic improvement in reception conditions. No longer have the nights been limited to six through nine megahertz, but the bands are now opening as high as 21 and even, at times, 27 MHz!

There's some exciting listening to be heard and stations missing from the dial for years are once again becoming audible. So if you've "forgotten" about some of the higher frequency ranges over the past few years, it's time to reinvestigate.

I talked with Dave Rosenthal, host of "Skyline" (Radio Earth's Wednesday and Saturday astronomy and propagation program) and Dave confirms that indeed, we seem to be out of the trough in the sunspot cycle. As you may know, sunspots, which affect shortwave reception, go through an eleven year cycle. Although there's some discussion among the experts as to exactly when we hit the bottom of the cycle (most agree it was last September or so) but for all practical purposes, it appears as though we're on our way up. Look for an interview with the personable Rosenthal in next month's Monitoring Times.

Before we take a look at some of the latest DX news from World Radio Report, I'd like to tip you off to an excellent program I found on Radio Canada International. It's called "Northern Country" and it runs from 1200 to 1300 UTC on 9625, 11955 and 17820 kHz. It's hosted by Wojtek Gwiazda (First name pronounced Voy as in "voyage"; tek as in "technical." Second name, veer as in the letter "v," oz as in the "Wizard of Oz" and da as in "Canada." Add the "g" sound as in "gun" to the beginning of the last name and you've got it. Voy-tek G-vee-oz-da. That's the ticket.)

"Northern Country" is hot for a lot of reasons. It's broadcast live which gives it a very natural sound. Too, Gwiazda is an excellent host; warm and friendly.

You'll hear some very, very good CBC news at 1200 UTC, plus music, sports, weather and even press review. But if all of that sounds somewhat pedestrian, you've got to hear how Gwiazda handles it. Even the press review is well done with the host probing, asking questions, clarifying. Not just the standard, "In the Daily News, the lead story was..." But most important of all is the fact that Northern Country sounds modern. The approach is urban, sophisticated. The music up to date -- not like so much of the "1950's European swing" that dominates the bands.

"Northern Country" is, simply put, good radio. If more stations offered this kind of fare, there'd be more people tuning in shortwave. Show Mr. Gwiazda your support. Drop him a line at Radio Canada International, P.O. Box 6000, Montreal, H3C 3A8 and tell him what you think. And be sure to mention that you heard about his program in Monitoring Times.

Radio Austria's official schedule calls for eleven English transmissions a day and they are heard on the following schedule (frequencies kHz):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Frequencies kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0130-0200</td>
<td>6155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0330-0400</td>
<td>6155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0430-0500</td>
<td>5945, 6155, 11830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0630-0700</td>
<td>5945, 6000, 6155, 11830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830-0900</td>
<td>5945, 6000, 6155, 11840, 11915, 15410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230-1300</td>
<td>6000, 6155, 11915, 15320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1430</td>
<td>11915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1530-1600</td>
<td>6000, 6155, 9755, 12015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1830-1900</td>
<td>5945, 6000, 9505, 12015, 17745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2130-2200</td>
<td>5945, 6000, 9655, 9870</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If Canada's "Northern Country" is good, modern radio, then Austrian Radio's programs are the exact opposite: sluggish and uninspired. Thrill to such shows as "Austria and the UN" (UTC Wednesdays), "The Austrian Economy" (UTC Thursdays) and "The Tourist Scene" (UTC Sundays). The staff of Austrian Radio's English section is notorious for crying "understaffed" -- it's even repeated endlessly in their brochures, something like "a tiny group of overworked journalists tries to bring you the latest from Austria." They may succeed in putting the information on the air but as far as enticing anyone to listen to it, well, that's another question.

There is one bright spot on Austrian Radio, however. It's their special Sunday program, "Austrian Coffeeetable." No, it's not about furniture as one might suspect after hearing Austrian Radio's other sleepy shows, but rather an informal discussion of music and the arts. Try for it at 0305, 1205, 1400 and 2030 UTC.

Fred Carlisle, despite his location in the U.S.'s far northwest (Tumwater, Washington) catches a lot of Latin stations. He's been hearing Radio Panamerica in Brazil on 6105 kHz at around 1040 UTC. Fred says there's lots of soft U.S. rock and Spanish music. But beware some terrible interference from Radio Moscow operating on 6105 kHz in Russian.

From Brazil, also look for Radio Nueva America, which Fred heard on 4795 kHz at 1015 UTC and Radio Aboroa on 4720 kHz at 0305 UTC, heard by Earl Urbellis of King's Park, New York.

Trans World Radio Bonaire has what is probably one of the most listenable "inspirational" programs on the dial. It's called "Caribbean Nite Call" and I last heard it on 9535 around 0430 UTC Mondays. The regular host, McDaniel Phillips, is currently on vacation until August but the very capable Bill Early keeps the ship afloat in the interim. There's no preaching, no Bible-thumping, just light music, some interesting discussions and even a really good international newscast by a very fast-talking lady announcer.

Radio Botswana's coming been heard on reasonably well on 4820 in recent months. And, of course, you've probably heard that this anti-QSLing station is now once again issuing those treasured cards, so there's added impetus to try for them now. It was also announced on "Media Network" a short time ago that Botswana registered 9600 kHz with the ITU for use between 0630 and 1400 UTC. Now that may be nothing more than a "wish list," but it might be worth checking out. A beer to the person getting the first confirmation on that frequency.

As an aside, however, a curious thing was noticed on "Media Network" the other night. There's now a copyright notice at the end of the program. Radio Canada International's program retaliated some nights later by ending their show with a notice that "Shortwave Listeners' Digest" was not copyrighted. What's going on in Holland? Hmmm.
Anyhow, if Botswana doesn't whet your appetite for some DXing, here's one that might. But first a word of caution. This one is beyond tough.

Indo-China DXer Isao Ugusa, who lives in Japan, has been hearing the seldom-reported local Burmese station in Tang-gyi on the new frequency of 6570 kHz from 1251 to sign off at 1330 UTC — Sundays only. This one was so tough that Isao went to his friends at Radio Japan's Burmese Service for some help. What he found was that the station is named after a flower call "Thazin," is located in Shan state -- more precisely, the capital, Tang-gyi, and is operated by the Burmese Ministry of Information for soldiers "on the front." A case of beer for the first person in North America getting a QSL on that one!

Carl Volz is hearing the very powerful Latin clandestine, Radio Caiman, on 7470 kHz around 0220 UTC in Spanish. This is a perfect "first" for anyone interested in exploring the shadowy world of clandestine radio on shortwave.

Radio For Peace, located in Ciudad, Costa Rica but based in Sweet Home, Oregon, is due to be on the air now. I spoke with station program director James Latham just before he headed down to Costa Rica in late April and he told me that the station had picked a number of frequencies: 5970, 7470 and 15405 kHz. I do not yet have the official schedule, but I do know that they're using a fairly small 2.5 kilowatt transmitter. Just on a hunch, check 15045 kHz as well. Let me know if anyone has caught this one yet.

Down in about the same part of the world in the Dominican Republic, Jeff White struggles with Radio Discovery. The latest word is that White sealed a deal for his station to relay the domestic programs of RTV Dominican. That means that there'll now be a lot more Spanish on Discovery, specifically between 1800 and 2230 UTC). English and multi-lingual programs are run from 2230 to sign off at 0100 UTC. The station is on the air -- barring frequent island-wide power outages -- Monday through Saturdays on 15045 kHz.

HCJB's new antenna is up and that means an additional frequency for the entire 0335 to 0700 UTC English transmission. 11775 is added to the existing frequencies from 0335 to 0500; from 0500 until 0700 it replaces 11910. Comments on the new frequency and all of HCJB's programming is welcome at their new number, 011-593-2-241-550. You'll get the operator before you hit the answering machine; ask for extension cuatro, ocho, nueve or 489.

Betcha didn't know that the Ecuadorian government has its own programs. Yep, there's a Radio Nacional de Ecuador which broadcasts in Spanish. Greg Earhart of the ASWLC says they're on from 0030 to 0100 UTC on 11960 kHz to the U.S., 2200 to 2215 UTC on 15270 and 17790 kHz to Europe. It's heard via the transmitters of HCJB.

Speaking of relays, don't forget that Japan is now trying out a nighttime transmission via Canada's transmitters in Sackville. There's Japanese from 0200-0300 and English from 0300 to 0400 on 5960 kHz. (Listen to that nasty jammer in the background!). That's in addition to the AM transmission at 1000-1100 (Japanese) and 1100-1200 (English) on 6120 kHz.

Richard Pinney of Rhode Island is a big fan of Radio Luxembourg. So much so that he called them up a couple of times. Apparently, that wasn't appreciated. According to Richard, the announcer who answered the phone insulted him with dirty, abusive language and gave him the very distinct impression that listeners in North America were not wanted. And that's very sad. Roger and Gene give two "no" votes to Radio Luxembourg and suggest they clean up their act.

Stewart McBirnie, host of the ultra-right wing domestic radio program, Voice of Americanism, is now on shortwave with a new show. It's called International Freedom Alert and is scheduled over WINB on Saturdays from 1600 to 1630 UTC on 15295 kHz.

KVOH, the High Adventure Ministries station in California is extending its broadcasts into the local evening. Check the frequency section for the times.

Also expanding is Radio France International. They've added a 24 hour French world service. More importantly is the addition of program in English. There's now an 0200 UTC transmission, as well as the 0330 and 0415 UTC news. In addition to the news at those times, however, there's a multi-lingual music program. Add to that an 1100 UTC news transmission and the long-standing "Paris Calling Africa" show -- a must for anyone interested in African and Third World information -- at 1600. Not the easiest to hear but worth the effort if you're so inclined.

Running out of space -- so much to tell you -- Ghana has reintroduced their West Africa Service after a ten year absence. Look for that in English from 0645 to 0800 UTC and again from 1845 to 2000 on 6130.

Tune in some fantastic Guatemalan marimba music on Radio Choritis Jocotan around 0315 UTC on 2280 kHz. That from Monitoring Times' own Larry Van Horn.

Radio Earth celebrated its fourth birthday this past week. Congratulations to this pioneering outfit for weathering many, many stormy years to fulfill a dream. Few know the commitment these people have put into the station. Support them by tuning in at 0300 on 7355 kHz, Monday through Saturday.

Finally, in the surprise of the century, WRNO has apparently been turning up in the domestic ratings. According to owner Joe Costello, the Rock of the World was called by the Arbitron rating service and asked how in the world an FM station in New Orleans (WRNO Worldwide has a sister station on FM) was being heard in places like New York, Philadelphia and so forth. The answer, of course, was shortwave.

The appearance could have big ramifications on the world of commercial shortwave. If the ratings prove significant, chances are more advertisers will begin to buy time on the station. And where there's money, more stations are sure to follow. So important is this to Costello that if you tune in the Rock, you'll hear an announcement saying, "If anyone should ask, you're listening to WRNO Worldwide in New Orleans, Louisiana. Please. Write it down." That, of course, is directed to listeners holding ratings diaries.

More stations? Two more have filed applications with the U.S. Federal Communications Commission. One is WNQM Inc., in Nashville, 'NQM is the flagship AM station of the three-station F.W. Roberts Broadcasting Company. According to a station official, the shortwave station, officially dubbed "World Wide Christian Radio," will sell time to religious and perhaps political groups denied airtime on other stations. The second applicant, the New Covenant Educational Ministries, is out of Jacksonville, Florida. More information as it becomes available -- but look for 'NQM to be one of the most aggressive religious stations to ever hit the airwaves.

Some late program details that have slipped in from the BBC World Service. There's two more editions of the popular call in program, "It's Your World." On June 7th at 1615 the guest is Viktor Karpov, the Head of the Soviet Arms Control and Disarmament Directorate. There's an edited repeat the next day at 0230. On the 14th, look for fireworks as South African Foreign Minister Pik Botha (who looks remarkably like "Jaws" star Robert Shaw in the BBC press release) takes the phones. Again, an edited repeat the next day at 0230 and as always, the frequencies can be found further back in the magazine.

For more advance program details and the latest in world radio news, pick up a copy of World Radio Report at your favorite hobby store or send $2.50 for a single copy, $18.00 for a one year subscription to 3 Lisa Drive, Thornton, PA 19372 USA. World Radio Report is the official publication of the non-profit Foundation for International Broadcasting.

And with that, let's turn the floor over to you. Here are some of the loggings we've received this month.
Many of this month's loggings are based on material in the bulletin of the American Shortwave Listener's Club. Comments are by Monitoring Times.

0005 UTC on 7470 kHz
Clandestine: Radio Caiman. Spanish announcer with program, "Musica de la juventud." (Frodge-MI). For those interested in such things, this is the easiest clandestine to hear.

0010 UTC on 10059 kHz

0045 UTC on 4952 kHz
Brazil: Radio Clube Rondonoplis. Tentative logging. Heard several club IDs, low-key English and Portuguese music, news at 0100 UTC followed by more music and a commentary on South Africa. (Frodge-MI)

0120 UTC on 15070 kHz
Soviet Union: Moscow One (domestic). Male announcer with pop music then talk. (MacKenzie-CA)

0203 UTC on 9725 kHz
Switzerland: Swiss Radio International. News and commentary on problems between Turkey and Greece. (Kopriva-CA)

0205 UTC on 9755 kHz
Canada: Radio Canada International. English news. (Dokulil-CA)

0213 UTC on 9625 kHz
Canada: CBC Northern Quebec Service. Man with talk in French. Also heard on 6195 kHz. (Shanmugam-KS)

0231 UTC on 6110 kHz
Pirates: Interplanetary Radio. Strange announcement by people calling themselves "Celdorians" about an ongoing war and the need for us to keep our dome areas sealed. (Sor-CA) What's so strange about that? --

0254 UTC on 7270 kHz
Poland: Radio Polonia. English program called "Modern Classical." Mutilated by Radio RSA sign-on. (Shanmugam-KS)

0255 UTC on 7065 kHz
Albania: Radio Tiran. English broadcast of Pop-opera music; national anthem, interval signal. (Earhart-NE) Whatever happened to the Albanian domestic station, Radio Gjerekaster? Never see it reported anymore. It couldn't be its programming or signal quality.

0313 UTC on 15150 kHz
New Zealand: Radio New Zealand International. Cricket commentary in English. (Shanmugam-KS)

0325 UTC on 6060 kHz
Cuba: Radio Havana Cuba. Program "Developments of the Revolution" in Spanish. (Shanmugam-KS) You didn't actually sit through that, did you?

0330 UTC on 3955 kHz
United Kingdom: BBC. Big Ben Chimes. (Blair-CA)

0347 UTC on 5025 kHz
Cuba: Radio Rebelde. Live coverage of baseball game in Spanish. (Dokulil-CA) How do you know it was "live?"

0358 UTC on 11800 kHz
Pakistan: Radio Pakistan. Drawn-out interval signal and male announcer with ID. (Park-HI)

0410 UTC on 11760 kHz
Cook Islands Broadcasting. English and Maori language program of island music. (MacKenzie-CA) Warning: Mr. MacKenzie is a professional. If you're on the east coast, don't try this at home without a note from your doctor.

0425 UTC on 11825 kHz
Society Islands: Radio Tahiti. Talk followed by Island music. (Parker-OH)

0440 UTC on 6185 kHz
United States of America: WRNO, New Orleans, Louisiana. English religious program with Roy Masters. (Neff-OH)

0513 UTC on 5055 kHz
Costa Rica: Radio Reloj. Spanish guitar music. (Earhart-NE)

0528 UTC on 7135 kHz
France: Radio France International. 20's type music with female announcer in French, then man with news. (Park-HI)

0541 UTC on 3285 kHz
Belize: Radio One, Belmopan. Light English and Spanish vocals, heavy interference from code station. (Earhart-NE)

0607 UTC on 5953.8 kHz
Costa Rica: Faro del Caribe. Religious program in Spanish. (Dokulil-CA)

0633 UTC on 4940 kHz
Marshall Islands (New Country): WSZO. Male and female announcer with talk in both English and local language. (Pettit-IA) The country's not new, the station is.

0638 UTC on 5047 kHz
Togo: Radio Togo. VER:Mx, tkl, (343,3,Dokulil-CA) Must have been in a foreign language. -ed.

0910 UTC on 9735 kHz
Paraguay: Radio Nacional. Talk about "La vida en Paraguay." (Natale-MA)

1123 UTC on 5015 kHz
Radio Moyabamba, Peru. Upbeat Latin music. (Frodge-MI)

1130 UTC on 3250 kHz
Guatemala: Radio Luz y Vida. Music of the campesinos. (Robinson-TN) This station is located in Santa Barbara, Honduras, not Guatemala.

1145 UTC on 3325.2 kHz
Ondas Quevendenas, Quevedo, Ecuador. Male announcer in Spanish with program of local Ecuadorian music played on native instruments. Time checks and mentions of Quevedo. (Kaplan-FL) Oh yeah?

1155 UTC on 3324.8 kHz
Guatemala: Radio Maya de Barillas. Spanish folk music, short speech, then religious vocals with an all-girl choir. (Thompson-FL) How do you know it was "all girl?"

1245 UTC on 6070 kHz
Canada: CFRX, Toronto. English language relay of CFRB report on recreational opportunities in the Toronto area -- ice-flow races and watching migrating birds and the sap flow. (Fischer-PA) Kinda makes you wish you were there.

1245 UTC on 5953.8 kHz

1250 UTC on 4460 kHz
People's Republic of China: Chinese People's Broadcasting Station,
Beijing (CPBS-1). Instrumental and vocal music. Two women announcers. Code interference. (Blair-CA)

1316 UTC on 6195 kHz
United States: AFRTS. Gary Nunn with NBC news then CBS news. Paralell on 15340 kHz. (Earhart-NE)

1344 UTC on 17775 kHz
United Arab Emirates: UAE Radio. Talk on Arab philosophy. (Parker-OH)

1410 UTC on 9700 kHz
North Korea: Radio Pyongyang. Young lady with news -- puppet this and hooligan that -- followed by choral and band music. (Frodge-Hong Kong)

1430 UTC on 15560 kHz
The Netherlands: Radio Netherlands. Newsline program followed by Shortwave Feedback program. also heard on 13770 kHz. (Choitz-IL)

1446 UTC on 9600 kHz
Mexico: Radio Universidad. Classical music program. ID with chimes. (Natale-MO)

1502 UTC on 9840 kHz
Guam: KTWR. Arthur Cushen's DX World program. (Blair-CA)

1525 UTC on 6120.7 kHz

1618 UTC on 6250 kHz
North Korea: Radio Pyongyang. Korean language broadcast of news with male and female announcer. (Owsley-CA)

1633 UTC on 7355 kHz
United States of America: KNLS, Anchor Point, Alaska. "The Swing Years" program in English with host Chuck Cecil. (Blair-CA)

1644 UTC on 3910 kHz
Japan: Far East Network. Woman announcer with oldies. Ad for Griffin Dining Hall. (Frodge-MI) Harold, you make it all look so easy! --ed.

1657 UTC on 6140 kHz
Federal Republic of Germany: Deutsche Welle. Symphony music in the Greek Service, "Edo Deutsche Welle..." (Park-HI)

1722 UTC on 9455 kHz
United States of America: WMLK, Bethel, PA. Jacob O. Myer with talk of survival in today's world. (Earhart-NE)

1850 UTC on 11705 kHz
People's Democratic Republic of Yemen: Man with talk and music in Arabic. Tentative logging. (Parker-OH)

1910 UTC on 11735 kHz
United States of America. KCBY, Dallas, Texas. Talk about the family in English. (Neff-OH) What ever happened to this station? All their ambitious plans for live and original programs? Can barely hear them, if at all, in Pennsylvania. --ed.

1947 UTC on 11860 kHz
India: All India Radio. Woman with commentary on Indian space program. (Frodge-MI) Kaboom! --ed.

2002 UTC on 9670 kHz
Saipan: KYOI. Uninterrupted -- except for KVOY IDs -- middle-of-the-Road music. (Frodge-MI) Now owned by the Christian Science Publishing Society as you know. Has officially change format, to no one's surprise. --ed.

2325 UTC on 11700 kHz
Dominican Republic: Radio Clarin. Program of Latin music. (Dokulil-CA)

2357 UTC on 4940 kHz
Ivy Coast: Radio Abidjan. "Male announcer in French. IDs as Radio Abidjan. (Pettit-IA)

Send your station news, schedules, and loggings to Larry Miller, 3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA 19372 USA. And thank you for your support.

From Soup to Nuts...

Station News * DX Tips * Advance Program Details * Frequencies * Equipment News * Articles * and more

If you're a serious shortwave listener, you know the need for up-to-the-minute information. And that's what World Radio Report is all about. From the world's most comprehensive station news section to advance program details to the latest equipment, World Radio Report has it all. From editors that know what they're doing -- Larry Magne on equipment, Gail Van Horn on loggings and Larry Miller on station news. Plus guest columnists from around the world. If you're serious about your shortwave, owe it to yourself -- and your radio -- to check out World Radio Report. One year of World Radio Report is just $18.00. Sample copies are just $2.50 in the U.S.; $3.50 elsewhere in the world. Send check, money order or cash to World Press International Inc., 3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA 19372. From the publishers of International Radio.

World Radio Report
It's nothing flashy. It's just the best.

Got a subject you'd like to see covered? Monitoring Times strives to be the most responsive publication in the listening field. Like to write for Monitoring Times? Write Larry Miller or Bob Grove outlining your interests and your expertise.
MONITORING POST: Communications

ECPA '86 may have made it unlawful to tune in on mobile 'phones, but the industry itself is embroiled in bitter battle.

A few months ago Metroplex charged Southwestern Bell, an outspoken supporter of the telephone privacy legislation, with deliberate monitoring of their cellular mobile system for commercial benefit.

Bell admitted to the "deliberate commercial spying" charge whereby they tuned in on the data portions of the transmissions only to "obtain an estimate of its market share" but maintained that they had "not used the information for its own or another's benefit".

Bell went on to elaborate: "Transmissions that may be intercepted by the use of readily available scanning equipment are not protectible", a total turnabout from their claims and demands during the Privacy Act hearings.

Bell went on to say that the cellular signals which they had tapped were "noncommunicative" and that section 702 of the 1934 Communications Act (which prohibits use or divulgence of overheard transmissions) "does not apply to cellular data transmissions."

Metroplex replied that Southwestern Bell "presents a totally confused and inaccurate picture of interception law" and continued by observing that their competitor had been "caught with their hands in the cookie jar." (From Personal Communications Technology)

Regency Electronics Corporation has filed a formal rulemaking petition to the Federal Communications Commission requiring mandatory warning labels on scanning receivers.

Designated RM-5836, the proposal was open to a comment period which closed May 15. Intended to safeguard consumers from possible penalties resulting from illicit monitoring under the provisions of the new Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, the wording proposed by Regency follows:

"Improper use of this device may violate the provisions of the Electronics (sic) Communications Privacy Act of 1986 through the intentional unauthorized interception of protected radio communications."

Although there are no guidelines as to how the listener would know what was legal and what was not, the labeling would possibly indemnify the manufacturer from any lawsuit brought by a consumer convicted of misusing the device.

We would like to thank Benn Kobb, editor of Personal Communications Technology, for bringing this proposal to our attention.

At Least One Common Carrier is Abandoning the Old Low Band Frequencies. Pacific Northwest Bell has filed with the FCC their intent to drop services on 35.26 MHz (wide area paging) while maintaining high band and UHF coverage (Item from Gary Westfall, KG6ASP, Beaverton, OR).

...and Cellular Receivers Remain Strong. The June Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Chicago will reveal new scanners covering the 806-960 MHz band which include the controversial cellular telephone band. If you can't go, watch for coverage in MT!

Navtex Comes in, Morse Code Goes Out. Shipping interests worldwide will benefit from growing Navtex network, intended to provide timely updates affecting the safety of both ocean-going and inland waterway vessels.

During three days of testimony in the spy trial of former National Security Agency employee Ronald W. Pelton, jurors learned how the super-secret agency had tapped into Russian military high-level communications as well as targets in many other countries as well.

Prosecuting Attorney John Douglas admitted that almost nothing classified below "top secret" was done by his agency whose job, he went on, was to handle signals intelligence, collecting radio signals, microwave transmissions and telephone calls. Much of the material is encrypted.

Testimony disclosed that an on-going project at NSA is to upgrade equipment for more rapid data processing. One listing post was revealed as being near the Sea of Okhotsk near the Russian port of Vladivostok. (Item sent in by Jack Pitman, Huntington Station, NY)

Frequency Hopping Thwarts Jamming according to military communications experts. A new system developed by Hughes for the U.S. Army is designed to work in the high frequency (HF) range, 2-30 MHz.

The Consumer Electronics Show, Chicago, Summer 1986 (Photo by Michael Perlman)

Printing out messages on a continuous-roll paper and utilizing an inexpensive receiver, Navtex transmissions are made on 518 kHz in the Sitor (FEC) mode. Coastal stations expect the expanding network to obsolete current Morse transmissions over the next few years; voice broadcasts will remain unaffected.

The U.S. Coast Guard is vigorously installing Navtex equipment at its 12 communications stations and expect all to be in operation by 1990, providing virtually continuous coastal coverage for 100 miles distance.

Call signs and locations which may be heard are: NMF (Boston, MA), NMN (Portsmouth, VA), NMA (Miami, FL), NMG (New Orleans, LA), NMR (San Juan PR), NOJ (Kodiak/Adak, AL), NMC (Long Beach/San Francisco, CA and Astoria, OR), NMO (Honolulu, HI), and NRU (Guam).
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Called Short Term Anti-Jam (STAJ) by the company, much longer distances without repeaters as compared to VHF and UHF systems are forecast by Hughes.

Purposeful jamming remains a high priority in Soviet offense, according to the latest edition of Janes Military Communications Yearbook: "Their massive emphasis on offensive electronic warfare clearly indicates that they consider their first priority in any East-West conflict is to make the electromagnetic spectrum as unusable as possible" through "intense broadband jamming."

The Mysterious Case of the Fatal Phone Call could be the title of another military item which recently came to light. During the 1982 Falklands War, Commodore James Salt, captain of the British frigate Sheffield, made a radiotelephone call which disrupted the ship's countermeasures system.

During that brief interruption, a French-made Exocet missile, fired by an Argentine warplane, hit the Sheffield on May 4th, killing 20 crewmen when the vessel sank.

As readers may recall, Argentine troops captured the poorly-defended Falklands (Malvinas) off the southeast Argentine coast on April 2, 1982. The resulting 74-day war to regain the British colony killed 255 Britons and 712 Argentines.

**Kantronics Is Pushing Packet Radio.** Although primarily a manufacturer of amateur radio accessories, Kantronics of Lawrence, Kansas, is hoping to press forward, expanding into commercial and government clientelle with their packet computer system.

Packet communication allows highly-compressed bursts of stored data to be exchanged by radio signals. Phil Anderson, president of the company, hopes that their diversification will improve sales from the present $1-$2 million range to as much as $10 million per year. *(Item from Zel Eaton, Kirkville, MO)*

**FCC Drops Consumer Radio Service Proposal:** After a controversial period of inquiry the Federal Communications Commission has terminated further consideration of a low-power personal communications service in the 460 MHz band which would have replaced the long-established General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS).

Little support and strong opposition faced the Commission regarding their proposal which would have undone a very popular private radio service which is presently shared by families and businesses in the 462.550-462.725 MHz range (mobile inputs 5 MHz higher).

**Radio Plus -- Down But Not Out:** An *MT* advertiser, Radio Plus, has asked us to notify prospective customers of their plight so that their excellent credibility would not be tarnished. A series of family health problems has plagued Gerry Thomas, owner of the company, and orders have been set back by about two weeks.

Gerry assures us that he expects an improvement in service within the next few weeks and hopes that customers will be understanding about the unforeseen problems and unavoidable delay.

Stolen cars can now be tracked by RF. Recently patented by the Lo-Jack Corporation of Massachusetts, a homing device transmitting on 173.025 MHz is tracked by a mobile receiver. A demonstration in Puerto Rico resulted in the location of a target vehicle within 14 minutes using a conventional scanner.

Puerto Rico is an ideal test market for the device; 20,000 cars are stolen every year, an average of one every 30 minutes.

**Of the 500 transponders aboard the 25 active U.S. domestic communications satellites,** a full 30 percent are totally unused and many of the remaining are part time only, according to a clipping sent in recently by Warren Leach of Portland, Oregon.

As if this idle capacity weren't bad enough, some 22 additional DOMSATS are scheduled for launch within the next ten years. Some industry sources think the market has just about dried up, pointing out the proliferation of fiber optics by land-based companies.

**Voice Privacy? Cost overruns and construction delays have frustrated attempts by the Federal Bureau of Investigation to upgrade their voice privacy systems.** According to an unreleased report from the General Accounting Office, the FBI did not realistically budget for the expenditure.

Attorney General Edwin Meese III expanded the system to include the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and U.S. Marshals Service. Motorola has been selected as the prime contractor and FBI officials hope that the full system will be operational by 1992.

Four contracts have been signed covering 36 of its 59 field offices nationwide. At the present time, fully operational systems are installed only in Washington, New York and Los Angeles; partially-completed are Baltimore, Buffalo, Houston, Dallas, Las Vegas, and San Francisco. *(Submitted by Bill Black, Washington, DC)*

**Armed Forces Day -- A slight change in the initial time for the test call to precede special Armed Forces Day commemorative communications (MT May 1987, page 4) has been sent to our desk. Instead of the tuning call beginning at 0300 UTC May 16 on the frequencies listed it will begin at 0335 UTC.*

---

**Mars Field Day Operations**

*Every year on the last weekend in June (the 27th and 28th this year) the American Radio Relay League (ARRL) sponsors Field Day, a nationwide contest in which hams attempt to work as many stations during the authorized period as possible.*

This year the hams will be awarded extra points by working MARS (Military Affiliate Radio System) stations using crossband operation, whereby the hams transmit on amateur frequency allocations, listening for replies on the MARS frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>3229.5, 7528.5, 14528.5, 20874.5</td>
<td>MARS station will announce the amateur frequencies they will be monitoring during Field Day; their transmitting frequencies (kHz) are as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy/Marine Corps</td>
<td>4042.5, 7382.5, 14385.0, 20998.5</td>
<td>Air Force:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>4018.5, 6997.5, 13997.5, 20995.5</td>
<td>Navy/Marine Corps:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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MONITORING POST: Loggings

Pirate Radio Net Closed by FCC

A "Pirate Radio Network" operating in the Los Angeles area since 1982 has been "busted" by the FCC. Claiming some 300 members, identifiers like "Pirate Ø" (the control station) and "Pirate 68" were commonly heard on the system's single repeater output frequency, 27.275 MHz (CB channel 27), in the illegal narrowband FM mode.

Crossband inputs to the repeater included out-of-band CB frequencies, cordless telephone frequencies, and even unallocated split frequencies between the UHF General Mobile Radio Telephone Service (GMRS) channels (see accompanying chart).

For privacy, a subaudible tone squelch (194.6 Hz, formerly used by Pace/Pathcom) was employed, leading observers to speculate that the equipment—and perhaps even one or two of the operators—might have been formerly associated with that company. An alternate access tone is 103.5 Hz.

A standard Touchtone (DTMF) pad was used to bring up autopatch, power output changes (linear amplifier on and off), and selection of repeater input frequency. Although a 24 hour operation, the most active period was from about 4:30 PM until around midnight.

Licensed amateurs in the LA area are understandably concerned; two prime suspects in the unlawful operation are hams as are several suspected users (amateur two-meter activity could often be heard in the background behind the pirates' voices).

Two-meter frequencies commonly inhabited by the pirates included 147.435 (primary), 146.610 and 147.045 MHz.

South Bay listeners were in a prime location to monitor the pirate intercom; coverage was reported from Orange County to West Los Angeles. The control link seemed to be near the south side of the Palos Verdes Peninsula.

On Friday, May 8, the primary link was brought down as FCC inspectors arrived at the doorstep of the suspected control station operator who refused to allow the officials inside to inspect his equipment.

By 5:45 PM, Monday, May 11, the entire network had been shut down. Several amateurs suspected to have been involved were reportedly trying to dispose of their equipment on local swap nets, leading observers to speculate that the FCC cut a wide swath in the Bay area imposing legal sanctions against the unlawful operators.

Shortwave Shenanigans

The HF (high frequency, 3-30 MHz) spectrum is irresistible to many unlicensed operators looking for reliable, inexpensive, long distance communications. It is also inhabited by countless tactical operators who transmit under umbrella authorizations of government and military agencies.

The following loggings made here at MT headquarters are typical of these phantoms of the spectrum, some of whom appear briefly, others who may be heard repeatedly. Some are drug runners, a few are fishing fleets, more may be paramilitary, while others are pure hobbists—"bootleggers." All frequencies are in kilohertz, all modes are single sideband voice, all times are UTC.

**FREQ ID Time/Day Comments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Time/Day</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3165</td>
<td>names</td>
<td>2350 Mon.</td>
<td>Drug runners in boats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4472.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0135 Sat.</td>
<td>Bootleggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4645</td>
<td></td>
<td>2300 Sat.</td>
<td>Bootleggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4885</td>
<td>933, etc</td>
<td>2345 Mon.</td>
<td>Military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5211.6</td>
<td>Jim</td>
<td>2300 Sat.</td>
<td>Military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5719</td>
<td></td>
<td>2350 Mon.</td>
<td>Paramilitary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5813.7</td>
<td>Eagle</td>
<td>2325 Sat.</td>
<td>Bootleggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5936</td>
<td></td>
<td>1200 Sat.</td>
<td>Bootleggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6062</td>
<td></td>
<td>0000 Daily</td>
<td>U.S. Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6592</td>
<td></td>
<td>0200 Daily</td>
<td>Mercenary net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6598</td>
<td></td>
<td>0000 Sat.</td>
<td>Bootleggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6622.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0045</td>
<td>Phone patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6650</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paramilitary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6688</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paramilitary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6763.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2320 Sat.</td>
<td>Phone patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6833</td>
<td>6TM</td>
<td>0020 Fri.</td>
<td>Paramilitary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6835</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bootleggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6838</td>
<td>Butter</td>
<td>0050 Sun.</td>
<td>Secure voice check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6870</td>
<td>Nightcap, Pemican, Comsworth</td>
<td>1200 Sat.</td>
<td>U.S. Marine Corps tactical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6879</td>
<td>Choker</td>
<td>1200 Sat.</td>
<td>Bootleggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6895</td>
<td>Arrowpoint</td>
<td>0035 Wed.</td>
<td>Bootleggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6905</td>
<td>Durant, Compass</td>
<td>0135 Sun.</td>
<td>U.S. Marine Corps tactical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6915</td>
<td></td>
<td>1200 Sun.</td>
<td>Teens in aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6941</td>
<td>Boundless</td>
<td>2000 Sun.</td>
<td>Selcall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8052</td>
<td>O3J, H9Q</td>
<td>0230</td>
<td>Military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8089</td>
<td></td>
<td>0230</td>
<td>Fishnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8097</td>
<td>KCP6330</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Tuna fishermen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13277</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Equipment tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13925</td>
<td>Alpha Lima</td>
<td>2100 Sun.</td>
<td>Tuna fishermen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14407/14425/14450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phone patch from van</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14455</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arabic; possible terrorists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14775</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shipboard surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14850</td>
<td>Sky Chief, Side Pocket</td>
<td>1000 Sun.</td>
<td>Medical developmental</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pirate Radio Network

**11 Meters:**

| 27.275 MHz | primary output input channel NBFM |
| 27.725 MHz | secondary use standard input was 49.860 MHz (suspected second discrete repeater) also "main" 11 meter input to pirate. |

**11 Meter inputs:**

| (all link on 40 MHz band to other TX sites) |
| 27.275 MHz | main low level user input most active 11 meter input |
| 26.825 MHz | main low level user input |
| 26.560 MHz | option low level user input |
| 27.375 MHz | available at control operator's discretion nearly no activity |

**49 MHz Links, Inputs and Talkbacks:**

| 49.770 MHz | input frequency (Pirate 0 private input) |
| 49.815 MHz | repeats to 27.275 (may be a discrete repeater) |
| 49.900 MHz | input frequency |
| 49.930 MHz | input frequency, Simplex operation also observed (Yes, these are cordless phone frequencies!) |

**UHF Inputs/Outputs:**

| 467.5725 MHz | |
| 467.7125 MHz | |
| 467.8125 MHz | proposed second output for 27.275 MHz |

Scanning Alabama

contributed by Mark Cobbeldick, KB4CVN

The state of Alabama extends from the Gulf of Mexico in the south to the Tennessee Valley and Lookout Mountain to the north. Because of the varied terrain, Alabama is licensed on a large number of radio frequencies. The following list contains all known licensed frequencies as of October 1986. If you have any corrections or additions please forward them to me at P.O. Box 931, Fort Payne, AL 35967.

**Key:**

(SIM) Simplex
(INP) Repeater input frequency
(FTP) Repeater output frequency
(CAR) Car to base frequency
(BAS) Base to car frequency

**Whistle:**

**FREQ ID Agency/Usage**

| 37.260 | Police common to Tenn. |
| 37.400 | Unknown |
| 44.200 | Unknown |
| 44.620 | Unknown |
| 44.780 | Unknown |
| 45.100 | Unknown |
| 45.180 | Dept of Corrections |
| 47.300 | Unknown |
| 151.010 | Unknown |
| 151.055 | Highway Dept |
| 151.175// | Forestry Comm(INP) |
| 151.190// | Forestry Comm(INP) |
| 159.345 | Forestry Comm(INP) |
| 159.220 | Unknown |
| 151.250 | Unknown |
| 151.460// | Unknown |
| 159.465 | Game & Fish Comm(INP) |
| 154.035 | Marine Police (INP) |
| 153.755 | Unknown |
| 154.025 | Unknown |
| 154.115 | Agriculture Service |
| 154.770 | Unknown |
| 154.800 | Unknown |
| 154.815 | Unknown |
| 154.920// | Unknown |
| 155.445// | Unknown |
| 155.445 | HP (BAS)*1 |
| 155.455 | HP (SIM)*1 |
| 154.995 | Unknown |
| 155.010 | HP (SIM)*1,2 |
| 155.040 | Unknown |
| 155.065 | Unknown |
| 155.100 | Unknown |
| 155.250 | Unknown |
| 155.260 | Health Dep |
| 155.340 | Dept of Corrections |
| 155.370 | Police common to FL/GA |
| 155.445// | Unknown |
| 154.920// | HP (CAR)*1 |
| 154.475 | HP (SIM)*1,4 |
| 155.508 | Bureau of Investigation(SIM)*1,5 |
| 155.535 | Unknown |
| 155.640 | Unknown |
| 155.775 | Unknown |
| 155.835 | Unknown |
| 155.895 | Unknown |
| 155.985 | Unknown |
| 155.970// | Unknown |
| 159.303 | HP (BAS)*1 |
| 159.455 | HP (SIM)*2 |
| 158.820 | Unknown |
| 158.865 | Unknown |
| 158.940 | Unknown |

**MONITORING TIMES**

**MONITORING TIMES**

20 June 1987
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ACJC FORM 35
ALABAMA CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION CENTER

CODE INTERPRETATION
00 Given as “double zero”, Operator needs 21, all information.
10-0 Use caution. Details not known.
10-1 Unable to copy - change location.
1-1 Signal good.
10-2 3101 repeating.
10-3 Acknowledgment (OK).
10-4 Radio Alert: (J1 = Personnel; J2 = Prisoner; J3 = Prisoner: J4 = Papers).
10-5 Busy - telephone urgent.
10-6 Out of service. Not subject to call.
10-7 In service.
10-8 Out of service. Subject to call.
10-9 Remain in service.
10-10 Stand by (Stop). Remain alert for further details.
10-11 Weather and road conditions.
10-12 Correct time.
10-13 Have in possession: (J1 = Personnel; J2 = Property; J3 = Prisoner; J4 = Papers).
10-14 Pick up: (J1 = Personnel; J2 = Property; J3 = Prisoner; J4 = Papers).
10-16 Any traffic for this unit or station?
10-17 No traffic for your unit or station.
10-18 Location?
10-19 Call... by telephone.
10-20 Report in person to... 
10-21 Arrived at scene.
10-22 Assignment completed.
10-23 Disregard last information or assignment.
10-24 Detailed person or vehicle. Expedite.
10-25 Drivers license information.
10-26 Vehicle registration information.
10-27 Check for wanted.
10-28 Illegal use of radio.
10-29 Hit and run. (J1 = Personnel; J2 = Property).
10-30 Run with run.

158.070 Unknown 458.850 Rural VFD(RPT)*6
158.030/ 458.900 Rural VFD(RPT)*6
146.780 F1 HP (CAR)*1 453.930/ Rural VFD(RPT)*6
158.210 Unknown 458.900 Rural VFD(RPT)*6
158.265/ 458.900 Rural VFD(RPT)*6
158.330/ 458.950 Rural VFD(RPT)*6
151.173 F3 Forestry Com (RPT) 453.975/ Rural VFD(RPT)*6
158.345/ 453.975 Rural VFD(RPT)*6
151.190 F4 Forestry Com(RPT) 460.325/ Unknown
158.420 F1 Forestry Com (SIM) Unknown
158.425 F2 State Parks (SIM) 465.325/ Unknown

Reference Notes:
1. The Highway Patrol maintains a statewide radio system (F1-F7) for use of various state agencies including, but not limited to, the following: Highway Patrol, Bureau of Investigation (ABI), Marine Police, Game and Fish Commission, State Fire Marshall, etc.
2. Frequency of 155.910 MHz is the statewide police common frequency to all law enforcement agencies, plus ambulances, fire departments, rescue squads, etc.
3. This is the primary ambulance to hospital frequency in Alabama (H.E.A.R. network)
4. This frequency is often referred to as the "NELEE" (National Emergency Law Enforcement Frequency)
5. These agencies use the Highway Patrol radio system (F1-F7), but F6 in their radios is reserved for their private agency frequency.
6. The Forestry Commission has established UHF repeater systems for rural volunteer fire departments to use. Some forest rangers have a radio for these frequencies in addition to their Vhf agency radio.
7. This frequency is a simplex only channel for mutual-aid communications between volunteer fire departments who are on different UHF repeater frequencies. Commonly referred to as the "truck-to-truck" channel (see #6).
8. The Alabama Emergency Management Agency maintains eleven repeater sites on four UHF frequencies covering the entire state and controlled by Montgomery headquarters. Some of their vehicles are also equipped with a Highway Patrol system radio (F1-F7; F8 is empty).

See What's New in...
- Communications Receivers
- Portable Shortwave Radios
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- Facsimile (Fax) Equipment
- Communications Books
- Parts & Accessories

Universal Shortwave Radio
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VOLMETS

A VOLMET is, or is covered by, a broadcast-only aviation weather reporting station. While most VOLMETS (a contraction of the French "flying weather") are found on the HF bands, there are also some on the VHF aero band; however, we will cover only the HF frequencies in this column.

If any readers would like to have a listing of VHF VOLMETS, please send an SASE to me and I will send them to you. However, unless you live in Europe or Asia, you're not likely to monitor these stations, since there are none in the United States.

One point that must be made is that VOLMETS are not the same as an ATIS. An ATIS (Automatic Terminal Information Service) only gives the terminal weather and conditions thereof for its specific location. A VOLMET will give the weather, terminal conditions, forecasts, etc., for all of the cities (sometimes as many as 20) within area it covers; sometimes these areas cover more than one country.

The purpose of a VOLMET broadcast is to alert pilots of flights enroute to a particular destination of changes in existing weather and forecast conditions at that destination, including potential alternate airports. The types of weather information on VOLMET broadcasts consist of the following: Actual weather forecasts (real time); Landing forecasts; Sigmet's (significant meteorological) Forecasts and notices; and Forecasts - Trend Type.

Note that there is a decided sequence to these broadcasts with aviation wx (weather) for each city's airport repeated at least once, if not more often per broadcast. We will also see that more than one country shares each VOLMET frequency.

VOLMET Frequencies

The VOLMET frequency listings are grouped by area. Most areas have two or more countries under the area heading. Each country's broadcast will give aviation weather for cities within its boundaries and also, in many cases, for cities in adjacent countries.

For instance, the New York VOLMET broadcasts weather for three Caribbean island cities, as well as for 22 cities within the continental United States. These are located in the eastern and middle western regions of the country. New York's program is divided into four five-minute segments; each dealing with six airport terminals on a fixed schedule. This broadcast occurs on the hour and 30 minutes past the hour. Immediately after the New York VOLMET broadcast, a similar presentation, which lasts for 10 minutes, is made by Gander Radio (Gander, Newfoundland, Canada) for major airports within Canada.

In some cases, when a given city within the frequency listing has more than one major airport (such as London), it will be listed, i.e. London Heathrow and London Gatwick. In other instances, you might see the letters FIR after a city - FIR means Flight Information Region - and the weather given will be for more than just the city's airport, and may include an area of thousands of square miles.

A VOLMET station usually identifies itself as "This is New York Radio", or whatever the VOLMET station is that you are listening to; consequently, they are relatively easy for a listener - especially a first time listener to recognize it as a VOLMET station, even if you have an analog receiver instead of digital.

Now on with the frequencies!

AFRICA VOLMET (AFI-VOL)

All areas under this heading use the frequency of 10057

ANTANARIVO, MADAGASCAR

Ivato, Mahebourg, Saint Denis, Antsiranana, Mahahanga, Toamasina, Moroni Comores

BRAZZAVILLE, CONGO

Brazzaville, Ndjamena, Douala, Bangui, Libreville, Sao Tome, Kinshasa, Kano, Lagos, Luanda

TEL-AVIV/BEN GURION

2980, 5575, 11391
Tel-Aviv/Ben Gurion (airport), Haifa/Ramat David, Elat, Jerusalem, Larnaca, Athens, Ankara/Esenboga, Instanbul/Yesilikoy

EUROPE VOLMET (EUR-VOL)

3413, 5640, 8957, 13264

MIDDLE EAST VOLMET (MID-VOL)

2956, 5589, 8945

BAGHDAD, IRAQ

Baghdad International Airport, Basrah/Maqal

BEIRUT, LEBONON


CAIRO, EGYPT

Cairo International

ISTANBUL, TURKEY

Instanbul/Yesilikoy, Ankara/Esenboga, Izmir/Cigli, Athens, Thessaloniki, Sofia, Varna, Bucharest, Bandirma

NORTH ATLANTIC VOLMET (NAT-VOL)

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA

3485, 6604, 10051, 13270

Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland, Niagara Falls, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Bangor, Pittsburgh, New York FIR, Windsor Locks, St. Louis, Syracuse, Minneapolis, Newark, Boston, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Washington, D.C., New York (metro), Bermuda, Miami, Miami FIR, Nassau, Freeport, Tampa, West Palm Beach.

GANDER, NEWFOUNDLAND, CANADA

3485, 6604, 10051, 13270
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In stormy weather or fair, tune up the VOLMET weather reporting stations to hear just what the airliners are hearing. (Photo by The Interceptor)
PACIFIC VOLMET (PAC-VOL)
2863, 6679, 8828, 13282

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA (USA)
Anchorage, Fairbanks, Cold Bay, King Solomon, Shemya, Vancouver

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND
Auckland, Christchurch, Wellington, Nandi International, Moumea/La Tontouta, Pago Pago, Tahiti/Feaa

HONG KONG

HONOLULU, HAWAII (USA)
Honolulu International, General Lyman Field, Agana, Kahului, Honolulu FIR

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA (USA)
Oakland, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Las Vegas, Reno, Sacramento

SHANGHAI (PRC)
Shanghai

TOKYO, JAPAN
Tokyo International (Narita, new International Airport), Tokyo International (Haneda), Chitose, Nagoya, Osaka International, Fukuoka, Kimpo International/Korea

NORTH/CENTRAL ASIA VOLMET (NCA-VOL)
5676, 8939, 11297, 13279
(Cities covered under each major area's jurisdiction were unavailable; however, the major areas covered are Moscow, Khabarovsk, Novosibirsk, and Tashkent.)

SOUTH AMERICA VOLMET (SAM-VOL)
13352, 6603, 10057, (Recife, only)

MANAUS, BRAZIL
Cruzeiro Do Sul, Guajara-Mirim, Tarauaca, Eduardo Gomes, Ponta Pelada, Porto Velho, Presidente Medici, Santarem, Tabatinga, Val De Caes, Vilhena, Belem, Manaus

RECIFE, BRAZIL

SOUTHEAST ASIA VOLMET (SEA-VOL)
2965, 6676, 11387

BANGKOK, THAILAND

BOMBAY, INDIA
Bombay, Colombo/Katunayake International, Madras, Karachi Civil, Ahmadabad

CALCUTTA, INDIA
Calcutta, Bombay, Delhi, Khaki/Tezgaon, Mingaladon

KARACHI, PAKISTAN
Karachi Civil, Nawabshah, Lahore

SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE
Singapore Changam Singapore Paya, Lebar, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Brunei, Kota Kinabalu, Bali, Penang

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
Sydney/Kingsford Smith, Brisbane, Melbourne, Adelaidea, Alice Springs, Darwin, Townsville, Perth

The following area VOLMETS' frequencies are located outside of the usual bands on which HF aero communications and VOLMET stations are usually found:

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA
3047, 6716, 9026
Bloemfontein, Jan Smuts, Kimberly, Pietersburg, Durban, Matsapa, Messina, Phalaborwa, Welkom, Nelspruit, Newcastle, Skukuza

JEDDAH, SAUDI ARABIA
4570, 10215
Jeddah, Taif, Dhahran, Medina, Riyadh

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY
5803
Montevideo FIR

In August, we will look at some Air Route Traffic Control Centers (Indianapolis and Cleveland) and see just how traffic is routed through the various sectors and from one Center to another.

"To me, Monitoring Times is like boiled crawfish -- The next one is even better than the one before it."

Kevin Chedville
Port Sulphur, LA
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DECODE RTTY ON YOUR COCO 1, 2, 3,
FOR LESS THAN $40.00

INTRODUCING SOFTREADER A 100% MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM TO
DECODE RTTY

FEATURES
* MOST BAUDS AND SHIFTS
* 9, 6K BUFFER SAVE (DISK OR CASS)
* PRINT BUFFER (SCREEN OR PRINTER)
* RUNS ON 16/32K/64K (CASS)
* 32/64K (DISK)
* $40.00
* NOISE FILTER
* AUTO FILTER
* 32/64K (DISK)
* 16/32K/64K (CASS)

TO ORDER: SPECIFY DISK OR CASS AND SEND CHECK OR MONEY

COCO ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 5211
LAUREL, MD 20707
301-793-8426
COD'S ACCEPTED
Getting on the Map

I visit local bookstores frequently to look for reference volumes that are useful in connection with utility monitoring. On my most recent visit I discovered a dandy book with the title of *The Map Catalog* by Makower & Bergheim.

The book is a comprehensive guide to the various kinds of maps and where you can obtain them. It is divided into four main categories: land maps, sky maps, water maps, and map products. This latter section includes information on atlases, map software, globes, map aids and relief maps.

The appendix contains lists of federal, state and international map agencies, map libraries and stores, plus selected map terms. All in all, I found the volume to be just exactly what I had been looking for and the cost was reasonable at $14.95. I would imagine it can be found in (or through) any bookstore.

Eliminating Jamming

According to an article in the *Rocky Mountain News*, the U.S. Information Agency are experimenting with a device which, it is hoped, will eliminate or reduce jamming efforts against VOA broadcasts. Reportedly, the device can be made out of household items, such as aluminum foil. The article points out, however, that it may be many months before the testing has been concluded and even then the results will have to be analyzed.

Direction Finding Book

I am anxiously waiting my copy of a new book, *Transmitter Hunting: Radio Direction Finding Simplified* by Moell & Curfee. This is an Electronic Book Club alternate selection and will undoubtedly add to the title after I have it in hand. I am hoping the book will contain some good practical information on HF DF antennas suitable for hobbyist applications.

The Garage Door Mystery

In going through some material I previously could not use due to space limitations, I found a short newspaper item contributed by Philip Griffin, Colorado, which he had clipped from the *Rocky Mountain News* of Denver (This item was also touched on briefly in the pages of *MT* a few months ago).

It seems that residents of San Bernardino, California, had been complaining that their remote-control garage door openers were periodically going haywire. The Genie Garage Door Company determined this was always taking place when President Reagan visited his California ranch.

When the president is in California, his E-4B airborne command plane, a modified Boeing 747 which has an extensive electronic equipment installation on-board, is kept at March AFB (about ten miles south of San Bernardino) in a state of readiness. Apparently, transmissions from this aircraft were creating interference in the frequency range of the garage door openers in the surrounding area, thus causing the erratic opener operation.

According to the Genie shop owner, the operating frequency of the opener can be easily adjusted to eliminate the problem.

Special Interest Loggings (monitored in March)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KH8</th>
<th>DTOI</th>
<th>MODE/IDENTIFICATION/COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6612.7 kHz</td>
<td>270033Z USB</td>
<td>This was a very strange activity with several OM/EIE in conversation and exchanging periodic short messages consisting of digits and phonetic letters. Here is what a typical message looked like: 4456 4305 477 281 516 529 2GO 4LG JIG Good Weather.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6924.6 kHz</td>
<td>11355Z CW</td>
<td>This is possibly a Soviet activity and has been seen often in the past. Only one end was heard and I cut in on him sending V's and then going into 18 character segments of cut numbers. Conditions between the two stations must have been bad because the end I could hear sent each segment three times. Here is one of the segments: WHAMMR-HUAMRMMTNQ QST AR and then went back to sending V's for awhile.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RTTY. The carrier went off the air abruptly at 1906Z and a station came up very briefly in a voice mode but I was unable to tune the signal accurately in time to determine the language.

Immediately after the short voice transmission the station went off the air. However, two minutes later I noted a transmitting being tuned and the following was sent in CW: UR66 UR66 09GI 09GI INT QRR - QRR F7 F8 K and he continued sending this several times. I am not certain about the latter call sign because sometimes he sent it as 09GI and other times as 09Z.

18161.2 kHz 252049Z RTTY 50-423

This station was in the process of sending 5F groups and upon completion of the message it switched to CW and sent repeats utilizing a cut number system of 123 4 5 6 7 8 9 = A U 3 4 5 6 7 D N T. After the repeated groups were taken care of he began to send lengthy batches of chatter in 2L, 3L and 4L groups. VVH was noted, probably the callsign of the unheard station; suspected Vietnamese diplomatic network.

**MARCH 1987 LOGGINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KH8</th>
<th>DTOI</th>
<th>MODE/IDENTIFICATION/COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>22021</td>
<td>MCM/VA Beacon, Baltimore (Washington)t - Jeannet MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>22023</td>
<td>MCM/DA Beacon, Ft. Belvoir (Davidson AFF - VA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>22024</td>
<td>MCM/XPZ Beacon, Winchester, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>22025</td>
<td>MCM/VPZ Beacon, Vancouver, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286</td>
<td>18230</td>
<td>MCM/VY Beacon, Warfion, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286</td>
<td>18310</td>
<td>MCM/VW Beacon, Hamilton, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351</td>
<td>18314</td>
<td>MCM/YK00 Beacon, Ft. Rupert, PQ, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352</td>
<td>22027</td>
<td>MCM/FME Beacon, Ft. Mcalae (Tipton AFF) MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>22029</td>
<td>MCM/CPA Beacon, Manlier (Receed Island) PQ, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>22029</td>
<td>MCM/AK Beacon, Akron (Municipal-Washington) OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363</td>
<td>18319</td>
<td>MCM/YA Beacon, Maniwaki, PQ, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>379</td>
<td>18334</td>
<td>MCM/BR Beacon, Asheville (Municipal-Broad River) NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>516</td>
<td>18326</td>
<td>MCM/YWA Beacon, Petawawa, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602.5</td>
<td>22015</td>
<td>CW/NCDEKE Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3463.1</td>
<td>22015</td>
<td>CW/NCDEKE Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3494.3</td>
<td>18020</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Ft. Myers (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4128.3</td>
<td>22021</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Ft. Myers (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4357.4</td>
<td>22021</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Ft. Myers (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4444.4</td>
<td>22021</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Ft. Myers (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4470.4</td>
<td>22022</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Ft. Myers (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4607.1</td>
<td>22022</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Ft. Myers (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4632.5</td>
<td>22023</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Ft. Myers (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5304.3</td>
<td>113146</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Ft. Myers (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6240.8</td>
<td>21315</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fort Lauderdale, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6273</td>
<td>12037</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fort Lauderdale, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6724.2</td>
<td>22012</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fort Lauderdale, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5283.3</td>
<td>11315</td>
<td>CW/NCDEKE Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5465.3</td>
<td>27005</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5491.4</td>
<td>11315</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5616.7</td>
<td>18031</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6629.9</td>
<td>25001</td>
<td>CW/NCDD0 Beacon, Gainesville, FL, LIT. Foss Peruvians naval, Port of Callao indicated in text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7607.9</td>
<td>16142</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8673.2</td>
<td>10141</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8707</td>
<td>16141</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7450.9</td>
<td>16141</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7767</td>
<td>20001</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7946</td>
<td>20001</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12096.1</td>
<td>25151</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13364</td>
<td>15169</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13370</td>
<td>21326</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13399</td>
<td>23168</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13528</td>
<td>10204</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15259.2</td>
<td>15163</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15345.7</td>
<td>15164</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15370.0</td>
<td>15165</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15398.5</td>
<td>23107</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16195</td>
<td>41163</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16196</td>
<td>20239</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16197</td>
<td>21543</td>
<td>CW/BB/Je Beacon, Fukuoka city (Chinese JRM) AIM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Federal and Military Monitoring

The majority of our readers who enjoy monitoring the intriguing two-way communications to be heard throughout the spectrum seem to prefer listening in on military and other federal government agencies.

From drug boat interception to war games, monitoring federal frequencies provides endless hours of fascination to utilities listeners. Distress calls from sinking oceanliners and hijacked international aircraft are made over the airwaves as is response from rescue teams.

While drama of this magnitude - fortunately - rare, the alert monitor with the proper equipment tuned to the appropriate frequency will be on the edge of his seat, witness to history in the making.

An Invitation to Writers

Each month this new column will feature frequency lists, agency identifications, system profiles, and other monitoring information of benefit to the serious AM listener. We encourage experienced monitors to submit material for the column. We are also seeking a skilled writer to handle this column on a permanent basis.

A New Antenna at Byron Hill, Illinois

Reader Bruce Gustafson sent in photos of this interesting antenna newly erected near the Byron Hill, Illinois, nuclear power plant. The capacitance hat at the top would indicate that this may be one of the Project GWEN installations.

GWEN (ground wave emergency network) is being installed nationwide as part of the U.S. survivable low frequency communications system (SLFCS). The wind vane/anemometer complex mounted on the tower could be used to determine the drift pattern of radioactivity in the atmosphere following a nuclear "event."

Government Users of the Spectrum

The U.S. government is a major user of the radio spectrum. But just which agencies take the lion's share? MT shows in the following list the major federal users who occupy over 216,000 discrete frequencies in the U.S. and possessions alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department or Agency</th>
<th>Number of Assignments</th>
<th>% of Gov’t Master File</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>11598</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>27472</td>
<td>12.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>28446</td>
<td>13.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td>4967</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coast Guard</td>
<td>11018</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept of Energy</td>
<td>6883</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fed Aviation Admin</td>
<td>28035</td>
<td>12.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fed Comm Commission</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>0.3183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen Services Admin</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>0.2727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Human Serv</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>0.7040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>16143</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>16589</td>
<td>14.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natl Aero &amp; Space Ad</td>
<td>1447</td>
<td>0.6676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natl Science Foundtn</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.0738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury</td>
<td>6522</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>1445</td>
<td>0.6666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Information Agency</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>0.5375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Postal Service</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>0.5688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Admin</td>
<td>2151</td>
<td>0.9223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Agencies</td>
<td>15762</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bugging the Birds

The sight of a flock of game birds overhead inspires different feelings: the conservationist senses the freedom, the sublime expression of nature, while the hunter feels a surge of adrenaline as he waits in his blind. But there is another type of hunter whose job it is to preserve wildlife, and he does it with the help of radio.

The Fish and Wildlife Service, a bureau of the Department of the Interior, tracks game birds by attaching radio transmitter collars which send out tone pulses which may be heard on a standard scanner in the 164-167 MHz range for up to a mile or more.

Wildlife agents search for the birds with hand-held (or truck-mounted) Yagi beam antennas attached to standard programmable scanners, listening for the tell-tale 30-120 pulses per minute which signals the presence of a tagged bird.

The tiny waterproof transmitters sprout flexible whip antennas several inches long and must be capable of sending their beacons for several months. The following frequencies are used by the Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center at Jamestown, North Dakota, and are typical of frequency assignments nationwide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>164.4375</td>
<td>164.7125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.4625</td>
<td>166.7375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.4875</td>
<td>166.7625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.5125</td>
<td>166.7875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.5375</td>
<td>166.8125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.5625</td>
<td>166.8375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.5875</td>
<td>166.8625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.6125</td>
<td>166.8875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.6375</td>
<td>166.9125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.6625</td>
<td>166.9375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.6875</td>
<td>166.9625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Docking with the MIR

The Soviet space station MIR (Peace) now has a 22.7-ton astro-physics laboratory. The vehicle, named Kvant (Quantum), was expected to dock with MIR on April 5. Unfortunately, there were problems.

The first indication of trouble came on Radio Moscow when it was announced that Kvant was 200 meters from MIR and backing away. Soviet officials, however, were quick to add that enough fuel existed for a second attempt.

Four days later on April 9, however, there was still no information on the docking. Instead of news about Kvant, Radio Moscow carried a story about the spaceplane Kvant, docking.

European scientists who contributed the x-ray instruments to Kvant have been told it will remain in orbit for at least a year and possibly two. So far, frequencies for the Kvant have not been located but voice activity from the two cosmonauts aboard MIR Laveikin continues on 143.625 MHz.

Kvant will be the first of five modules for MIR. In addition to the astrophysics lab, there will be modules for conducting Earth resources experiments, an Earth photography module, and a technology module that will contain furnaces to manufacture pure materials. Once all the modules are in place the announcement stated that the total weight of the complex will be 135 tons.

The Mailbag

Readers, including Bob Hambuchen, have asked for a MIR schedule. "After all," they say, "since the orbit is so predictable, we should know exactly when it and other space objects cross over the United States." Unfortunately, objects like MIR are not as predictable as commonly thought, shifting orbit quite frequently.

Bob also wanted to know if I could devote a column to upcoming events such as the Voyager mission and the frequencies. Wherever possible, we certainly do so.

More Information

There is a computer BBS in Dallas called Data link RBBS that carries current keplerian elements for over 35 satellites. The board is run by Monitoring Times reader Jeff Wallach and is one of the finest satellite BBS's in the country. Jeff has plenty of on-line storage and supports downloads of satellite programs. Data link RBBS can be reached via modem 3090/1200 baud at 21.434/345 BPS. Be sure to tell Jeff that MIR sent you.

Dave Latsch mentions that he has monitored CW carriers with doppler shift on 215.980 MHz. What Dave is hearing is radar signals bouncing off of space objects from the Navy's NAVSPUR radar system. There are several transmitters in the southern United States that transmit a CW signal straight up. Once it hits an object a return signal is monitored by ground receivers. Using computers, orbital parameters can be determined and the information is sent to NORAD. Congratulations on an unusual intercept, Dave.

According to another reader -- one who wishes to remain anonymous -- during the Mt. St. Helens eruption a few years back he heard a voice downlink on 149.999 MHz. A base station told helicopter crews not to handle bodies. The transmission came from one of the ATS satellites.

I have additional information that a government agency was supplied with transceivers for the ATS satellite that has an uplink around 136 MHz and a downlink around 150 MHz. Could this be the voice channel I have been looking for? MT monitors are encouraged to report any voice activity on this frequency and the first to submit a cassette tape with the date/time/frequency of voice in the 136 - 138 MHz range or in the 150 MHz area from the ATS satellites will receive a space shuttle color photo.

John Henault in Massachusetts wrote to say he wishes we would indicate mode of reception next to the frequencies in Signals from Space. This we'll do, but when it comes to the Fleetsatcom missions this is difficult (unless it is an actual intercept) because almost every mode you can think of is being used on the birds. And, of course, there are no schedules on the atmosats on the missions. There is no Radio Database International for the missions. It is catch as catch can.

Satellite Signals Easy to Hear

Many transmissions from earth-orbiting objects are in the 135-300 MHz range, readily receivable on the new breed of wide-frequency coverage VHF/UHF scanners.

Radio signals from the Russian Mir space station, American Space Shuttle and tactical fleet communications satellites (FLEETSATCOM) are within the tuning range of such scanners and receivers as the Radio Shack 7MX700, S5X500, SSTV (Prime), PRO-2004, JIL SX400, AOR AR-2002, Yaesu FRG-9600, and ICOM R7000.

At least one more continuous coverage scanner will be introduced to the marketplace within the next year. Connected to an outside antenna, any of these radios is capable of picking up satellite transmissions, most of which are encrypted data but many are clear voice.

NEXT MONTH: Signals From Space editor Larry Van Horn will present a special feature article on monitoring these signals entitled, "Satellites You Can Hear".
Installing BNC Connectors on Your Scanners

SCANNING

If you have been fortunate enough to purchase one of the extended coverage scanners that are now on the market, chances are the first "problem" you encountered was trying to adapt the ol' familiar PL-259 connectors you have on all of your antenna & patch-cables to the new BNC connectors on the scanner. The fact is that BNC connectors are appearing in increasing numbers on scanning equipment. Though the initial reaction to this change-over has been a certain amount of frustration, it is actually a "blessing in disguise".

Blessing or no, as a new scanner owner, you still face the problem of making everything "fit together." You could go to your local radio store and purchase an adapter which connects the PL-259 to the BNC. Now you've got a whole snarket of cables, connectors and adapters.

The fact is that PL-259 connectors and Motorola jacks are about worthless for any applications other than automobile radios and CB equipment. Not only are they extremely "loosy" (i.e. create excess signal loss and degradation above 300kHz or so MHz), but the Motorola-type antenna jacks found on older scanners, and so forth tend to loosen-up, thereby creating poor connections and nullifying any benefits of whatever external antenna is plugged into it. So actually, by adapting these connectors to the BNC's, you are defeating the purpose they were installed for -- to avoid signal loss and degradation.

The best solution is the most obvious, to change the ancient PL-259's to BNC-types and dispose of these outdated relics altogether. This is fine unless it is necessary to connect several scanners/radios to the same antenna connection, and they each have a different type of antenna connector. Which puts you back where you started!

But don't give up quite yet. There is a simple and practical solution if you are (1) capable of operating a soldering iron and (2) able to remove the outer case(s) from your scanner/receiver. If these actions are not a problem, then it is merely a case of replacing or adding a chassis-mount BNC connector to the back apron (i.e. rear of the chassis) of the scanner.

The Fix

To begin, you must first take a trip to your local electronics dealer and obtain what is technically referred to as a "type 1094 female BNC" connector for each radio you wish to "change-over". They cost less than two dollars each, although the silver plated ones (for corrosion-resistant protection) may run as high as six. However, unless you can hear butterflies flap their wings, the difference between the two is unnoticeable.

While you're at the store, pick up a new tip for the soldering iron, some fresh solder, and a roll of desolder braid (used to "suck up" excessive solder).

The next thing on the agenda is to remove the scanner's outer case or case halves (depending on the vintage of the radio being changed-over). Locate the Motorola jack (external antenna input jack) on the rear of the radio, and where it actually sticks through the metal chassis of the receiver. You will find one connection from the center post of this jack to the circuit board of the radio, as well as either a point where a grounding braid is soldered to the chassis or a point where the jack itself is soldered to a ground connection on the radio or the board.

Heat up your soldering iron (low wattage ones work best here) and desolder the connections, using the desoldering braid you just bought. Use only enough heat to desolder the connections; too much can damage fragile printed-circuits on the board.

Once completed, you now want to remove the jack assembly itself. Usually, it is only a matter of removing two screws and pulling out the jack. On some older radios, however, you may find this jack is riveted in. Not to worry, though, as an electric drill and a 3/32 or 1/8 inch drill bit can make short work of these rivets. Just be careful when drilling to check what's behind the connector to prevent ruining some internal component of significant importance!

Now pull the jack out the rear of the radio. You're now almost halfway home.

Next, test-fit the BNC connector in the hole which formerly housed the jack you removed. Make sure that it does not touch or interfere with any objects near to, above, or behind it. If the hole is too large, you may either drill a new hole the right size next to this existing one or use thin hardware-type washers to "shim-up" the existing hole and keep the BNC from pulling through the hole. Some BNC connectors fit right in this hole with no mods; however, with a bit of experimenting, you will find the right combination of "shims" or hardware needed for this phase of the project.

Install the chassis-mount BNC in the hole. As the BNC may sit a bit differently in the plug hole than did the Motorola jack, it may be necessary to add or delete wiring to reach the soldered connection points. To delete wiring, merely cut off the excess length and strip back the coating at the solder points. To add wiring, you may either entirely remove the too-short piece and replace it with a longer piece, or buy a short length of what is known as "mini-coax" (mini braided-shield low-loss cable).

If you are unable to find this cable, you may also straighten out a common paper clip, cut the length of wire you need, and use this in a manner similar to hard-wire (Yes, a bizarre solution, but one that's "tried and true"). Resolder the connections on both the center conductor and ground connections respectively, and you need only reinstall the outer case and hook up your antenna! Easy, right??

On an average, it should take about 40 minutes to do each radio or scanner, even allowing for riveted plugs and stubborn joints. Take your time and remember to blow out any metal chips or filings that may fall into the radio during any drilling or soldering process to avoid "deep-frying" your trusty Bearcat!

Was it all worth it?

Well, you now have a standard, low-loss connector on each of your radios, you don't have to buy a million expensive adapters, you don't have to "invert" odd connectors by using three outdated ones, the external antenna connection will be firm and tight and have very low loss at UHF and above -- reception at UHF and above should improve noticeably. Best of all, you have just made that six year old scanner compatible with your new state-of-the-art all-band outdoor receiving antenna!

You will still find it necessary to change to BNC male connectors on your coax ends, but it's worth the time to do it. Also, if you own an ICOM R-7000, you might want to mount a BNC next to the UG-213 antenna input while retaining the '213. This allows you to use either input instead of hunting for one of those hard-to-find connectors.

One last thing to think about... it's only a matter of time until nearly all scanners will be sporting BNC connectors for external antenna hook-ups. So why not get the jump on standardizing your equipment connections by doing it now? □

Scanning the Bridgeport Disaster

News broadcasts carried daily reports of rescue efforts at the collapse of a building under construction at Bridgeport, Connecticut. Now that rescue and recovery operations are over, cleanup has begun.

During the initial emergency period, radio communications buzzed with activity and John Klaff, Stratford, Connecticut, was listening. He shares the frequencies which were most active.

John's listing provides an interesting profile for Bridgeport area monitors and the agencies involved give a clue as to where to look in your area should a similar emergency arise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42.04</td>
<td>Troop G/ Westport &quot;Command Post&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153.77</td>
<td>Bridgeport FD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154.10</td>
<td>Bridgeport PD Ch 4/ car-cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155.34</td>
<td>Used by many depts (FD, PD, State PD, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155.805</td>
<td>Primary &quot;command post&quot; freq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161.64</td>
<td>Bridgeport PD Ch 2 (emerg comms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161.70</td>
<td>Trumbull EMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462.95</td>
<td>Channel 8 news, New Haven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464.225</td>
<td>WICC radio, Bridgeport SW C-Med Disp. (emerg use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>881.7625</td>
<td>Bridgeport Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>884.2875</td>
<td>CBS news crew</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Radio Act of 1927

With all the technical improvements we’ve seen which occurred in the 20s, and with the tremendous growth of all types of radio, it was clear by the late ’20s that “real” (clear, concise and enforced) regulations for all radio, both nationally and internationally were required.

On February 23, the Radio Act of 1927 (replacing the 1912 Radio Act) created the Federal Radio Commission. One of the five original commissioners was an ARRL official, but he died shortly after his appointment.

Six months later, the International Radiotelegraph Conference was held in Washington, DC. Formulation of a new set of rules and bands (with a 40% reduction for amateur radio) was accomplished during 1928 and became effective on January 1, 1929.

Amateur radio was at last written directly into the law, and a new radio world came into existence with all nations having some say in it (radio is notorious for ignoring political borders!).

The new frequencies allocated in 1929 were: 1715-2000, 3500-4000, 7000-7300, 14000-14400, 28000-30000, and 56000-60000 kHz.

During the period when these new laws were taking effect, the long term ham-military love/hate relationship finally completed a swing toward the love sector where it has more or less stayed ever since.

There were both Army and Navy programs for hams as well as a Red Cross program. Hams with various classes of licenses could join the Naval Reserve in pre-assigned ranks from Radioman Third Class to Chief Radiomani.

All this togetherness helped the adjustment to the new radio laws. Special message relays were held to show that hams could live within the new restrictions, and they went very well.

It did not hurt us that the President of the U.S. (Herbert Hoover) had previously been the U.S. representative at several international radio conferences. It also didn’t hurt that his son was also an avid ham! The 17,000 or so hams of that period did much better than they might have with a less understanding government!

The Communications Act of 1934

Once the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) was well established, and the initial radio laws working, and with the Madrid treaty going into effect on January 1, 1934, the radio laws of the U.S., and especially amateur regulations, were fully reviewed.

The result was the Communications Act of 1934 (the one, with amendments, which we still exist under) which brought all communications, radio, wire, etc. under one law and replaced the FRC with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Very little changed for amateurs in the rules, but we were finally well entrenched in law and much better protected.

This statute protection was enhanced by Whitehurst vs. Grimes, a 1927 U.S. District Court case, wherein the court stated that amateur radio was interstate commerce even without compensation and even within a single state. In simple language it said that local and state governments could not tax, regulate, or otherwise control amateur radio.

It would be nice to think that these legal changes caused the explosive growth in amateur radio during the five years from 1929 to 1934, but truth to tell it was most likely the additional "leisure" time gained by many people during that period. It was known as the Great Depression.

During the first five years of the depression, hams grew by 240 percent (real growth), with 49,000 hams by mid 1934! It also didn’t hurt that the broadcast boom of 1922 was repeated by the shortwave listening boom of the early 1930’s.

Perhaps the biggest factor, however, was the cutthroat competition in radio equipment and parts which lowered prices and made hamming and SWLing more available to those who had some money (it must be remembered that even during the depression, 75 percent of all working people were employed). So it is sort of a sad fact that amateur radio benefited greatly from the Great Depression!

Next Month: The 1930’s and how we learned to number our world wars!
The Long and Short of DX or DX is in the eye of the beholder!

Since the earliest times of amateur radio, the main preoccupation of hams has been DX. Originally it was a few city blocks. About one step better than two cans and a piece of string.

It progressed to 5 to 10 miles, then to 50, 500, 5000 and eventually to 12,000 miles or half way around the world (24,000 miles by long path!). And finally (?) now that we have satellites, the sky's the limit!

After the distance battles were won, the varieties game became the goal. Three hundred plus countries, 5 different bands, several different modes, etc. And today, the DX game still continues.

DX for some may consist of hitting a distant repeater (full quieting) on two meters. For others it may consist of hitting the DXCC Honor Roll. In either case, it's fun for the participant to attempt to achieve the goal.

One of the biggest tricks for us to get used to is how to get used to the power. SWLs, who have become hams too, often have the DX experience because they have learned the art of listening. Simply put, you can't talk to what you can't hear.

In order of importance for DXers, receivers rank 1, antennas rank a very close 2nd, good ear and lots of patience rank 3 and finally, after many other things, the transmitter ranks about 25 or 30! Like I said above, you've got to hear them to talk to them!

It is also necessary to learn all you can about propagation. You're going to have to learn how to read those prop charts in the ham/SWL magazines and listen to WWV for updated info. Terms like Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF), local sunrise and sunset windows, etc., will have to become part of your vocabulary.

It's not as hard as it seems and it can really produce contacts. After all, if you've learned to listen and set up the best equipment, it does no good to be listening on the wrong band at the wrong time!

Mana from W9 Land

Now I could go on for column after column giving you lots of great help and hints to lead you to the promised land of DXCC, but someone else has done it much better (I hope you realize that I really had to get control of my ego in order to say that!). The book I am referring to reads much like a mystery novel, but yet is interspersed with most of the things you will need to know about DXing.

Bob Locher, W9KNI, wrote The Complete DX'er in 1983 and there is no doubt it will become a classic. I would not be surprised to see it selling well 10 to 15 years from now, perhaps only with an update as to equipment to keep it current.

It has excitement, humor, clear explanations, sources of info, etc. all of which make it totally useful as well as totally readable (though he could have given us a list, by name, of devices which use A timing and B timing so we get the right keyers, but then nobody is perfect!).

Once I started to read it, I found it hard to put down. I wanted to know how the story came out! As I neared the end, I skipped a few technically oriented chapters to finish the story, then went back and read them.

So I find it hard to sit down at my typewriter and say too much about DXing with that book staring at me from the bookshelf (I tried putting it in another room, but that didn't work). So I decided that the only way to write this portion of the column was to make sure you knew about the book and could get it for yourself.

SWLs listen up. The Complete DX'er is also great for you too. The techniques and story are just as applicable to SWLing as to hamming, and it's good reading.

The book also has drawings by Wayne Pierce, K35UK, which are of a quality and style I personally happen to like, and they add to the pleasure of the book. So don't just sit there reading this stuff. Go get a copy and get with the program! It's available from your favorite ham or book store, or from the ARRL. (Newington, CT 06111 - $10.00 plus $2.50 for postage and handling).

PS: The answer to your question is NO. I have never even met W9KNI or K35UK and have no financial interest in the book. I simply like it a lot because it educates in an entertaining way. In addition to info on the timing devices I mentioned above, the only other thing it lacks is an index, because it is a reference work of sorts. Oh well, maybe on the second edition.

BITS AND PIECES

I've received several letters regarding the Novice Enhancement program. Of course there are lots of questions, but by the time you read this things should have settled down a bit.

QST provided quick updates on the testing in their April issue and reprints are available in most ham stores as supplements to "Tune In The World" or the "Technician/General License Manual".

They are also available directly from the ARRL for $1.00 each.

One big question has been, "Can Novices use repeaters on 220?" Yeah! Any repeater which has its input inside the novice band can be used without regard as to where its output is, even if it is a crossband repeater and the output is on HF or 2 meters!

You can also use RTTY, AMTOR, packet and slow scan television on the proper segments of the 220 band and RTTY, AMTOR and packet on 10 meters (in the 28.10 to 28.15 MHz portion for these modes to stay within the band plan). The May issue of QST has a good bit of info on the band plans and lots of great info for Novices who want to use their new privileges.

COMPUTERS + RADIO = FUN!
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G.O.E.S. Wefax

Wefax (weather facsimile) is the re-transmission of low resolution satellite pictures or other meteorological data to a large number of modified automated picture transmission or other data stations, enabling the greatest number of individuals to have easy access to satellite weather imagery and data.

The system incorporates three geostationary meteorological satellites (GOES West, Central and East) as well as one or more polar orbiting satellites, two ground stations, the NOAA computer center in Suitland, Maryland, and data links provided by commercial vendors and land-line telephone systems.

Wefax transmission, which had its origins in the applied technology satellites (ATS) relay signal experiments of the 70s, was lifted out of the experimental stage with the launching of the "Synchronous Meteorological Satellite" (SMS), better known as the Geostationary Orbiting Earth Satellite (GOES) in 1974. Although launched in 1974, it was not fully operational until 1978.

Originally, the wefax signal was to have been downlinked to receiver stations at 135.60 MHz, but due to the probability of interference from aircraft communications (188-136 MHz), the downlink frequency was changed to 1690.1 MHz.

Since many potential users already had VHF APT receivers for the polar orbiting and ATS satellites, a way had to be found to use the 1691.0 MHz frequency on non-compatible VHF receiving equipment. The problem was remedied by the introduction of a signal converter into the receiving system.

As this successful system progressed, other world nations became aware of its value and began to press for world-wide compatibility. Prior to 1972, only the French were directly involved in our space program, then the European Space Research Organization, Japan and the World Meteorological Organization met in Washington, D.C., to discuss a world-wide network of GOES-type satellites. By 1973 the Soviet Union and the World Meteorological Organization (which formerly was skeptical) joined in the effort, followed in 1978 by India.

By the end of the second conference, it was suggested that a minimum of five geostationary meteorological satellites be injected into orbit to overlap one another, thus complementing the information from one nation to another. Inevitable questions of national sovereignty and security arose, so a compromise satellite positioning proposal finally placed the GOES-type satellites in the following positions:

![Next generation GOES satellite (Courtesy Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation)](image_url)

From the early beginnings, France and the United States had agreed to position GOES East so it would be accessible from Lannion, France, thereby allowing the receipt of GOES East data from relays at Lannion via Meteosat to users in the European Space Agency's sphere of utility.

Another important consideration in the locating of GOES East in this position was the ability for Lannion to receive data from the polar orbiting Tiros-N satellite and to feed it via relay from GOES East back to the National Oceanographic Atmospheric Agency computers. This proved successful and, by 1975, both countries agreed to provide the World Meteorological Organization with continuously updated wefax schedules.

Meteosat (Euro Space Agency) 0°
GOES East (USA) 75°W
GOES West (USA) 135°W
GMS (Japan) 140°E
GOMS (USSR - now INSAT) 79°E

Visible Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (VISSR) is the heart of the GOES system and deserves some mention. It is the present successor to the vidicon tubes in the earlier satellites and provides the GOES system with both visible and infrared imaging capability -- a full earth disc in approximately 20 minutes. This image is not broadcast directly to subscribers and private users; it is, instead, relayed back to the command and data acquisition center at Wallops Island, Virginia, where it is processed; grids are added (lines of latitude and longitude as well as national boundary lines), then retransmitted via high power microwave back to the GOES unit for downlinking to users and subscribers alike.

NOAA has at its disposal two polar orbiter receiving sites: Wallops Island, Virginia, and Gilmore Creek, Alaska. Data received from Tiros-N are processed, fed via computer into an RCA Satcom orbiter, and are retrieved at Wallops Island after being retransmitted through the GOES wefax system. The result, due to computer enhancement, is a superior contrast quality and different perspective of global weather events.

Wefax Today

The present wefax net consists of GOES positioned at 75 W; GOES 4 at 135 W; and the repositioned and reactivated GOES 2 at 107 W, also known as GOES Central, the primary wefax terminal. There are significant problems due to the difference in transmitting antennas on the spacecraft, however; what works well on satellite 1 and 5 will not prevail on the earlier SMS/GOES2.

National Meteorological Center weather charts, originally sent as test material, are usually 12 hour or 24 hour forecast displays sent out via Wallops Island and relayed over GOES Central and GOES West. Satellite predict codes (where you should point your antenna), schedules, etc. are also sent via this system.
### Frequency Monitoring

#### Frequency updates from readers are also welcome and should be sent to:
Larry Miller, Frequency Coordinator
Monitoring Times
P.O. Box 691
Thomdale, PA 19372

Anyone whose material is used will receive a certificate of appreciation from Monitoring Times.

| 0030-0100 T-A | Radio Portugal | 9680 |
| 0030-0100 | SLBC, Sri Lanka | 6005, 9720 |
| 0045-0100 M | Radio Cultural, Guatemala | 15425 |
| 0045-0100 | Radio Korea World News Svc. | 7275 |
| 0500-0100 | Vatican Radio | 6600, 9695 |

#### The MT Monitoring Team

**Greg Jordan**, NC

**Rich Foerster**, NE

**Gayle Van Horn, FL**

---

---
New! **Regency HX-1500**

**HAND-HELD PROGRAMMABLE SCANNER**

Regency steps ahead once again with the most powerful hand-held programmable scanner on the market. Just look at these features: 
- 55 memory channels
- Direct channel access
- Rapid scan and search: 29-60 MHz FM, 118-136 MHz FM, 406-420 MHz FM, and 440-520 MHz FM frequency range
- 2 second scan memory delay
- Individual channel lockout
- Channel one priority
- 0.7 uv average sensitivity
- 1.7 kHz selectivity
- 4 second search delay
- Individual channel lockout
- Four banks of channels may be scanned jointly or separately with channel overlap. Features a top-mounted scan button for easy control when worn on belt.
- This fine unit's non-volatile memory never needs battery backup. Unit requires eight standard AA cells or Nicad rechargeables.

**Dimensions:** 7 1/2"H x 2 3/4"W x 1 1/4"D; Weight: 2 lbs., 10 oz.

**Order SCN 6**
**Retail $199.00**
**Free UPS, $10 US Mail**
**NOW ONLY $239.00**

**From Bearcat—The BC 100XL!**

The BC-100XL—now with aircraft! Yes, the all-time popular Bearcat 100 hand-held programmable scanner now has aircraft reception as well. Includes 16 channel memory, illuminated LCD display for night viewing, search, rapid scan (15 channels per second), direct channel access, lockout, delay, low battery indicator, priority, and keyboard lock.

**Order SCN 16**
**Retail $199.00**
**Now Only $199.00**

**Realistic® PRO-2004 Scanner**

You can walk into your chain retail store and pay $400 for this new luxury scanner, or you can order it from Grove for only $379 including shipping!

The PRO-2004 provides continuous frequency coverage between 25-520 and 760-1300 MHz in your choice of mode—AM, narrowband FM or wideband FM. With no crystals needed, this exceptional unit delivers a wide range of frequencies not found on most scanners—including public service, broadcast FM, military bands and CB!

Search mode finds new channels, with an incredible 300 channels available for storing the ones you like. Rapid 16-channel-per-second scan and search complements this scanner's high sensitivity and excellent selectivity, providing for maximum distance reception, even in crowded band conditions. BNC antenna connector for efficient signal transfer. Built-in speaker and telescoping antenna are included. Jacks provided for external antenna, headphone, external speaker, tape recorder and DC adapter.

**Order SCN 5**
**Call for availability**
**ONLY $379**
**Including UPS shipping**
($10 U.S. Parcel Post; $15 Canada Air P.P.)

**Adaptor Lets Your Car Power Your Scanner!**

No messy wiring connections to your car's battery system; just plug into your cigarette-lighter accessory and power up your scanner (as well as charge NICAD batteries in your portable) while you drive! Choose the appropriate cable for your scanner:

**ACC23** for 12 VDC (center pin positive):
- Bearcat BC50XL, BC100, BC100XL, BC800XLT
- BC140, BC155, BC 175, BC 170 and BC70XLT...
- *$9.95*

**ACC19** for 12VDC (center pin negative):
- Regency HX1000, HX1100, and HX1500...
- *$9.95*

*free first class shipping*

**Extend the Reception Range of Your Handheld**

Universal full-length antenna for handheld scanners and transceivers! Standard BNC base allows custom length extension from 7 to 45 inches. Great for amateur hand-helds shown on this page—plus many others. Replace that rubber ducky with a full-size whip and stand back! Guaranteed to increase range.

**Order ANT-8 Universal Full-Length Antenna**
**ONLY $12.95** plus 1st shipping

**ICOM R7000**
**Now in Stock!**

But then come to Grove for the best buys in scanners and accessories!

**ICOM R7000**
**Now in Stock!**

**Bearcat's Best—**

**The BC800XLT**

Offered at Grove discount prices!

Wide frequency coverage: 29-54, 118-136 (AM), 136-174, 406-512, and 806-912 MHz FM with 40 channels of memory in two banks.

Rapid scan (15 channels per second), powerful 1.5 watt audio amplifier, two telescoping antennas (one for 800 MHz range), 0.7 microvolt average sensitivity, ±55 dB selectivity @ ±25 kHz, instant weather reception, brilliant fluorescent display, AC/DC operation, direct channel access, individual channel delay, priority channel one, fully synthesized keyboard entry.

**Dimensions:** 12 1/2"W x 4 1/4"H x 9 3/8"D; Weight: 7 lbs., 2 oz.

**Order SCN 11**
**Now Only $299.00**
**Free UPS**
**$10 U.S. Mail Parcel Post**

**GROVE ENTERPRISES**
**140 Dog Branch Road Brasstown, N.C. 28902**

**MC and Visa Orders**
**Call Toll-Free**
**1-800-438-8155**

www.americanradiohistory.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Country/Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0900-1000 S</td>
<td>Radio Prague</td>
<td>6055, 9505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900-1000 S</td>
<td>SBC Radio 1, Singapore</td>
<td>5010, 5040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900-1000 S</td>
<td>TVR Radio Prague, Prague</td>
<td>7155, 7185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900-1000 S</td>
<td>Voice of Nigeria</td>
<td>15120, 15185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900-1000 S</td>
<td>WHRI, Indiana</td>
<td>7355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900-1000 S</td>
<td>WRNO Worldwide</td>
<td>6150, 8600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900-1000 S</td>
<td>WZSO, Marsall Island</td>
<td>4970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0915-1000</td>
<td>BBC, London</td>
<td>9760, 9750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0930-1000</td>
<td>Radio Australia</td>
<td>9580, 9555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0930-1000</td>
<td>Radio Budapest Hungary</td>
<td>9355, 9505, 9835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0950-1000 M-F</td>
<td>Radio Budapest Hungary</td>
<td>11940, 15160, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 UTC</td>
<td>[6:00 AM EDT/5:00 AM PDT]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Country/Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1100-1115</td>
<td>Radio Pakistan</td>
<td>15605, 17650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Budapest, Hungary</td>
<td>6025, 6175, 7225, 7970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio China 1, Beijing</td>
<td>7225, 9790, 9805, 9810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Munich, Germany</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio France Int'l, Paris</td>
<td>15250, 17720, 17750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Czech, Prague</td>
<td>17600, 18650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Austria</td>
<td>5960, 9500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Japan</td>
<td>7225, 9790, 9805, 9810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Korean</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio China 2, Beijing</td>
<td>15250, 17720, 17750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio China 3, Beijing</td>
<td>17600, 18650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Vietnamese</td>
<td>5960, 9500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese</td>
<td>7225, 9790, 9805, 9810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese Int'l</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio French Int'l, Paris</td>
<td>15250, 17720, 17750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Korean</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese</td>
<td>7225, 9790, 9805, 9810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese Int'l</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio French Int'l, Paris</td>
<td>15250, 17720, 17750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Korean</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese</td>
<td>7225, 9790, 9805, 9810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese Int'l</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio French Int'l, Paris</td>
<td>15250, 17720, 17750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Korean</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese</td>
<td>7225, 9790, 9805, 9810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese Int'l</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio French Int'l, Paris</td>
<td>15250, 17720, 17750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Korean</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese</td>
<td>7225, 9790, 9805, 9810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1120</td>
<td>Radio Chinese Int'l</td>
<td>11910, 15365, 15425, 17710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Station</td>
<td>City, Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>CBC Quebec Service</td>
<td>Montreal, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>CFRO Montreal, Canada</td>
<td>6005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>CFXR, Toronto, Canada</td>
<td>6070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>CFVR, Calgary, Canada</td>
<td>6030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>CHNX, Halifax, Canada</td>
<td>6130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>CKYU, Vancouver, Canada</td>
<td>6160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>KTMR, Guam</td>
<td>6940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>Voice of America</td>
<td>6960, 6035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>KJRP, Lago, Honduras</td>
<td>7205, 7170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>WRNO Worldwide</td>
<td>9625, 11720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1500</td>
<td>WRKY, Florida</td>
<td>9540, 11550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>FBS, Seychelles</td>
<td>11520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>KXLS, Alaska</td>
<td>7360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1545</td>
<td>Radio Bangladesh</td>
<td>7195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Radio Zimbabwe</td>
<td>9735, 11690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Radio Prague</td>
<td>17705, 17840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Africa, Egypt</td>
<td>12525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Radio Berlin, Germany</td>
<td>6205, 7190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Radio Pakistan</td>
<td>9560, 9465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of China</td>
<td>5680, 7445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Greece</td>
<td>11645, 15630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Vatican Radio</td>
<td>11910, 15090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of India</td>
<td>9770, 11715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of America</td>
<td>6110, 7230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Hungary</td>
<td>11195, 15055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Netherlands</td>
<td>9750, 11575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Yugoslavia</td>
<td>9625, 16245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Ukraine</td>
<td>9545, 11650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Hungary</td>
<td>9835, 11910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Finland</td>
<td>11965, 15400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Finland</td>
<td>7235, 9715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Yugoslavia</td>
<td>9695, 15245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Canada</td>
<td>9730, 9885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Japan</td>
<td>9645, 11940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Vietnam</td>
<td>9755, 8245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Russia</td>
<td>15220, 15230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio East Africa</td>
<td>17710, 21665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Indonesia</td>
<td>5322, 17625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Japan</td>
<td>1610, 17245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio West Africa</td>
<td>15322, 15505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Jamaica</td>
<td>11965, 15400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio America</td>
<td>9575, 12025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Indonesia</td>
<td>9595, 15800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Japan</td>
<td>17780, 17940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Zimbabwe</td>
<td>9575, 15925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Korea</td>
<td>11590, 15590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Japan</td>
<td>9540, 11940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Vietnam</td>
<td>9755, 8245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Russia</td>
<td>15220, 15230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio East Africa</td>
<td>17710, 21665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Indonesia</td>
<td>5322, 17625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Japan</td>
<td>1610, 17245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio West Africa</td>
<td>15322, 15505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Jamaica</td>
<td>9575, 12025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Indonesia</td>
<td>9595, 15800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Japan</td>
<td>17780, 17940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Zimbabwe</td>
<td>9575, 15925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Korea</td>
<td>11590, 15590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Japan</td>
<td>9540, 11940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Vietnam</td>
<td>9755, 8245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Russia</td>
<td>15220, 15230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio East Africa</td>
<td>17710, 21665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Indonesia</td>
<td>5322, 17625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1600</td>
<td>Voice of Radio Japan</td>
<td>1610, 17245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**June 1987**
Chinese Carping

The campaign by leaders in Peking against "bourgeois liberalization" has led to renewed ideological struggles against the Western media. Now, Voice of America has come under special censure from the Chinese government for being an "unseen inciter" of the student demonstrations for freedom and democracy last year.

Among the "crimes" of the U.S. radio network, according to the writer of an article that appeared in an internal Chinese Communist Party journal: "It takes a firm bourgeois stand and stubbornly clings to an anticommunist viewpoint."

As if all this were not enough, Voice of America's "selection of material, editing of scripts and even its terminology are all notably tinged." Admonishes the writer: "People of goodwill, if you listen to VOA broadcasts, please do not forget that this is a mouthpiece of the bourgeoisie that is speaking to you."

Insight, May 18, 1987
via Martin Shelford, Dallas, Texas

Slain Disc Jockey's Cousin Sentenced to 15 years for Murder

A cousin of slain Spanish language radio personality Rodolfo Cortez was sentenced to 15 years in state prison for bludgeoning to death the popular KWKW disc jockey, then stuffing his body in a trash container.

Gustavo Garcia Aguilar, 21, pleaded guilty last month to one count of second degree murder in a plea bargain with the district attorney's office in L.A. Cortez was the host of "El Show de Rodolfo," which aired weekdays on KWKW from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for three years.

Shortwave Aided by Elcom Bauer

Some might think that the 50 kW medium wave transmitter is putting out a horrendous sixth harmonic. However, such is not the case at CFRB-CFRX in Toronto.

What they're doing is using an Elcom Bauer 701B modified for shortwave. CFRX broadcasts 24 hours a day on 6070 kHz. CFRB broadcasts on 1010 kHz with 50 kW full time using three towers for daytime operation and four towers at night.

CFRX utilizes a 1/4 wavelength omnidirectional antenna. CFRB broadcasts in C-QUAM stereo with the mono output of the audio processing chain being fed to the shortwave transmitter for fully duplicated programming.

Information from Radio World via Kevin John Klein, Appleton, WI

AMs to Get Interference Dollars

Florida AM stations that had filed for federal funds to compensate them for improvements they made to battle Cuban interference may finally see some cash.

Although the FCC had approved nine compensation requests during the past two years, it did not handle the actual cash disbursements.

That is provided by the US Information Agency (USIA). However, a dispute over how to pay the approved claims has, until now, blocked the release of any funds.

As of mid-March, no station had seen any compensation funds. However, USIA Counsel John Lindberg told RW that a least some stations could receive their compensation checks by spring or summer.

Radio World
Via Kevin John Klein,
Appleton, WI

Israeli Leader Hosts Radio Talk Show for Arab Callers

It was not your usual radio talk show, but with Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres as the telephone host and the Arab world as his "call-in" audience, how could it have been?

"Can you hear me?" the caller said over a scratchy telephone line patched through West Germany from somewhere in Jordan.

"I want to ask Mr. Peres, why won't Israel negotiate with the Palestine Liberation Organization?" the caller asked.

"The question of PLO participation depends very much on..."
the O' Peres answered over the Arab Service of the
Israeli radio. "As long as it is remaining a shooting organi-
zation and refuses to negoti-
tiate, how can one bring them into negotiations?"

Thus did Peres make some
history in the first telephone
call-in news conference ever
held by an Israeli leader with
an audience in the Arab
world. Although he did not
make any dramatic overtures,
Peres sounded an eloquent
and conciliatory note in
answering even the most
hostile questions. But at times
his answers regarding Israel's
treatment of Arabs or settle-
ment activities in the West
Bank stretched credulity to
the limit and drew some
raised eyebrows from even
the Israeli journalists follow-
ing the broadcasts in the
studio.

The Israeli radio's Arabic
service is widely listened to
throughout the Arab world,
both for its generally
informative news and Arab
music.

Los Angeles Herald Examiner
Via James Kline, Santa
Monica, CA

For Libyans War in
Chad is a Whisper

Colonel Muammar el-Qaddafi
appeared on national tele-
vision in early April and, as
has been his pattern, he
made no mention of the
heavy losses suffered by
Libyan troops in the war in
Chad. Some 3,000 Libyans
have been killed, wounded or
are missing and the Libyan
people officially know nothing
about the defeats. In a nation
of only 3.5 million, this
means that virtually every
family is affected.

But Libyans have found ways
to get around the official
lid on information. Many house-
holds have up to three tele-
vision sets and with the
arrival of spring, the recep-
tion of Italian television news
from across the Mediterra-
nean has been clearer than
ever.

Other have found a way
to overcome the jamming by
the Libyan government of
the BBC's Arabic Service. By
putting the radio in a large
saucenp, a Western Diplomat
said, the jammed stations
suddenly come alive. "I've
seen it myself, a lady with
a radio in a big spaghetti pot,"
the diplomat said.

New York Times
Via Mel Bridgeman, Orrkay,
Wyoming

When Money Radio
Talks Regulators Listen -
- Closely

When brash, fast-talking radio
investment adviser Edward
"Buzz" Schwartz asked his
listeners to invest in his pet
project -- a financial news
radio station -- late last year,
Ann, a senior citizen from
Silver Lake, sent in $10,000.

"He has such a wonderful
way of drawing you in," she
said. "He's fantastic."

Other listeners invested, too,
accounting for nearly all of
the 4.7 million Schwartz said
he raised -- enabling him to
buy a small Pomona,
California, radio station, which
he dubbed money Radio.

But late in March, the
owners of radio station KIEV
(870 AM), pulled the plug on
Schwartz's 3-year-old financial
advice programs.

And now, in response to
questions raised by the
Herald Examiner, state regu-
lators are investigating how
Schwartz and his employee,
Vera Gold, raised the money.
"I think we have a real
problem here," said Bill
McDonald, head of enforec-
ment for the state Depart-
ment of Corporations.
"There's enough here that's
going to cause us to open an
investigation."

At issue are:

Whether Schwartz's
claims about Money Radio
and the hours he devoted to
promoting the project on his
daily show on KIEV consti-
tuted unauthorized, fraudulent
or misleading advertising.

Whether the prospec-
tus made false claims about
how far the station could
reach.

Whether Schwartz
made statements on the air
encouraging listeners to flaunt
state security laws.

The state is just beginning its
investigation of Schwartz's
programs on other stations as
he and Gold have begun test
broadcasts on KWOW (1600-
AM) in Pomona, changed its
name to KMNV and started
test broadcasts.

Los Angeles Herald
Examiner
Via James Kline, Santa
Monica, CA

Chilean Rebels Seize 4
radio stations and News
Office, Announce End of
Papal Truce

Armed rebels seized the
offices of the Associated
Press and four radio stations
in Chile to announce the end
of a truce proclaimed for
Pope John Paul II's visit.

Three men with pistols broke
into the AP offices Monday
night in an scrawled on the
walls slogans of the Manuel
Rodriguez Patriotic Front, the
guerilla group that claimed
responsibility for an attempt
on the life of President
Augusto Pinoclet last Sep-
tember.

Four armed men forced their
way into Radio Beethoven
and made an announcer read
a two-minute statement,
police sources said. They also
said a radio station in
Santiago and two in Valpara-
iso, 75 miles west of the
capital, were also raided.

Los Angeles Times

Radio Better than Boys

A poll of 100,000 American
females between the ages of
12 and 19 by the Donnelly
Marketing firm found that
listening to the radio
doubled dating boys as a
favorite leisure activity -- by a
full five percent.

Actually, radio listening
ranked second, with dating
way down in sixth place.
Number one? Why, going
shopping, naturally!

When you see newspaper
and magazine articles on radio
related subjects, clip them out
and send them to: Larry Miller,
3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA
19372. Everyone who sends in
a clipping that is published will
have an extra issue added to
their Monitoring Times subscrip-
tion and our warm appreciation.
In cases where the same
clipping is received from several
readers, the first one received
will receive the free issue.
A Hundred Million Questions

Back in the days when I was still teaching school, I found that knowing how to ask the right questions was the key to learning -- rather than having all the right answers at hand.

With input from a few other DXers, I'm going to ask a few questions and hope for some input from readers of Monitoring Times. We may never arrive at the right answers, you see, but in the search we may unearth some information of value to us DXers.

Gene Martin of Denver, Colorado, asked this question: "If the auroral zone blocks out Japanese signals en route to the Eastern United States, how come it failed to do so way back in the early 1930s?" Certainly, few people are logging Japanese stations today.

That question was enough to set several knowledgeable DXers into action. Tom Farmerie of Grafton, Massachusetts, checked out some early 1930s radio publications and found manyloggings of Japanese and Far East stations in the Eastern U.S. His answer? No one is trying!

Randy Seaver of Chula Vista, California, agreed with Farmerie but added that no club member is a true expert on the subject because of lack of time, interests and resources to research questions in chemistry, geomagnetism, electromagnetism, solar physics, ionospheric physics, and meteorology.

Seaver added a few questions of his own: What ionospheric region dominates medium wave DXing? Why does the auroral zone play a major part in high latitude DXing? What are the power, frequency and distance relationships? Pointing out that some research has been done in these areas, he nevertheless quite correctly states, "We still have a very incomplete understanding of how that signal travels over distances of thousands of miles, over mountains, plains, oceans, cities, through the walls and into out receivers for deciphering of anything intelligible."

Segueing into a question of my own: "Why wouldn't digital broadcasting on the AM and shortwave bands be the next development in radio?" Why wouldn't a digital receiver system "deciphering anything intelligible" be able to reproduce sound as pure as that from a compact disc, in stereo, of course? Why couldn't a subscriber trigger a call letter display, making it easier for DXers/listeners to identify stations?

Of course, it would be expensive -- but most Monitoring Times readers, including myself, have managed to acquire various receivers, televisions, VCRs, stereo and computer systems. Perhaps a conventional receiver could be used to tune a signal which could then be fed into a home computer to be recorded on a floppy diskette, transferred to tape and played through one's analogue stereo system. What the heck! Let's do it with a high-resolution picture while we're at it and feed it through our TV system!

WFTDA's Tim McVey provided some provocative answers to the question, What effect does the weather have on FM/TV DX? in the April issue of VHF-UHF Digest. He makes the point that a long, stable, stationary front contributes to long-haul tropo enhancement to FM/TV DX and speculate's as to the influence of inversion on DX.

Now, let's jump to the past. Why don't stations playing only oldies resurrect their old jingle packages and use them with their music selections? Perhaps a station is doing so but I haven't heard of one yet. And Radio Philes members would report such an event. Twenty dollars to P.O. Box 1261, Milville, New Jersey 08332 gets you a one year subscription to this nifty radio-lovers publication devoted to "the modern radio broadcasting industry."

Let's dip a little farther into the realm of technology with our next question: "Do you need the latest in solid-state equipment to have fun with DXing?" Heck, no! You may even have more fun with the oldest in solid-state receivers -- the crystal set. Just ask DXer Ray Cole. He's having more fun than he can stand with his crystal set.

Finally, let's turn from questions to thank-you's. First, thanks to MT reader Charles L. Michulka, Stafford, Texas, who sent a copy of my column detailing the deficiencies of the Worldstar MG-6001 to a Seattle mail-order firm which still carries it -- now with a cassette player (not recorder) added. Second, thanks to Roger Giannini, Belleville, Illinois, who forwarded two copies of the World Radio TV Handbook which I promptly sent to Argentina for distribution there by the Association DX del Litoral. And thanks to reader Chuck Boehlke, Keaau, Hawaii, who agrees that the Sony ICF-S5W is a fine AM/FM DX receiver.

From California Carl Smith writes to tell us that a licensed old timer on the medium waves is up for sale. It is KMI Fresno on 5800 kHz. The station first went on the air in 1922 and has been owned by the McClatchy Newspaper chain since 1925.

And a TV tip: Los Angeles is probably the worst spot in the world for AM/FM DX. Each band is almost entirely filled up with stations. Nonetheless, I will have turned my attention to TV DXing by the time you read this. After all, what's the only practical use for smog known to man? Believe it or not, when LA smog is at its worst, TV DX here is at its best. You read it here first! (Cough, cough.)

How Much Are You Missing?

World Radio Report
It's Nothing Flashy. It's Just the Best.

Shortwave radio brings you your world. And that's a lot of ground for any magazine to cover. It's also why most magazines just don't measure up. It takes a full-time staff to dig up the information you need -- not volunteers who only sit down at their radios after a hard day's work at the office. Shortwave radio is all we do -- nothing more, nothing less. And precious few other shortwave magazines can say that. While you're at work, we're at work, so that when you do have time to listen to your radio, you'll know everything you need to know to get the most out of your radio.

If you're serious about your shortwave, you owe it to yourself -- and your radio -- to check out a full-time shortwave magazine. One year of World Radio Report is just $18.00. Sample copies are just $2.50 in the U.S.; $3.50 elsewhere in the world. Send check, money order or cash to World Press International Inc., 3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA 19372. From the publishers of International Radio.
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Central America:

It is "make it or break it" time for the Contras. In the wake of "Transcam" and "Contragate" Congress is not likely to approve further aid without some decisive victories, and soon. The Contras are fully aware of this. Already they are penetrating deeper into the Nicaraguan countryside and increasing attacks on their selected targets.

The shortwave monitor is in an excellent position to keep track of this activity. If you know some Spanish, even a little, it can be helpful, but it is not necessary. If you will listen for key-words, such as the names of towns, and those that sound essentially the same in Spanish as English (cognates), you'll be able to understand a great deal. It does take a little practice, but almost anyone can do it. As an added bonus, if you listen often enough you may just run across some occasional English on some of the stations.

It was rumored that once the Contras got their mediumwave outlet, they might close down their shortwave operation, Radio Quince de Septiembre (15th of September). It is still active and easily heard. Look for it around 2100 or 2200 on 6215 kHz. Some Quince programs feature distinctive sound effects including sirens and machine gun fire. They certainly make for some rather unusual listening!

Of course, you do not want to forget the new Contra medium wave station, Radio Liberacion, on 1520 kHz. This one is tougher, especially if you have some local interference or have to battle 50 kw W2KB Buffalo, but it is being widely reported. Look for it during the hours of darkness.

Another shortwave station run by the Contras, is La Voz de UNO, or the Voice of the United Nicaraguan Opposition. Search for morning and evening transmissions on 5890 kHz; although there may be some slight variations in the frequency.

An occasional check of 6230 in the evenings might also be worthwhile. This was the "home" of Contra station Radio Monimbo. It is currently inactive but could reactivate at anytime. Several months ago this station was believed to be running test transmissions consisting of nonstop music with no announcements of any kind.

I cannot encourage too strongly the frequent monitoring of clandestine Radio Caiman, which broadcasts for several hours both in the mornings and evenings on 7470 kHz. There are several advantages to tuning in Radio Caiman. No other clandestine has a stronger signal or cleaner audio. Even if you had never turned on a shortwave receiver before in your life, you would not have difficulty tuning in this one! Another advantage is that the station broadcasts a lot of music, and this is enjoyable even if you do not hear anything out of the ordinary.

While Radio Caiman is controlled by the Cuban exile group Pro Libertad Cubana, it has indicated in the past that it could be involved in Nicaraguan activity sometime in the future. Further, one might wonder about all that music played on such shows as "Hit Parade" and "Radiorama." Is it really just to entertain the "juventud" (youth), as the station claims, or could there just possibly be some sort of message being transmitted? If there is such an intention, Caiman would not be the first shortwave broadcaster to utilize such techniques.

Finally, I would suggest staying tuned to licensed Honduran broadcaster Sani Radio which evenings puts in a nice signal to many parts of the United States on 4755 kHz. In addition to Spanish, the stations uses English and the Indian language Miskito. Located in an area where many Miskitos live, it could be a useful source of information if the Indians also step up their operations against the Sandinistas. Since Sani Radio was started with a grant from the American Agency for International Development, (USAID) it would hardly be suspected of being hostile to the Contra cause.

So, there you have a number of monitoring targets to keep you well ahead of anything that might trickle down into the conventional news sources available to the general public. Good luck, and let me know what you hear. And now, let's see what our pirate expert Scott McClellan is up to.

The McClellan Report:

As has been the case for the past several months, pirate radio activity has been rather low, despite the overall improvement in propagation conditions. It's a "vicious circle;" listeners are not spending much time scanning the pirate bands because of lack of activity, and when a station does take to the air, few people are there to hear it. Perhaps the summer months will bring a change to this situation.

I did manage to nab one new pirate, Psilocybin Radio, which wins the award for the most unusual name! They were heard on 3420 kHz between 0150 and 0207 UTC. The format was a mix of jazz and rock, with ID announcements which spelled out the station name phonetically. The signal was fairly strong with no interference. Maybe

other pirates will take the hint and move from the overcrowded 41-meter band. No address was heard.

Radio North Coast International made another appearance on 7437 kHz, between 2151 and 2203 UTC. Signal strength was good, but some interference hampered reception. At sign-off they reminded listeners that they have changed their mail drop to P.O. Box 5074, Hilo, Hawaii 96720. Enclose three first-class stamps to cover postage costs.

A reader who wishes to remain anonymous (what a shy hunch!) writes a question with the address for the mailbag. He asks, "How long does it take the FCC to find a pirate station? And what happens then?" Good questions. The length of time required by the FCC to locate and close down a pirate is variable, depending on a number of factors. These factors include the distance of the pirate from the nearest FCC office, how frequently the pirate takes to the air, the length of transmissions, and so forth. The downfall of most "busted" shortwave pirates has been transmitting too frequently. Stations that maintain a sporadic, unpredictable schedule last the longest, while those that are on most every weekend are asking for trouble.

When a station is caught, the usual penalty of late has been a fine of $750 to $1000 for a first offense. Repeat offenders are dealt with a bit more severely.

Other News:

From Maryland Matt Vurek writes us about an unusual logging. On April 1 and 2 between 0200 and 0215 UTC he heard something out of the ordinary on 6610. Unfortunately heavy QRN made monitoring difficult. He reports hearing orchestral music and a male voice speaking Spanish. On the second evening the carrier was abruptly cut off in mid-sentence at 0215, but earlier he had heard several references to El Salvador's President Duarte.

Anyone have any ideas? We'd be interested in your feedback on this one, and, as usual, on all aspects of pirate and clandestine broadcasting. Drop us a line!

That's it for this month. Until the next time, keep listening!
A hefty set nearly four inches thick, the IC Master is internationally recognized as the most comprehensive listing of ICs in the industry, indispensable to the design engineer.

Aeronautical Radio Handbook
By Michiel Schaay (124 pages, 8-1/4" x 11/4", perfect bound; 55 Dutch gilders includes surface postage payable to Uitgeverij Michiel Schaay, Postbus 139, 3840 AC Doorn, Holland)

Entirely in English, this worldwide listing contains more than 5500 frequency entries for air-to-ground communications between 2 and 30 MHz. Arranged in frequency order, other data fields include agency, location, callsigns, and schedules as applicable or known.

Military, civilian and federal users are included along with major airports and worldwide sector maps. An excellent reference for the HF utilities listener.

Utility QSL Address Guide
Volume 1: The Americas by Daryl Symington and John Henault (99 pages, 8-1/2" x 11", offset print, divided for three-ring binder; $12.95 from RadioData Unlimited, PO box 399, Holland, OH 43528)

Symington and Henault are real veterans at utility monitoring and several years of data collection and verification have paid off with this excellent resource of addresses for the most commonly-encountered two-way users of the shortwave spectrum.

Encompassing all of ITU region 2 (North, Central and South America including the Caribbean), this QSL guide is a logical and updated outgrowth of the SPEEDX Utility Guide (less frequencies) of a number of years ago. The authors ambitiously hope to release the companion which covers "the rest of the world" later this year.

Some 4500 address are included in this new edition which covers merchant vessels, federal and military agencies, air carriers, embassies, time and frequency standard stations, MARS stations, Civil Air Patrol, and many more.

Arranged first by service, then alphabetical by call sign, the guide is prefaced by a chapter on tips for effective QSLing.

Radio Handbook
23rd Edition by William L. Orr (857 pages, 7-1/2" x 10", hardbound, $24.95 plus $2.50 shipping from Howard W. Sams & Co., 4300 W. 52nd St., Dept MT, Indianapolis, IN 46258)

When we saw the name Orr coupled with Sams we knew that this respected author and technical publishing team would have a respectable book. Bill Orr, W6SAI, has earned a reputation for technical expertise, especially in the field of amateur radio.

This 23rd edition of his Radio Handbook is liberally illustrated and written in an informative style that makes complex topics easy to follow.

It is tempting to compare Orr’s work with the annual ARRL Radio Amateurs Handbook; perhaps it would be fair to say that while the ARRL book is quite theoretical, the Orr handbook is more tutorial with practical projects, written in a slightly more conversational style.

WHAT'S NEW?

COMPACT
ONLY $199
plus $5 UPS
MC VISA

OSCILLOSCOPE
IDEAL FOR USE WITH SPECTRA DISPLAY
(see adjacent GTI ad)

LOW COST, HIGH PERFORMANCE! Features high-brightness 2-1/2" CRT, 6.5 MHz bandwidth, high sensitivity (10mV/vert. div.), adjustable time base (10 Hz-100 kHz), external synch input, BNC connectors, AC/DC vertical and horizontal inputs. Powered by 115/230 VAC, 50/60 Hz; comes with test leads and manual. Measures 9" W x 6-1/2" H x 12" D and weighs 8.5 lbs.

Grove Enterprises
PO BOX 98 BRASSTOWN, NC 28902
1-800-438-8155

NEW! 10-1000 Mhz Pre-Amp
Dual GasFets 21 Db gain
Bnc in/out Low Noise
Req’s 12V (powered by SD10M)
Introductory price $149.95 (write for specs)

SPECTRA-DISPLAY

At last an affordable “Panadapter” for the R-7000 receiver & no modifications. Use with simple scope & see a new and exciting field of SWLing. Discover elusive stations by displaying a full 200 Khz to 10 Mhz “Spectrum” of hidden signals you couldn’t “see” before. Zero in on those quick “on-off” signals you never knew existed. Here are some actual displays:

Center Freq 100 Mhz Center Freq 155 Mhz Center Freq 152.5 Mhz
1. 10 Mhz Wide 2. 10 Mhz Wide 3. 1 Mhz Wide

Photo #2 shows a group of frequencies between 152 & 153 Mhz and photo #3 shows the expanded view of this same group!

Here are some exciting features of the “SPECTRA-DISPLAY”
- ± 1 Db flatness Variable Width/Cent Variable Gain
- 1 Mhz Cal Markers Internal Pwr Sply 10 Mhz in 20 Ms
- G-10 double sided All cables included 90 Day Warranty
- SD10M Introductory price $349.95 (free UPS) PA res add 6% tax
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GTI ELECTRONICS
RD 1 Box 272
Lehighton, Pa. 18235
717-386-4032

www.americanradiohistory.com
Although the pitch is obviously to the licensed amateur with its considerable coverage of transmitters and power amplifiers, there is much to offer listeners as well. Pages abound with discussions on antennas, transmission lines, interference reduction, receiver design, preamplifiers, filters, test equipment, and power supplies.

Unusual communications techniques like moonbounce, satellite relays, slow-scan TV, and packet radio are introduced without dwelling on extensive theory.

For the inquisitive radio enthusiast who is not ready for deep theory but wants to know more about what’s in the box, Bill Orr’s Radio Handbook will provide good reading.

**Guide to Facsimile Stations**

Seventh edition by Jorg Klingenfuss (252 pages, 6-1/2" x 9-1/2", paperbound: cost DM 35 including air mail delivery from Klingenfuss Publications, Hagenloher Str. 14, D-7400 Tuebingen, FRG)

Jorg Klingenfuss has earned international respect for his painstaking efforts to insure accuracy and currency of his frequency records. His latest facsimile book (May 1987) is packed with such information.

The reference book is handily classified into a number of cross-referenced topics: frequencies, call signs, schedules, addresses, satellites, APT predicts, formats, regulations, and charts. Separate appendices include abbreviations, equipment and techniques for reception.

Unlike previous limited-distribution handbooks on FAX, this one lists worldwide manufacturers of affordable FAX equipment along with associated ads.

**So You Bought a Shortwave Radio!**

by Gerry L. Dexter (74 pages, 8-1/2" x 5", paperbound: $9.95 from Tiate Publications, PO Box 493, Dept MT, Lake Geneva, WI 53147)

Described as “a get-acquainted guide to the wide world of shortwave”, this little handbook is intended to provide the newcomer some orientation as to just what to expect from his hobby, where to tune for various services and publications available for his further education.

Punctuated with cute cartoons, the style is distinctly informal. Discussions include antennas, controls and their functions, international and clandestine broadcasters, utilities, and non-voice modes.

---

**Sneak Preview**

June is the month for the summer Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Chicago. Several new products will be displayed by leading scanner manufacturers.

Uniden will be showing two new programmables: The BC-580XLT will tune major bands between 29 and 570 MHz, including aircraft, storing them in five banks of 100 channels total; a handheld BC-200XLT will include the 800 MHz band, aircraft reception, and sport 200 memory channels in 10 banks.

Rumor has it that ICOM’s R7000 will be facing serious competition from a lower cost, VHF/UHF, general coverage receiver to be offered by another off-shore manufacturer.

Look for a new hand-held programmable with 800 MHz coverage small enough to be tucked in a shirt pocket! This little gem, also imported, is being custom manufactured for a domestic company.

**Regency Turbo-Scan**

Last month Monitoring Times reported the imminent release of a new series of rapid scan/search programmable scanners from Regency Electronics. We took a close look at the top-of-the-line TS-2. This month we look at the lower cost TS-1.

Scanning its 35 memory channels at a rapid 50 channels per second, the TS-1 includes an instant weather button and covers the following frequency ranges (MHz): 29-54 FM, 118-136 AM, 136-175 FM, and 406-512 FM.

The translucent rubber keypad is backlit for night viewing and a vacuum fluorescent display calls out frequency and status information. Priority, delay, and direct channel access are additional key features.

Equipped with AC power supply, DC mobile cord, telescoping whip, and mobile mounting bracket, the TS-1 is listed at $359.95 (but available at a discount from MT advertisers).

**Regency Mobile Scanner Antenna**

Timed for release with the new mobile "Informant" scanner, Regency's MA-547 low/high/uhf magnetic mount antenna is also available with a mirror mount for cars, trucks, RVs, and vans.

Under 30 inches in height, the MA-547 (and MA-548 mirror mount version) carry a suggested retail price of $49.95.

Speaking of the Informant, that scanner was initially available only at truck stops! Regency has told us that as of this writing, however, the INF-1 is now available through normal distribution. There is no word on a release date for the INF-2.

---

Regency’s new Turbo-Scan scanner can monitor up to 35 channels at a rate of 50 channels per second — nearly five times faster than any competitive scanner.
Shortwave Antennas

The first thing most people do when they get a television set to pick up ordinary local signals is to hook it up to an outdoor antenna or cable system. But when they get a world band receiver to hear faint stations from continents away, they’ll usually make do with the set’s tiny built-in antenna!

Exhaustive Tests
for RDI White Paper

This doesn’t make a whole lot of sense, so for the past several months we at Radio Database International have been testing popular types of outdoor shortwave antennas for a comprehensive RDI White Paper that we’ve issued recently. So let’s take a moment to touch on the subject, because what you do with an antenna can make quite a difference in how well stations are received. And the cost is surprisingly low for all that they can do to improve reception.

What To Expect
From An Outdoor Antenna

What is an antenna supposed to do? In this regard, world band radio is really not all that much different from TV. Unless you live in rural Montana or Brastown, North Carolina, you’re not hooking your TV up to an outdoor antenna to get a stronger signal. What you’re trying to do, instead, is to get a better signal — free from ghosts and the like. Well, the same is true with a shortwave antenna. The main task of a good world band radio antenna is to reduce unwanted noises, with increased signal strength being a useful but secondary bonus.

Let’s start with the easiest situation. If you have a simple low-cost portable, a really fancy antenna can be too much of a good thing. The radio’s cheap circuitry simply can’t handle signals that are too strong. Sort of like if you tried putting a 300 horsepower V-8 engine into a Yugo. So, here the solution is easy and inexpensive. Just run a hank of wire — say ten yards or meters at most — from your radio to a tree outdoors. This allows the radio to receive signals from the fresh outdoors, where local electrical noises are lowest.

But if you’ve gone and dropped hundreds of dollars into a high-quality tabletop receiver, a good outdoor antenna is a “must”. We tested a number of types of antennas for this Radio Database International project, and our findings are really encouraging. There are some top notch antennas available now that cost well under $100. There’s no more cost-effective way to improve your reception than with one of these excellent devices.

An Excellent
Trap Dipole

To begin with, we tested two popular makes of “trap dipole” antennas — the “Eavesdropper” and the Mosley SWL-7. These cover most or all of the 13 shortwave broadcasting bands, and here there is a clear winner: the $64.50 Eavesdropper, manufactured by Antenna Supermarket, Box 563, Palatine, Illinois 60067. By and large, the Eavesdropper provides excellent results within the international broadcasting bands above 5.8 MHz. It’s also very well made and has provided trouble-free results for thousands of listeners since it was introduced some seven years back. On the other hand, the Eavesdropper provides only mixed results within the tropical broadcasting bands where the really faint catches lie. On 60 meters, it performs well, but below that results are not inspiring.

The Mosley SWL-7 trap dipole antenna fares less well, even though it costs more...but not because of its performance when new. The problem is that both our SWL-7’s have deteriorated physically over time. This physical deterioration has also caused performance to drop.

Alpha Delta "Sloper"
A Superb Performer

We also tested the Alpha Delta "Sloper", which is a different type of antenna that came on the market just a few months back. We certainly didn’t expect anything to top the Eavesdropper’s performance, but in some respects the Sloper did.

Above 5.8 MHz, the Sloper performs comparably to the Eavesdropper. However, in the tropical bands it does appreciably better than the Eavesdropper. And it’s really toughly constructed, too. It’s so sturdy, in fact, that it’s rated to be used by smaller broadcasting stations to transmit!

Alpha Delta is located at Box 571, Centerville, Ohio 43459. The Sloper lists at $69.95. But, unlike the Eavesdropper, you have to purchase the lead-in wire separately. This adds around $15-20 to the price.

Best Bet: Eavesdropper
and Sloper, Switchable

One of our bottom-line findings is that the two best antennas complement each other quite nicely, with one or the other providing better results depending on the characteristics of the specific signal being received. With both the Sloper and Eavesdropper, plus an antenna switch, we were able to squeeze just about any trace of a signal from a reluctant ionosphere. Another pleasant finding is that we discovered various ways in which antenna performance can be improved simply by innovative mounting.

Inverted L’s:
Great For The King Ranch

Finally, we tested various inverted-L antennas. Unsurprisingly, we found that they work best when they’re long and mounted as high as possible. But we also found times when shorter ones can be the best choice.
BUYING YOUR FIRST RECEIVER

by Bob Grove W4QYQ

So you've been "bitten by the bug" as they say? And now you are puzzled as to which radio receiver will best suit you? Certainly, there is a puzzling array of radios on the market and plenty of Madison Avenue blitz to get your attention! The fact of the matter is that cute, cheap portables have only their size going for them--no inexpensive portable is going to measure up when the going gets rough.

The portables are easily overloaded by strong signals and they cannot separate closely-spaced signals in the air. Sound quality is often marginal and their dial settings are often unstable, resulting in drift from their settings. In a nutshell, portable radios are designed for mass-marketing at low cost, and you get what you pay for.

HOW TO CHOOSE

Once you have made your mind up that you are going to skip the portables and move into a real radio receiver, how do you decide which radio will do the best job for you? Let's start by pointing out that there are two basic listening targets of the SW (shortwave listener): broadcast- and utilities. Broadcasting refers, of course, to those transmitting organizations whose emissions are designed for everyone to hear. Examples include the voice of America, Radio Moscow, the BBC, and even your local AM, FM, and TV stations. Utilities are everything else--essentially, the two-way communicators of the shortwave spectrum: hams, ships at sea, long-distance aircraft, military units, government agencies, and so forth.

Even a casual glance through a club bulletin or book for radio hobbyists will immediately disclose some user-unfriendly terms like SSB, RTTY, passband tuning, RIT, CW, ECSS, selectivity, noise blanker, attenuation, notch filter, AGC, images, intermodulation, spurious signals... the list goes on. How is it possible, given an apparently endless variety of technical specifications, to make a valid decision as to which radio finally represents the best choice? It isn't easy, but there are some guidelines.

How much should we pay? Yes, that's the bottom line, isn't it? We all want the best radio for the least money; and in this business, as we've said before, you do get what you pay for. Generally speaking, any shortwave receiver that costs under $200 is not going to give competitive performance. It may be cute, and it may have great sound, but when the going gets tough, it won't pull the weak ones through. From about $300 to $500, there is a substantial improvement in performance; this is the domain of Kenwood, Yaesu, and the better Sony and Panasonic radios. The $600 to $1000 range is dominated by three receivers of supremely good quality at this writing; the Icom R-71A, the JRC NRDR255 and the Kenwood R-3000. It would be difficult to make a recommendation between these three fine performers without knowing just what the application would be.

Are you really serious about listening or is it a passing fancy? Will you be at home with the major world-broadcasting services or are you looking for more exotic DX? Will your home turf be full-carrier AM (amplitude modulation) as used by the broadcasters or are you interested in listening in on some of the two-way intrigue?

...Continued on Page 47

spheric static and man-made electrical interference. But the circuitry of radios also adds noise of its own. Low-noise circuits must be designed to allow the weakest signal to stand out above the noise. That is sensitivity.

Stability--
A radio signal occupies a very small space in the electromagnetic spectrum. In order for it to be heard, the receiver must be able to remain right on frequency, unaltered by a jarring of the cabinet or changes in temperature.

Images and Intermodulation--
Modern heterodyne (there’s another one of those words!) receivers—and they all are superhets—create additional unwanted signals. In low-cost receivers, the attenuator camouflage the inability of the receiver to handle a wide range of signal strengths, a characteristic called dynamic range.

Noise Blanker--
Early on in radio, it became apparent that if the listener’s ears were to be salvaged high static levels, as described in a nearby experimenter’s lab, there was a means of quieting those deafening cracks had to be devised. Automatic noise limiters (ANL’s) which would “clip” high static levels were developed, but those inevitably lead to distortion of desired audio signals.

More recently, circuits have been developed which detect the incoming burst of noise and shut down sensitive regions during the period of the annoying noise pulse.

RIT--
Modern general-coverage receivers usually rely on frequency synthesizers for their tuning circuits. Which uses crystals for their inherent stability. Those circuits tune in frequency increments rather than continuously, thus reducing the inaccuracy to be perfectly on frequency for some signals. By providing a circuit which allows a slight “pulling” or “slipping” of the frequency, one can tune through that increment. Receiver incremental tuning (RIT), then, is simply a fine-tuning control for a synthesized receiver.

Notch Filter--
Many received signals are accompanied by annoying whistles or tones that must be filtered out by them by near-frequency interfering signals. A notch filter is a “razor-sharp” frequency-adjustable filter which may be swept across the signal and left at a setting which suppresses the unwanted tone.

ECCS--
Exalted Carrier Selectable Sideband is a technique of tuning in a full-carrier AM signal from a broadcasting station, though it were a single-sideband signal. That procedure eliminates at least half of the signal’s bandwidth in the receiver along with any interference imposed on that half.

For example, if interference is being experienced from a strong signal slightly below the desired station, upper sideband mode would be selected, eliminating the lower sideband and its attendant interference.

High Performance World Class Receiver: 100KHz-300MHz

- 100KHz-300MHz
- Keying Detector
- 32 Programmable Memories
- SSB/AM/TTY/FCM Optional
- Wide Dynamic range
- Digital PLL Synthesized
- Memory Scan
- Pass Band and Notch Tuning

ICOM OPTIONS
- IF Filter Kit for External 13.8 VDC Operation
- DC cord incl.
- CR-84: High Stability Oscillator (CALL)
- EX297: FM Only, FM mode only 25.5 to 30 MHz at amateurs. Some price.
- EX306: Computer Interface Cables
- EXK101: Voice Synthesizer
- FL306: CW Narrow Filter (500 Hz)
- FL444: 8 Pole Crystal Filter (2.4 KHz)
- FL634: CW Narrow Filter (20 Microns)
- RC-11: Infrared Remote Control

FREE: ICOM options will be installed at no additional charge with purchase of NEW ICOM.

ICOM-Computer computer control interface System: 105 Memories Auto Log. See our ICOM ads or call for more info.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $195.00
EXCL. (Reorder Not Included).

Frequency Readout--
Years ago, a printed (analog) dial provided approximate frequency readout, often subject to erroneous interpretation by the user, and certainly subject to drift with time, though modern electronics has brought digital display, whereby the exact frequency is called out in glowing numerals which change as the tuning dial is moved.

Frequency Coverage--
It is common for virtually all general-coverage receivers to sweep continuously from 100 kHz through 30 MHz with no gaps. Above 30 MHz, some scanners take over and FM (frequency modulation) dominates as a mode. No FM will be heard below 25 MHz, so the presence of that feature on a short-wave receiver is of marginal value unless the receiver is intended to be used with a VHF or UHF converter.

Memory--
Not great convenience to a listener who likes to target-shoot throughout the spectrum is frequency memory. Depending upon the capacity of the particular radio, anywhere from a few to as many as 200 discrete frequencies (and mode) may be memorized, selected instantly, or even scanned among while looking for activity. Depending upon your listening habits and your budget, that feature is either a luxury or a tremendous convenience.

Receivers

Commercial receiver: VHF-UFH 25-2000 MHz

- 25-2000 MHz coverage
- Precise frequency entry via keyboard or tuning knob
- 99 Programmem memories
- Scan-Memory-Mode Select Memory Frequency
- 5 tuning speeds: 1.1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.05 kHz
- NarrowWide filter selection
- Memory Back-up
- Noise Blanker

Watch for ICOM full page Ads for more details.

EICOM engineers are developing options for the enhancement of the R7000 performance-computer control video output, filter options and more. Call or Write for details.

SALE PRICE CALL (24 Hour Tested)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BANK
516 Mill Street, N.E.
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Order Toll Free: 800-368-3270
Technical and VA Orders (703) 936-3350
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Morse Code

Just about everyone who listens to shortwave at one time or another gets interested in RTTY. And usually, I recommend several of the readily available interface units that are used with a home computer. If the writer indicates that he does not have a computer I will suggest a stand alone unit.

For the last few months, however, more letters are arriving asking "How can I learn Morse code?"

Chances are that this interest has something to do with the expanded Novice amateur radio privileges the FCC granted in March of 1987. Granting radio telephone and digital techniques privileges to novices has encouraged hundreds of radio enthusiasts all over the country to begin studying for a license.

I Hate Morse Code

But wait. I hate Morse code! As long as I have been involved in amateur radio, the most consistent complaint has been the requirement for learning Morse code. As in all my years, I have never met anyone who wanted to learn Morse! It has been a necessary evil that had to be conquered so the individual could get on with the important things he or she wanted to do in amateur radio.

Recalling my own dismay when I learned of the code requirement for an amateur license I can well sympathize with newcomers. Considering the advances in radio techniques that have been made in the last twenty years it seems truly odd -- even cruel -- that something as old as Morse code is still required for an amateur license. Unfortunately, that does not change the fact: the FCC does require the ability to receive Morse at the rate of five words per minute (WPM) before they will issue an amateur license to you.

Teacher Sez

When you learned to read and write the teacher wrote a letter on the black board and said this is the letter A. Had teacher said this is the letter didah and wrote A, to this day whenever you saw the character A you would say didah. That is all Morse is, a different way of saying the alphabet and numbers.

As you learn Morse, try to get into the habit of not repeating the phonic sound you learned in school. Simply say didah, dah dididit and so forth.

Each character of Morse code has a distinct individual sound. It is not made up of longs and shorts or dots and dashes! There are three phonic sounds to Morse code they are dah, di and dit; individual letters are formed by putting these phonic sounds together.

The important thing for you to learn is how to string these sounds together to make a letter or number. The easiest way to show you what the sounds should be like is by example; consider the letter E -- its sound is dit. Now look at the letter T -- its sound is dah. The letter A is didah not dit dah. If you heard dit dah on your radio it would represent the letters ET. Whenever a dit is used in the body of a character it becomes the sound di, if the dit is at the end of the character it is then dit, for example the character S is dididit and the character C is dah dididit. It is very important to remember this rule so your characters will have the correct rhythm.

Finding an Instructor

Check around your area and see if you can find someone who knows Morse and is willing to teach you. The ARRL (American Radio Relay League) keeps a list of certified instructors and you can obtain the name of one near you by writing to ARRL, 225 Main Street, Newington, CT 06111. Be sure to include an SASE. It is possible for you to learn the code by yourself, but having an instructor is far better and he will keep you from making mistakes in the early stages.

To learn the sounds initially I suggest you start at the beginning of the alphabet and continue to the end. Don't jump around and learn the simple letters then the difficult ones. There is no such thing as simple or difficult letters. They are all easy! Remember you learned the alphabet from A to Z in school and that pattern is firmly implanted in your head; there is no reason to disturb it. Take five or six letters at a time and say them to yourself till you know them forward, backward and sideways, then continue with five or six more till all are firmly in your memory. After you know all the sounds, then have someone send the characters to you with a practice set. Another good idea is to use a computer with a code program and there are many good ones. I have an excellent code training program for the Apple II.

In fact, if you would like a copy, send me a blank diskette and return postage and I'll send a copy of it to you.

After you feel comfortable that you know all the characters it's time to begin copying actual code signals being sent over the air. Tune your receiver to the Novice amateur radio band on 80 meters (3700 to 3750 kHz) and try to copy some of the slower stations you hear. At first it will be difficult and you will miss a lot of letters, but keep on. It takes practice and then more practice.

The ARRL broadcasts code practice every day over station W1AW, speed varies from five to thirty-five words per minute. Check QST magazine for time and frequency or write to the ARRL.

As you progress you will find Morse operators seem to be sending strange words like es, abt, tmw and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characters you will need to know to pass your Morse examination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A didah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B dah dididit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C dah dididah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E dit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F dididah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G dah didah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H dididit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J didah didah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K dah didah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L dah didah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M dah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N dah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O dah didah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P dah didah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q dah didah didah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R dah didah dididit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S dah dididit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T dah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U dah didah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V dah didah dididit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W dah didah dididit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X dah didah dididit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y dah didah dididit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z dah didah dididit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
many more you will not understand. These strange words are abbreviations that code operators use to make communications faster. To understand what they mean get a copy of the ARRL Handbook or the ARRL book How to Operate an Amateur Radio Station. Both books have a complete list of code abbreviations.

A Change of Heart

It was August of 1955 when I passed the 13 WPM code test to qualify for a General class amateur license. No longer would I be confined to struggling along with Morse on the hated Novice bands. My first act after leaving the FCC office was to head for Arch street in Philly to buy some 75 meter phone band crystal sets for my rig. Arriving home I quickly plugged one into my 50 watt home brew transmitter and proceeded to call CQ 75 (looking for a contact). But contacts were few and far between. This was not as I had imagined it at all! With heavy heart I returned to Morse where the little rig made contact after contact. That same 50 watt rig, now operating on the General class bands now allowed me to talk to other amateurs half way around the earth with ease. I started thinking that maybe Morse was not too bad after all.

After about a year of operating Morse I found my code copying speed had increased to about 20 WPM. Now my contacts were fun, it was no longer work. I was able to copy in my head without using a pencil. Morse was, I concluded, one of the finest communication tools that man has ever developed! Using it, I’ve talked to folks from all walks of life, from kings to school children and everything between.

Learning The Code

Now I teach Morse code and will even venture to say that Morse is easy.

Most of us object to learning Morse code, feeling it’s like learning a new language. Not true! Not even close! Morse code consists of just twenty-six letters of the alphabet, ten numbers and four punctuation characters. It is just another way of saying the alphabet. And it’s possible for the average person to learn Morse at five words per minute in just a few hours. It does require desire, effort and persistence.

So you see, Morse code is not some antiquated thing of the past. It’s not even a chore. What it is, my friends, is fun.

Here’s your chance to win a complete monitoring package from Regency Electronics and Lunar Antennas. 18 scanners in all will be awarded, including a grand prize of the set-up you see above: the Regency HX1500 handheld, the Z60 base station scanner, the R806 mobile unit, and a Lunar GDX-4 Broadband monitoring/reference antenna.

55 Channels to go!

When you’re on the go, and you need to stay tuned into the action, take along the Regency HX1500. It’s got 55 channels, 4 independent scan banks, a top-mounted auxiliary scan control, liquid crystal display, rugged die-cast aluminum chassis, covers ten public service bands including aircraft, and, it’s keyboard programmable.

Compact Mobile

With today’s smaller cars and limited installation space in mind, Regency has developed a new compact mobile scanner, the R806. It’s the world’s first microprocessor controlled crystal scanner. In addition, the R806 features 8 channels, programmable priority, dual scan speed, and bright LED channel indicators.

Base Station Plus!

Besides covering all the standard public service bands, the Regency Z60 scanner receives FM broadcast, aircraft transmissions, and has a built-in digital quartz clock with an alarm. Other Z60 features include 60 channels, keyboard programming, priority control, digital display and permanent memory.

Lunar Antenna

Also included in the grand prize is a broadband monitoring/reference antenna from Lunar Electronics. The GDX-4 covers 25 to 1300 MHz, and includes a 6 foot tower.
A Better PL-259 Connection

Here's a way to save time and make a more reliable connection the next time you install a PL-259 connector on RG-58 or RG-59 coax.

Clamp the UG-175/U or UG-176/U adapter in a vise so the end below the threads is exposed. Then with a large soldering iron or torch heat up the adapter and lay a thin layer of solder all around its tip. When it cools, insert the already prepared coax and screw the adapter into the PL-259.

The result? The presoldered portion of the adapter makes it much easier to heat up and solder the shield through the holes in the PL-259.

(Courtesy Larsen Electronics White Plains, NY)

Use a Converter and Your Scanner at the Same Time

One of the biggest problems with using a converter ahead of a scanner is that the normal frequency ranges of the scanner are disabled while the converter is in line. For example, the scanner can no longer receive normal low, high and UHF bands with an 800 MHz converter hooked up.

MT reader Ron Smith of Birmingham, Alabama, has a solution: a standard TV-type VHF/UHF signal splitter available from Radio Shack and electronic departments of discount chains can combine signals from the converter with normal signals from the outside scanner antenna! Thanks, Ron, for this excellent suggestion. The simple technique is shown below.

Long Play Tape Recorders

We occasionally receive inquiries from both institutional and hobby radio interests inquiring as to the availability of extended play tape recorders for logging communications over considerable numbers of hours.

Commercial and military users employ special (thus, high cost) recording instruments made specifically for that purpose, but where does the user with limited resources come up with a suitable recording instrument?

It is possible to purchase a conventional cassette recorder and slow the transport mechanism down by reducing the voltage, changing pulley diameters, reducing the capstan diameter, or replacing the motor, but it may be easier in the long run to purchase a tape recorder which has already had the conversion done.

Many modern scanner and shortwave receivers are equipped with accessory jacks which will switch the tape recorder when a signal is present as well as properly present a low level, medium impedance audio line to the recorder.

Modified Panasonic cassette recorders are available from AMC Sales, Inc., 9335 Lupesc St., Box 928, Downey, CA 90241 (ph. 213-869-8519). Prices are $95 and $159 (plus $4 shipping) each for 10 hour and 14 hour recorders (5 or 7 hours per side of a conventional TDK DC 180 cassette, supplied).

More on the PRO-2004

The ability to restore cellular telephone coverage to the popular Realistic PRO-2004 scanner has met eager acceptance in the consumer marketplace. Grove Enterprises has had difficulty in locating enough scanners around the country to satisfy demand.

One additional hint after diode D513 is clipped: press the RESET button to prepare the microprocessor for its new range.

So far none of our PRO-2004 owners has discovered a way to increase frequency coverage any further, including the 60-88 MHz range used in the European market.

Rumors still persist that Radio Shack intends to replace the microprocessor with one which cannot receive the cellular frequencies but, at this writing, such a replacement radio has not yet appeared.

Add an External Audio Filter

Most of the audio below about 400 Hz contributes nothing at all to the intelligibility of speech. This hi-pass device really clears out the "junk." It can be used with either headphones or a speaker. The capacitor value shown is critical for 8 ohms.

The capacitors and switch can be mounted in a mini-box such as Radio Shack #270-230, requiring no modification of the receiver.

A slight increase in gain setting is required, raising the sibilant range of the audio (the "crispness" of speech).

(Luther Crumbaugh, Prescott, AZ)
NEW! Turbo Scan™

Scanners

Communications Electronics, the world's largest distributor of radio scanners announce new lines to celebrate our 16th anniversary.

NEW! Weather Center

The new Turbo Scan Weather Center will help you find all the action in your area. The Weather Center includes features:• a computerized map of the United States,• instant weather information from the National Weather Service,• weather forecasts for the next 24 hours,• and much more.

NEW! Scanner Frequency Listings

The new Turbo Scan Frequency Listings will help you find all the action in your area. The listings include:• police, fire and emergency services,• private radio,• ham radio,• and much more.

NEW! Bearcat 800XTL

The new Bearcat 800XTL scanner will help you find all the action in your area. The listings include:• police, fire and emergency services,• private radio,• ham radio,• and much more.

Shipping FRG9600 for Mod Hits Snap

R. Withers Communications (584 Hagley Road West Oldney, Darwaby, Birmingham, England BS6 0BS) assumes a frequency extension modification for the popular Yaesu FRG9600 scanning VHF/UHF receiver ("100 kHz to 950 MHz in one box"). MT reader Jorge Rodriguez, Southeast Public Safety Buyer for RCMA (Radio Communications Monitoring Association), reports a serious problem in attempting to ship his radio to England for the modification.

Federal Express informed him that a radio receiver is a "restricted commodity" which cannot be shipped from the U.S. to England. The British Embassy in Washington, DC, referred Jorge to the British Information Center in New York City who, in turn, referred him to British Airways at London's Heathrow Airport.

Jorge is additionally concerned that there will be import duties both ways if he doesn't get prior approval. All this in addition to the estimated $150 modification and round-trip shipping! FRG9600 owners considering the modification had better do some homework first.

Weather Radios Abound

Whether you are looking for an inexpensive portable or a professional rack-mount receiver, NOAA weather broadcast radios are readily available in the marketplace as described in a recent New York Times article.

Some of the receivers are equipped to sound an alarm when properly activated by the NOAA transmitting station in order to alert listeners to impending hazardous conditions. The following list outlines some of the available receivers.

Several Radio Shack models are available at retail outlets around the world, or a catalog may be ordered from their corporate headquarters (2017 West Seventh St., Ft. Worth, TX 76107).

General Electric portable model information is provided by calling toll-free 800-626-2000.

The Uniden (Bearcat) Weather Alert has been a staple for several years; write to them at 6345 Castleway Court, Indianapolis, IN 46250 or call toll-free 800-722-6637.

The Electrocraft Weatheralert Forecaster ($35) and Storm Alarm ($55) may be purchased from the company direct at 4949 South 25A, Tipp City, OH 45371 (phone 513-667-2641).

Springfield Instrument's Talking Weather Center ($55) includes a theremometer, barometer and humidity indicator along with the radio; their Talking Weather Beacon Station ($70) is styled more traditionally. Write 76 Passaic St., Wood Ridge, NJ 07071 or phone 201-777-2900 for more information.

Electron (Woodsons Electronics) has models with battery backup in case of power failure in the over-$200 range (505 Lincoln St., Overton NE 68663; phone 308-975-2404).

The top-of-the-line Gorman-Redlich receiver is intended for audiophiles and blends in with a rack of stereo gear. At $475 it is available from James Gorman Electronics, 275 University Ave., Athens, OH 45701 (619-593-3150). (Item contributed by Ruth Hesch, White Plains, NY)
Skywire Evolution -- Down on the Old Antenna Farm

Several issues back, I described antennas which I have had over the years with emphasis on the antennas which I have now in the "antenna farm," here at my home in Vermont. As I told you then, "on a farm we grow things," and we know that things which grow often evolve into other forms.

And so it is with my antenna farm: this article will describe the "evolution" of an antenna which I now use to enable me to access a repeater in Burlington, Vermont, about 35 miles away. And, in the process of describing this "evolution," we will also demonstrate some practical differences between the several different types of antennas which were involved in this evolution.

Some Background

Shortly after I moved to Vermont, my friend, Shams, took me to a meeting of the Champlain Valley Commodore Users Group. This computer club is a remarkable organization which provides its members with a variety of useful functions such as informative monthly meetings, special interest group meetings, and even free computer repair donated by technician-members! To make a long story short, I was impressed by the club, so I joined and made a number of friends within that organization.

Some of those friends are hams like myself. I enjoy chatting with them at times, but, as I said, I live quite a distance from Burlington area, where the majority of the group members seem to live. And so, between meetings, I don't get in a lot of visiting with my new friends. But, as luck would have it, there is a ham radio club (BARC) in the Burlington area, which I also joined, and they have a repeater on two meters. I knew it would be easy to chat with my friends "if" I could access the repeater from home. That "if" was a big "if," as we will see below, and thereby hangs our tale.

Early Attempts

It was approximately 35 miles from my home QTH to the repeater site. This is not the kind of distance you normally expect to cover with a handheld, especially over hilly terrain as we have around here. But, since I lived on a hill, with a relatively clear path in the direction of the far-away repeater, I thought, why not give it a shot and try to raise the repeater using my handheld transceiver with its 7-inch rubber duckie antenna? Well, reception of the repeater was fine. I could read the signals of other hams nicely with the rubber duckie. I could even read them fairly well with the four-inch stubby duck antenna. But, on transmit, my handheld just would not make it into the repeater using a duckie antenna.

Oh well, I thought, let me just try my quarter-wavelength whip, that may turn the trick. No such luck! Reception was a bit improved using quarterwave, but the trusty old handheld was still unable to key the repeater.

Not to worry, I am the proud owner of a 5/8 wavelength vertical antenna which snaps right onto the handheld, just like the quarterwave and duckie antennas do. So, snap it I did, and with this antenna in place I was actually able to key the repeater. Now the other operators could tell that I was calling in, but they usually couldn't tell what I was saying.

Facing this disappointment, I had to admit that either I get an amplifier, or some serious antenna work was in order. From my past writing in this column, you know that my interests were in the antenna rather than in increased power.

Hang 'em High!

All you communications buffs have heard the antenna sitter's rule: "The higher the better." It is generally a good rule, and was once again verified as I experimented with the next antenna in my search for a workable two-meter antenna. That next design was a J-antenna. Essentially, as I've described in this column in the past, the J is a half-wavelength radiator with a quarter-wavelength matching section attached to its bottom. The matching section can be fed with coax or with twinead.

I decided to try a design called the "Hotel-Motel" model. Used indoors at ground-level, it performed about the same as the 5/8 wavelength whip which I had tried earlier: the other operators could tell I was calling, but they couldn't understand what I was saying.

So, the old antenna sitting rule was invoked, and the J was lashed to a dry wooden pole (small, dead pine tree) about 20 feet in the air. Hooray! At last, my friend Al could read me --- part of the time. We could hold conversations, but there was a lot of repeating to do before I could get my message across.

Beam Me Up, Scotty!

After the failure of the elevated J-antenna, it was obvious that a beam was in order. The two designs which appealed to me most were the collinear coaxial (discussed in my recent 2-part VHF-UHF antenna series), and a three-element version of the well-known Yagi-Uda (see figure 1B). The collinear coaxial would concentrate my signal at the horizon, but in an all-around, or omnidirectional manner. On the other hand, the Yagi-Uda would shape most of my signal into a beam more like a flashlight beam, and get more of it into the repeater antenna in Burlington.

And so, out came the books and the beam shown in figure 2 came into being. Tests from inside the house, at my ground-floor operating position, were encouraging. I was able to work my buddy, Al, through the repeater reasonably well. By the way, at that point I had a fully rotatable beam: I just held the beam in my hand and pointed it wherever I wanted. But, unfortunately, the rotor had a high fatigue factor during this test!

And so, with almost-decent communications established, the old antenna rule, mentioned above, came to mind once more. So, back to the old pinetree mast now, and down with the J, up with the Yagi-Uda. This time, the "rotor" stayed on the ground, and the beam was nailed unceremoniously in place at a point about 15 feet up the mast, pointing directly at the Burlington repeater.

Sweet Smell of Success

Results were as anticipated. The signals from my handheld were now giving solid copy in Burlington. I still didn't have full-quieting on the repeater, but the signal was decent.
So, the long search had led to a pleasant outcome. I could now key the HT and work through the BARC repeater in Burlington. Not a bad feat for a 2.5 watt handheld transceiver over 35 miles of hilly terrain!

With this success making me almost dizzy, I thought I had arrived! But can you believe that two of my friends suggested that perhaps I should shoot for a fully-quieting signal by building some kind of a monster beam? Oh well, some people are never satisfied! But wait, maybe they have a point. Let’s see now, what if I put a few more elements on the Yagi-Uda, or just how big must a two-meter corner reflector be? ... Maybe I should even consider a parabolic-section reflector ... Hmmmm.

Radio Riddles

Last Month’s Radio Riddle: With all due apologies to our beloved Heinrich Hertz, last month I asked you what amounted to: "What the heck is a "hertz"?" And I promised you an interesting, if not startling, answer. Well, here it is. "Hecto" is a prefix borrowed from the Greek language - it means one hundred. And, "Hertz", as we all know, is the term used by electronic and communications technicians to mean "cycles per second." Just as "kilohertz" means "one thousand cycles per second," "hectohertz" means "one hundred cycles per second." So, a one hectohertz audio tone would have a frequency of ten hectohertz, and our 60 Hz powerline current has a frequency of .6 hertz. So, now you know.

This Month’s Riddle: I recently received a letter from reader, El Chariton, WSM, asking me if I’d heard of the hydrochloric-acid antenna. It seems that the antenna is so-named because its initials are "HCA," the same as the initials for hydrochloric acid. Well, I hadn’t heard of it, and I wonder how many of you readers have.

Hint: The "HCA" doesn’t refer so much to a specific antenna design, as to some rule-of-thum factors of good antenna siting. Look for the answer to this mystery in next month’s column.

Bye the bye, I have quite a collection of unusual bits of information sent to me by readers of this column. In the near future I will be sending an entire column to some of this reader input, which is often quite interesting.

So, that’s it for now. Till next month 73, DX, and peace.
Technical Topics Revisited

How Does it Work? Don't Bore Me!

I've been drafted to plow some old ground on the shortwave farm. When Liza Minnelli was asked to sing "Over the Rainbow," she simply replied, "It's been sung." Indeed. Unlike Ms. Minnelli, however, I'm happy to do an encore. But by gosh, I'm going to do it in style!

The thing I've always found missing in this type of endeavor (with the exception of the late and great John T. Frye) is a little humor. As well, authors often assume prior knowledge on the part of the reader -- knowledge that often simply isn't there!

For instance, AM and FM. Most people tie these modes to frequency. Any mode can be used on any frequency. In World War Two, the Germans strung a wire around a large mountain and sent signals at 30 Hz (half our standard AC current rate) for a few years in complete security for the simple reason the Allies didn't have any receivers that tuned that low! Assumptions like that can get you in a lot of trouble and you can find yourself glossing over a whole area of information that you don't know anything about, whether writer or reader.

The word assume makes an ass/ume/me. That's why I never use it in writing or thinking. This may seem haughty but in fact it's humble - a simple realization of the scientific method. If you can't prove it over and over, it simply isn't valid or you don't know what you're doing.

To Start With...

Any oscillation from one cycle to a billion (light, X-Ray, atomic nuclei) will radiate if given the chance and two different frequencies can be "married" by simply putting them together - they don't "see" each other.1

Enter the crystal set, the basic circuit for every amateur radio society from Washington to Moscow (logo minus detector, see fig. 1).

The inverted triangle with the line through it represents the antenna. The "curly cue" is a coil (inductor) and the graduated horizontal lines are the symbol for ground.

In 1986 I had the great honor of having two of my previous articles reprinted. One was in 73 Magazine from October, 1983, "Defuse RFI" in November and the other was "It's Black Velvet Time" in International Radio Magazine in its last issue before being merged with Monitoring Times.

I don't need to tell you how I felt. Even though I was Technical Editor of International Radio (I'm now Sr. Tech. Ed. of MT, Bob Grove is Chief Ed.), I had no idea they were going to do what they did. It was reader response. Well, there are a few very noisy receivers out-and-about that the original "Black Velvet" circuit didn't cut. Here's the improved version, for those who need it, that gives an additional 6 dB. of "hiss" attenuation (Twice as much!)

This also may be wired at the headphone jack or assembled in a "hobby box" for headphone operation.

Enjoy.

The 10 uF non-polarized cap's are available at Radio Shack. Chokes are also there @ 100 uH. You will need to get several if your only source is RS.
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Black Velvet (also revisited)

In 1986 I had the great honor of having two of my previous articles reprinted.

One was in 73 Magazine from October, 1983, "Defuse RFI" in November and the other was "It's Black Velvet Time" in International Radio Magazine in its last issue before being merged with Monitoring Times.

I don't need to tell you how I felt. Even though I was Technical Editor of International Radio (I'm now Sr. Tech. Ed. of MT, Bob Grove is Chief Ed.), I had no idea they were going to do what they did. It was reader response. Well, there are a few very noisy receivers out-and-about that the original "Black Velvet" circuit didn't cut. Here's the improved version, for those who need it, that gives an additional 6 dB. of "hiss" attenuation (Twice as much!)

This also may be wired at the headphone jack or assembled in a "hobby box" for headphone operation.

Enjoy.

The 10 uF non-polarized cap's are available at Radio Shack. Chokes are also there @ 100 uH. You will need to get several if your only source is RS.

"Lifted" wire from speaker

300-500 uH

10 uF NP

Speaker

References:
1. There is a sum and difference, which allows heterodyning - but that's another story.
2. The "X of c" is the AC or RF 'resistance' of a capacitor at a given frequency.
SHORTWAVE HEADQUARTERS
Our 16th Year! Order Toll Free 800-368-3270

SANGEAN ATS-801
ONLY $99.95
$4.00 UPS
LIST $199.95

- SW S.B & 5.5 MHz FM 88-108 MHz
- LW 152-291 kHz
- 25 Program memories
- Digital Frequency & Clock Readout
- Tuning control
- Same Weight and Size as SONY ICF 2002
- Free Stereo Headset & 100 pg. SWL Book
- Optional AC Adapter $6.95

KENWOOD R-5000

All Band All-Mode Receiver Covers 100 KHz-30 MHz (108-174 MHz with VC-20 optional)
- 100 Memory Channels
- Computer Control Option
- Built-in Power Supply
- Many More Options Available

FREE KENWOOD offers a communication receiver to suit your listening pleasure. It covers the full spectrum: Long, Medium, and Shortwave. AM-CW-SSB-FM Wide-Narrow Selectivity, Noise Blanker, and more.

FREE KENWOOD special sale $499.95
VHF Converter (VC-10) $149.95

FREE EEB will extend your warranty 3 to 8 months. EEB is a Kenwood Factory Authorized Service Center.

AMBASSADOR 2020
NEWEST HIGHEST TECH INTRODUCTORY PRICED

$199.95 VALUE

- High Quality 3/4 MHz & 5 MHz Aviation Receiver
- AM by Automatic	
- Shortwave Band up to 30 MHz
- FM button allows full coverage of 88-108 MHz
- Multiband AM & FM-SSB-WB full coverage of commercial traffic, amateur, aircraft, WWV & more
- Programmable memories. Same size and weight as KENWOOD ICF 2010.

The RECEIVER EVERYONE NEEDS

NIRD-525 General Coverage Receiver

Sale Price $179.95

- 90 MHz to 34 MHz
- Options for 34-60 MHz, 114-174 MHz and 423-458 MHz
- 100 Memory Channels
- 2 Clocks/Time To Control Radio & Extra Equipment (tape recorder)
- Computer Interface Splits

AEAP-1 Computer Patch

SWL, Text Software and your Commodore C-64 will turn your Communications Receiver into a CW/RTTY/International Station.
- Determines RTTY Speed and RTTY to Text Identification
- CW Select and RTTY
- Complete Frequent Control
- CW and RTTY-SSB Keyers
- We checked them all

PACKAGES DEAL $269.95
Package price includes the AEAP SWL text and CPI - You must have a C-64 for operation.

DR. I. WHITE PAPERS Find out the truth about the following receivers!
RD1: ICFR7A; RD2: R33; RD5000; RD4: How to interpret receiver specifications RD6: FRG8000; RD7: HF 125 LOWE; RD8: SWL ANTENNAS; RD9: ICF2010; Know the facts before you buy! $4.00 ea.
Order by RD* (min $10 on charge cards)

SONY ICF 2010
110 KHz to 30 MHz AM, SW, SSB
116 KHz to 135 MHz AM Air Band
32 Programmable Memories
4 Event Timer
3-Switched Detectors
Wide/Narrow bandwidth
This IS the best feed receivers available
Lists under $500
A.C. Adapter included Sale Price $329.95

SONY ICF 2002
Ultimate compact ICW as an affordable price
25% size of famous SONY ICF 2001, SONY's best seller
150 KHz - 30 MHz
AM, FM
Memories
Keyboard entry
Clock
24 hour clock
Sale Price $229.95. A.C. Adapter ACW... $14.95

AMECO Tunable Pre-Amp Antenna

- Matches Most Any Antenna
- Immune to Gas and Noise Figures
- 9V Battery Power (not included)
- AC Adapter Optional ($79.95)

Sale Price $79.95. AC Adapter Optional + $5.00

DIPLOMAT 4950

$69.95 VALUE INTRODUCTORY PRICE

The perfect radio for the person on the go!

- Medium wave AM 550-1700 kHz
- FM 88 to 108 with stereo head set out
- Shortwave 2.3 to 5 MHz continuos 120, 90, 75 and 60 meter bands (sold by SONY ICF 4050 and 45 41, 37, 25, 16 and 13 meter bands expanded for easy tuning)

ANTENNAS
SONY AN-1 $79.95 + $6.00 UPS
A.C. Adapter $9.95
- Outdoor active antenna
- Pull in hard to capture signals
- Perfect for areas with no outdoor antennas allowed.

EAVESDROPPER SALE
$59.95 + $4.00 UPS
- Balanced tapped Dipole
- Maximum performance, Minimum local noise
- All SW Bands 60-11 meters
- Only 42 feet long, 100 lb. feed line
- Complete. Everything you need.

MFJ 1024 $119.95 + $5.00 UPS
A.C. Adapter $9.95
- Outdoor active antenna
- Performs as well as units costing $180.00
- MFJ/TV ratio rises it high

BUTTERNUT SWL 2-300
$49.50 + $4.00 UPS
- Tune the weak ones in
- Built-in tuned Dipole Maximum SN Ratio
- 73 feet long, 50 foot feed line

YOU CAN MAKE A SET FROM OUR OATMEAL BOXES, A CAPACITOR FROM A JUNKED RADIO, AND A COUPLE 1N34A'S AND HAVE A LOT OF FUN WITH IT - MILLIONS HAVE. THE HEADPHONES HAVE TO BE WIRE TO PROVIDE THE CURRENT RETURN PATH. IF THIS WETS YOUR APPETITE OR BORES YOU TO TEARS, WE WANT TO KNOW EITHER WAY!

Enjoy! Any questions will be answered when a SASE is provided.

FROM DC TO DAYLIGHT
If it travels by a wave, whether short or long, MT is interested and so are we! Our readers welcome contributions of newspaper clippings, column and project ideas, your experiences. MT wants to be YOUR paper!
Mods for the Sony ICF 2010

(NOTE: These modifications are intended to be performed by experienced technicians. Monitoring Times assumes no responsibility for damage or voided warranties resulting from the procedures outlined below.)

I have read several articles on the Sony ICF-2010. Most everyone will comment on the functions or the performance of the radio and a few will hope that Sony will correct these problems in future models. I take a different view; that is, if a radio does not meet my standards I will modify it until it does.

I installed five modifications in my Sony ICF-2010, three of which improve the performance of the SSB mode. Don’t do these “mods” if you are not a skilled technician. They Sony ICF-2010 uses the latest “surface mount” technology and you can easily damage the radio. Also, the warranty will be voided if the radio has been altered.

The Sony ICF-2010 Service Manual can be purchased for $12 plus shipping from Joseph Electronics, 8830 N. Milwaukee Ave, Niles, IL 60648. Phone (312) 297-4200 and ask for the “Sony Parts Man.”

MOD #1: Rechargeable Nickle-Cadmium Batteries

There are two problems when a radio is converted to rechargeable batteries. First, a NiCad battery will only put out 1.2 volts when fully charged; a regular D-size flashlight battery puts out 1.5 volts. You may think this is a small difference but when several batteries are used, the .3 volt difference adds up.

The ICF-2010 was designed to operate on a 3 volt internal supply and the three D batteries will provide 4.5 volts. Three NiCads will only put out 3.6 volts. The radio starts to lose its performance if the batteries drop below 3.2 volts.

Somewhat, four NiCads (4.6 volts) will have to be installed. Radio Shack introduced in their ‘87 catalog called “Sub C” size slightly smaller than the "C" size and when two "C" and two sub C batteries are stacked, they are almost the same lengths as three "D" cells.

The batteries can be installed in the 2010 battery compartment by shimming them with a foam rubber material. I used foam carpet padding left over from our newly-carpeted living room floor.

Lay down one long, narrow strip on the bottom of the compartment and use short strips to shim the sides of the “sub C” batteries (the two inner batteries). You can use the Sony power pack when you are near an AC outlet but the NiCads will have to be removed and charged separately. Radio Shack also has the chargers available.

Better Yet, Add a Charger Jack

Another way to charge the batteries is to install a charger jack and circuit in the 2010. You won’t have to remove the batteries and the Sony adapter will power the radio while a 120 AC to 9 V DC adapter restores the NiCads. The parts and AC adapter can also be purchased from RADIO SHACK.

Figure 1 shows how to install the jack and where to connect the 47 ohm resistor on the jack board.

PARTS LIST

Radio Shack # Item
1 237-1651 120V AC to 9V DC adapter
1pk 274-292 Subminiature phone jack
1pk 271-009 47 ohm 1/2 Watt resistor
1pk 23-124 C size NiCad batteries
1pk 23-190 Sub C size NiCads

Installing the Charger Circuit

Step 1 Write down the frequencies and modes you have stored in memory; when the back of the radio is removed the memory backup batteries will fall out and the radio will lose its memory.

Lay the radio face down on a table or bench using a soft towel to protect the front from scratches. Remove the battery cover and the D batteries, then remove the six screws which hold the rear cover. One of the screws is in the battery compartment.

Remove the back by reaching under the battery compartment and pulling up when the radio is sitting on its face.

Step 2 When the back is removed you will notice two circuit boards, the Main Board and the Jack Board. Look at Figure 1 and then the jack board in the radio. Notice the foil that are shaded in Figure 1. Connect the “mini” jack ground to the “ground foil” and the resistor to the “Battery +” ground. Make sure the wires are long enough for the jack to reach the bottom right of the cabinet (looking at the back of the radio).

When you solder the wire to the BATT+ foil, make sure the wire is clear the contact finger which is on the inside of the rear cover. This finger touches the BATT+ foil when the back cover is mounted and you will see the scratch marks on the foil.

Step 3 Place the radio on its back (the rear cover is still off). Get your drill ready. You will need the appropriate size drill bit to mount the jack. The plastic case is too thick for the jack so you will have to use a countersink or a 3/8” drill to taper the hole. After you mount the jack make sure the wires won’t get pinched when the back is installed.

Step 4 Install the back of the radio (reverse step 1) if you don’t want to do the next “mod.” Connect the charger to the radio and let it charge overnight. Remember, you can use the radio normally when the Sony power pack is plugged in. This will disconnect the batteries and the charger from the radio and the batteries won’t be drained.

MOD #2: The Stereo AM Tuner Modification

The Sony ICF-2010 uses a new chip as a “synchronized detector” for AM shortwave reception. As pointed out in October’s issue of M7 the ICF-2010 can receive AM stereo using two radios.

I have found a way to use the ICF-2010 as a stereo tuner by adding a stereo jack and two pieces of shielding cable. Again, you should be a skilled technician to do any modification on the ICF-2010.

Step 1 With the radio lying face down on the work bench and the radio bottom towards you, carefully examine the main PC board. At the right end of the main board you will see a metal shield. Below the shield you will see a cluster of surface mount components and traces.

By examining Figure 3 and the main board, you will see the two pads to which shielded cable will be connected. Look for the designation “PSN” just below the pads.

Step 2 Prepare two shielded mini-microphone cables with shrink tubing on the braided wire. Connect one end of the cables to the mini stereo jack. Connect the other ends (center conductor) to the points shown in Figure 2. Also solder the braided outer conductor to metal shield which is ground.

Step 3 If you made the battery charger modification, you will have to mount the stereo jack next to the battery charger jack on the left side of the ICF-2010 (Figure 2). Use a 1/4” bit to drill the hole for the stereo jack. Again, a countersink will be needed to taper the hole so the jack will mount on the thick plastic case.

Step 4 Now you can mount the back cover and replace the batteries. Reprogram the memories and tune in a local AM station. Use a mini stereo “Y” adapter (Radio Shack #42-2475) to connect the Sony ICF-2010 to your stereo HiFi amplifier. You will notice that the level is lower than usual; you can compensate for this by using a

higher volume setting. If you have a small monophonic amplifier, you can use it on one channel and the radio’s audio for the other channel.

Now switch to SYNC mode and tune up or down to select upper or lower sync. You should hear stereo on one of the SYNC positions. If you cannot hear what sounds like stereo, tune to another AM station and repeat the process. If you are using a stereo amplifier, just switch to SYNC mode and tune until you hear stereo music.

**PARTS LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RS #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>274-249</td>
<td>Stereo jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278-752</td>
<td>Mini shielded braided wire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MOD #3: Better Single Sideband Reception**

One problem with the 2010 is it does not have a "fast attack, slow release AGC (automatic gain control) circuit. A fast AGC is OK for AM reception, but it causes an unpleasant pumping sound when receiving single sideband. My modification adds a 4.7 μf capacitor and transistors which are used for microprocessor control.

The first transistor causes the AGC to rapidly discharge during the first scan cycle. Without it the receiver would miss the weak signals when the scan resumes if the previous signal was very strong. The second transistor disables the slow AGC during the reception of AM or AIR.

Before doing this mod you should purchase the service manual: it will aid you in locating the on-board components. The ICF-2010 is a high-tech receiver using the latest surface mount technology.

Use the proper grounding procedures for static protection. You will be removing some surface mount parts so the proper soldering and desoldering tools are needed. The tools and parts are listed below.

**Step 1**
(Same as step 1 in the first mod)

**Step 2**
Locate surface mount resistor R14 and remove it using a desoldering tool. This resistor may break but don’t worry, you won’t need it anymore. Unsolder diode D6 which is on the component side and let it fall into the radio. Just turn the radio over and shake it until the diode falls out. Diode D6 will be re-used.

**Step 3**
Prepare a small Vector board and wire it according to the schematic in Figure 4. Diode D6 and all of the components that are marked "NEW" will be mounted on the Vector board.

Make sure the wires going to the Vector board are long enough so that you can tuck the board in a spot just above the speaker. Connect points A, B, C, and D to the main PCB board foil side.

You will notice that one end of R15 is not connected and D6 will connect to the other side of R15 (the lead marked "D").

**Step 4**
Recheck the wiring, assemble the radio and install the batteries. Set the radio to a ham band and receiver a strong SSB signal. You should notice that the noise level increases slowly between transmissions. The SSB reception will also be very clear and pleasant to listen to.

Sometimes you will notice a very strong SSB station on the ham bands will cause a very weak station in the QSO to be even weaker because it will take longer for the AGC to recover. You can force the AGC to discharge rapidly by storing the received frequency and by pushing that memory button whenever the weak SSB signal is received. This activates the “quick discharge circuit” and rapidly increases the sensitivity of the radio.

**PARTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>RS #</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>276-2009</td>
<td>2N2222 transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>271-1330</td>
<td>4.7K resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>271-1335</td>
<td>10K resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>271-1321</td>
<td>1K resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>272-1024</td>
<td>4.7 μf capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>276-148</td>
<td>Predrilled PCB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOOLS**

- #2 Phillips screw driver
- Solder remover tool (Radio Shack #64-2098)
- Controlled heat soldering station (like the Weller WTCP series)
- Needle-nose pliers
- Wire cutters

**MOD #4: Add a Better Filter**

When I received my Sony ICF-2010 as a Christmas gift in 1985 I already owned an Icom R70 receiver. I had purchased the FL-44 filter and I had the stock 455 ceramic filter lying in the parts drawer. I thought that maybe this filter would improve the Sony ICF-2010 by providing a narrower IF band pass. So when I finally received the Sony service manual, I proceeded with the task of modifying the Sony. If you have the Icom FL30 filter as a spare, you would need to purchase the Sony service manual (address given above).

**Step 1**
Proceed as in the original step 1.

**Step 2**
Prepare the Icom FL30 filter by adding two mini shielded wires about 6 inches long to the ground and output pins (See the Icom layout sheet which came with the radio). Properly sleeve the shielded wire with shrink tubing. Connect the appropriate leads to the Sony radio on the main PC board. See the layout sheet and schematic in the Sony service manual.

**Step 3**
Test the radio; you should notice a narrower bandpass with the new filter when tuning the ham bands, for example. Tape the filter so it won’t short out to anything and stuff it in a spot where it won’t jiggle around in the radio. I found a spot at the left near the rod antenna.

**Step 4**
Reassemble the back and install the batteries.

If everything checks OK, reprogram the memories and enjoy your new radio!

John Albert (203 York Street, New Lenox, IL 60451), is a Research and Development Technician at Rockwell International. (Please enclose an SASE if a reply is desired.)
Let's start this month with the corrections to last month's column! We should have gotten a parity check on some of the data, but I missed the proverbial boat somewhere.

Figure 1 is the correction to last month's schematic, giving the omitted output pin numbers for U10. Many of you had probably already grabbed the trusty TTL manual for the missing numbers, but that wouldn't have told you I left out an inverter, as shown by U21.

One last correction before we get on to this month's section of the adapter card. U10 is listed as a 74LS266, and should in fact be a 74LS86. I had changed the original to eliminate pull-up resistors on the outputs, as the 266 is an open collector output and, while the 266 will work, the 86 is the better chip to use. No circuit changes are necessary.

**Adapter Card, Part II**

OK, with the last of the egg now wiped off my face, let's get on to Figure 2. This is the balance of the circuitry needed on the adapter card to finish up and check out the operation of the adapter itself. Part numbers are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Pins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U13, 14</td>
<td>74LS273 20 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U15,16,17</td>
<td>74LS244 20 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U18, 20</td>
<td>74LS32 14 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U19, 21</td>
<td>74LS240 20 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R 5, 6</td>
<td>470 Ohms, 10% carbon, 1/4 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>2 Kohms, 10% carbon, 1/4 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows a suggested mechanical layout. The drawing shows the right two thirds of the prototype card, which is all that is needed for the components.

**Theory and Checkout**

Referring the Figure 2, data is transferred to U13 (from U1) during a Write A operation. This is an actual write to the PC port that corresponds to the starting address of the adapter card. For example, if 300 (hex) were chosen as the starting address, writing a byte of data to the PC port 300 would result in the data being latched in U13. All data, including device addresses, that is to be transferred from the adapter card to the outboard devices will first be latched in U13.

U14 is written in a similar manner, being gated by a Write B, starting address +1 or, in our example, 301. In normal operation only four values will be written to this register. A 16 (decimal) will perform a device reset, meaning all outboard devices will be reset.

A decimal 32 will set the adapter to read a device register, a 64 will cause a device address write, and a 128 will cause data to be transferred to the selected device. Any other writes to U14 will be performed only for diagnostic purposes.

U15 is a dual purpose input, responding to a Read B, 301 per our example. Normally a Read B will be performed periodically to check bit 0, which will be a logical 1 if an outboard device is signaling for attention. This input on pin 2 of U15 can also be inverted with an open collector inverter and wired to the PC interrupt pins for use in implementing interrupt driven code, but that is beyond what we want to do in terms of complexity. In a diagnostic mode, U15 can read back the contents of U14 to verify what was written to U14.

U16 and U17 work as input and output buffers for the data to be transferred between the adapter and the I/O device, and conversely between I/O and adapter. A Read A operation will allow the PC to read in whatever data is on the I/O device output via U17. U16 merely transfers data from U13 to the I/O device on an address or device write output from U14.

Note that device read and write (and address write) operations are not a direct result of a PC read or write operation to a port. These operations are accomplished by setting and resetting the appropriate bits in U14.

**Typical Operation**

Let's step through a typical read or write operation, assuming our original 300 (hex) starting address. We decide that we want to write a decimal 164 to device 11 on the adapter bus. First we write a decimal 11 to U13 using a Write A, which is address 300 on the PC bus. This is followed with a decimal 64 written to U14 with a Write B, PC address 301.

This turns on the address write bit, and through U19 and U20 gates U16 on, which puts the decimal 11 latched in U13 out on the adapter to device bus, and also takes the Address Write line to the device low. We now have an address present at all outboard devices, and the Address Write line low.

Next, we do a Write D, which causes U14 to be reset and, as a result, the Address Write line goes + which causes the address to latch in the device address latches. However, only one device out there on the adapter bus will enable itself.

At this point, we have written the address out to the external devices. When U14 is reset, U16 is returned to the tri-state condition, and the data in U13 is no longer gated on the output bus. The inverters and portion of U20 serve to establish timing conditions to insure that data is present on the external device bus prior to the Write address turning on, and is not released until after Write address is reset.

Now that we have the device at address 1 set on, we want to write data from it. It we want to write to it, we follow the same steps as writing the address (writing our desired 164 to address 300) to set the data, except we write a decimal 128 to U14 instead of a decimal 64. This turns on U16 just as the Address Write did, but turns on Device Write instead of Address Write.

A Write D again rests U14, and terminates the operation. Incidentally, it does not matter what data is written to PC port 303 (Write D), as the data isn't used, just the write pulse itself.

Had we desired to read instead of write, we would have merely written U14 with a 32, which would activate the device read line to the external devices. The external device at address 11 would have responded by pulling its data on the device bus, and we could then read this bus with a Read A. U17 would then gate the device data to the PC port 300.
One last write operation can be performed on the adapter, a Write C. Again, the data is of no importance; the Write C pulse will not only reset U14, but also U13 and the external devices. This same reset is performed initially via a power on reset when the PC is first powered on.

Last but not least, the following printout is a basic program that will check out the adapter card once it is wired. It checks about 90% of the card and lists the line number of the error, which makes troubleshooting easier. It also lists the address or data being used at the time of the error. All addresses and data are in decimal. The printout also contains a listing of addresses vs switch settings.

Those of you who don’t want to type in all the code can obtain a diskette with this and some initial debug programs which I used to debug the first adapter card for $4.00. The small debug routines are 10- and 15-line programs that are self-explanatory when loaded and listed. Most do such things as find the adapter address, or do repeated writes to one address for scoping, etc.

I have also developed a small PC board (about 4” x 4”, 9 ICs) that will act as a simple external device and later be useful as an interface to another device to be controlled by our adapter. This card represents the minimum interfacing required for an external device.

For additional information on this project or any other, please send a self-addressed stamped envelope. Happy computing!

---

**World Radio Report**

It’s nothing flashy. It’s just the best.

---

If you’re a serious shortwave listener, you know the need for up-to-the-minute information. And that’s what World Radio Report is all about. From the world’s most comprehensive station news section to advance program details to the latest equipment, World Radio Report has it all. From editors that know what they’re doing -- Larry Magne on equipment, Gail Van Horn on listings and Larry Miller on station news. Plus guest columnists from around the world.

If you’re serious about your shortwave, you owe it to yourself -- and your radio -- to check our World Radio Report. One year of World Radio Report is just $18.00. Sample copies are just $2.50 in the U.S.; $3.50 elsewhere in the world. Send check, money order or cash to World Press International Inc., 3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA 19372. From the publishers of International Radio.
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Ted Brunner: Pro and Con

I read "DXing Like Most of Us" by Theodore F. Brunner [a rebuttal to editor Larry Miller’s series, DXing with the ECK-sputs] in the May issue and I really can’t believe this article got printed or Theodore paid. It was a resentful little article and an insult to Mr. Miller, who works many diligent hours trying to increase awareness of shortwave in the United States.

Mark Swarbrick, Thorndale, PA

[Mark Swarbrick lives across the street from Larry Miller. Still, it’s nice to see someone stick up for him.]

It’s about time someone put you [Larry Miller] in your place. After years of having to wade through your vicious sarcasm and cruel sense of humor, I feel satisfied that he finally got yours at the hands of Mr. Brunner. Go get him Theodore! Go get him Bob!

Tony D’Attilia Washington, D.C.

You [Larry Miller] either have a well-developed sense of humor or Mr. Grove was smitten with an unusual cruel streak to allow publication of Ted Brunner’s “DXing Like Most of Us.” It’s not everyone who will put his editor up to such public humiliation of his skills.

Bill Endered Oklahoma City, OK

[Editor’s note: Larry Miller selected Mr. Brunner’s (he thought) humorous article for publication, proving once and for all that he can “take it” as well as dish it out.]

Congratulations to Monitoring Times for exposing the existence of a terrorist network in Latin America on 20 meters. Although I have yet to log any transmissions on the frequencies you listed (in the May, 1987 issue), I feel that terrorism from the south is a very real problem; one that America has yet to face up to. Unless dealt with properly, the Sandinista problem in Nicaragua will one day end up on our doorstep. Your work in bringing this threat into the public spotlight will be appreciated some day.

Bill Smith Chicago, Illinois

Keep Politics Out of It

Thank you for including “DXing South Africa” in your April issue. I appreciate the information included in the article.

However, I do not appreciate the editorial comment regarding the policies of the government of the Republic of South Africa. It is very easy to criticize that country from the comfort of the United States of America. It took America more than 150 years to overcome racial inequities. It is simplistic and hypocritical for Monitoring Times to comment on the situation in South Africa in an article of this type. This was a straightforward DXing article, not an editorial comment.

The political situation in the Republic of South Africa is grave. I do not personally approve of it. However, the population of that country speaks more than 35 unique languages. This alone makes the situation very complex. Please limit your editorial comments to your areas of expertise.

R.F. Solon Toledo, OH

More on South Africa

Although I consider your publication to be one of the best, I cannot let your “DXing South Africa” article in the April issue be pass without response. Monitoring Times does not have to stoop to South Africa-bashing; let other publications do that. Stay away from expressions of "selective indignation."

Peter Berger Brevard, NC

[Comments Miller: To keep politics out of a shortwave article is similar to keeping "water" out of "swimming." Even the most cursory spin down the dial shows this to be true. To ignore the politics of South Africa in an article about Radio RSA by simply pointing out the programs about leaping lions and four-star hotels on the plain would be ludicrous.

In this month’s article about Bangladesh, we point out that the nation underwent a bloody civil war, famine, corruption, etc. These are the things that give purpose, even character, to the stations and their broadcasts.

I must point out, however, that I did not authorize the "remember Soweto" comment that was placed in front of the Radio RSA staff photo.]

SW Listeners’ Convention?

I have heard whispers in the wind that Grove Enterprises and some others may be organizing a professional listeners’ convention. Any information available?

Martin Fleischman Baltimore, Maryland

[Editor’s note: Such a possibility is now being studied intently. Bob Grove welcomes your comments on what you’d like to see and when.]

MT Out of this World!

Why all of the coverage of satellites suddenly? I remember back when MT wrote strictly a scanner publication. Then shortwave. Now satellites. What goes? (No pun intended.) Sorry, I’m just not interested at all in satellite communications and I think you’ll find that few are. There’s already too many purely satellite magazines out there for those who are interested.

Sgt. Elve Hanscom FPO New York

Kudos on Magne

Kudos to Monitoring Times for its association with Lawrence Magne of Radio Database International for his receiver reviews. They are the best written, most thorough and unbiased in the business. I was wondering, though, if Mr. Magne has plans to extend his work to scanners and non-broadcast equipment. It is much needed.

Kenneth Melbourne Pittsburgh, PA

Musical Moscow Chairs

My monitoring observations confirm the difficulty of putting together an audable chart of frequencies for shortwave broadcast stations. Radio Moscow, one of the most powerful stations in the world, changes frequencies so often and in such utter disregard to continuous listening, that the VOA need never fear competition. Virtually all of last month’s frequencies are now gone, replaced by new ones. And the official schedule is of little help, giving only partial frequencies; i.e., 5.9, 6.1, etc. instead of the whole thing. If this is how communism works, the world is safe for democracy.

Bill Blair Winter Springs, Florida

SW Gets an A+

You put a couple of nice pieces about our SWL program at Horace Mann School in Monitoring Times; an article in November, and a follow-up picture and caption in December. Well, it’s my turn for a follow-up.

Our program is turning out rather successfully. I’m happy to report. The equipment is being used on a daily basis — and some of my kids have begun to get their novice-class amateur radio licenses. We were also featured on KTLA’s “News at Ten” the night of April 6. The kids really liked that!

Last fall, I received my third Classroom Teacher Instructional Improvement Program (CTIIP) grant. This time, I asked for some 220MHz equipment in anticipation of “Novice Enhancement.”

We have a Heath 2050 transceiver, a Yaesu 109RH handle-talkie, an Astron RS-35M power supply, and an Isolec 220 antenna.

So far, six kids (and one parent) have received their novice licenses. Three more will soon be ready to be tested. Already, four of the six are planning to upgrade.

Next year, I anticipate further growth and participation (and maybe some more equipment?)

So, Bob, things are working out rather well. We got ‘em listening — and talking.

I appreciate your support, and will certainly let you know of any further developments in our program.

Craig Dible Horace Mann School 8701 Charleville Blvd. Beverly Hills, CA 90211

Congratulations, Craig. MT will always support quality educational efforts like yours. Keep us posted on your progress! Bob

Police Call Replies

This is in reference to a letter in “Mailbag” of May, 1987, from a Larry Dale Anderson. He stated his order for Police Call was returned by the Post Office for failure to include a street address.

His order was probably sent to U.S. Radio Data. As you may know, they are located in the small town of Lebanon, NJ, and for many years all mail addressed “U.S. Radio Data, Lebanon, NJ 08833” was delivered to them.

Suddenly, the Post Office got very tacy and insisted on a street address, returning all mail not so addressed.

The correct address for U.S. Radio Data which will appear on all future material is:
Illegal Gain

I enjoyed reading your thoughts in the May issue about the shooting incident in Canada. I hope they don’t outlaw scanners up there, but if their politicians are as dumb as ours, they may have problems.

Your logic was true, as it usually is, except for one slight (apparent) misunderstanding: “Just about as well as outlawing cocaine kept him from dealing” is a fairly common misunderstanding.

If anyone thinks about it, the only reason anybody even can deal in those substances is because they are illegal. Prior to the Harrison Narcotic Act of 1914, the substances were sold in drugstores and not on street corners and in school yards. Their illegal status has made them extremely valuable, and the trade in these substances has created a huge black market with all the attendant social pathologies. The politicians are as realistic about this as they are about the ECPA of 1968!

Richard Sinnott
Fort Pierce, FL

2004 Fix Works!

When I subscribed to Monitoring Times in March, I figured, “What the heck - the subscription price is reasonable.” With the first issue I received, I think I’ve already regained my investment.

In February, I bought one of the RS 2004 scanners. I had waited three months for them to be available in my area, because Tandy had decided to delete cellular telephone reception.

I read the clipping about the RS 2004 that appeared in your April MT many times. I couldn’t believe it could be that easy to regain cellular phone reception. Maybe the article was an April Fools joke or a mistake.

This morning, I hesitantly performed minor surgery on the 2004. It worked!

I won’t admit I’m listening to telephone calls on the 2004, but I will say that listening has become more interesting since I pulled out my wire cutters. Thanks, MT!

Jeffrey Multer
Wayne, NJ

FEC or SITOR?

I found a possible error in your “Reading RTTY” column, p. 37, the “chirp-chirp” is not FEC; it is regular SITOR.

FEC is a continuous warbling sound, not keyed on and off. I use them both every day. If you want to hear FEC, listen as WLO (Mobile, AL) sends the weather for about 30 minutes using FEC mode, beginning at 1130, 1730 or 2330 UTC on 4350.3 and 8705.3 kHz (includes 1.7 kHz offset).

Bill Edwards
KSCN Radio Officer
SS Coastal Manatee

Saving the Green

A short while ago I asked about a monitor with green screen to replace my black and white screen for easy reading on my eyes. I’ve had a couple of operations on left eye and it is quite sensitive to bright light.

You quoted a price—then quickly let me know it would be a waste of my time and much money. I was advised to seek green cellophone and cover the monitor. Why I failed to think of it I don’t know. It was difficult to find in our one horse town, but for 79 cents total cost, I sure do thank you, sir, very much!

Don Johnson
WDX8TEC
Tecumseh, MI

Mailbag

Utilities Editor: Bob Grove
P.O. Box 98, Brasstown, NC 28902

U.S. Radio Data
239 Deer Hill Road
Lebanon, NY 08833

The Hollins Co. has had its P.O. Box for 25 years, and the Post Office has never sent any mail back, to our knowledge. Individual orders sent to us are forwarded to a retailer. Persons inquiring about buying individual copies are given a list of retail sources.

POLICE CALL
Gene Hughes, Editor

Business Beware

While I am not specifically aware of the situation with the Hollins company, publisher of Police Call Radio Guide, I feel obligated to respond to reader Larry Dale Anderson’s comments in last month’s Monitoring Times Mailbag.

It appears that Mr. Anderson placed an order for a book from this company and had it returned by the post office for “insufficient address.” In return, Mr. Anderson wrote a letter, published by Monitoring Times, in which he responded with a heated “Let the buyer beware! I for one refuse to do any business with this company ever again!”

Does Mr. Anderson actually think the publisher of the book had something to do with the post office returning his letter? As the owner of a medium-size shortwave mail-order firm, I am often horrified by the over-emotional, knee-jerk reaction of many shortwave listeners to simple, everyday problems that occur in the course of doing business.

Wake up! Not everyone in shortwave is out to rip customers off. Quite the contrary. By far, the vast majority of people working in the shortwave industry are in it because they love radio. This is far from a lucrative business to be in. And this automatic lynch mob attitude only serves to diminish the hobby by driving well-intentioned people out of business. Frankly, too, I’m disappointed Mr. Grove would even publish such a comment, knowing that it could well damage the reputation and ability of a colleague to survive in business.

In other words, let me offer my own “Buyer Beware.” People who irresponsibly “cry wolf” all the time will eventually make all of us victims. Mr. Anderson’s disappointing response to a clearly postal service matter will only serve to hurt someone’s probably totally honest attempt at business. It’s hard enough to work in shortwave; please think before you react harshly.
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STOCK EXCHANGE

NOTE: Monitoring Times assumes no responsibility for misrepresented merchandise.

NON-COMMERCIAL SUBSCRIBER RATES: $1.00 per word, NON-SUBSCRIBER RATE: $5 per word. All ads must be paid in advance to Monitoring Times. All merchandise must be personal and radio-related. Ads for Stock Exchange must be received 45 days prior to the publication date.

COMMERCIAL RATES: $30 per two inch ad must accompany ad, payable to Monitoring Times. Send 2-1/2" x 2-1/4" camera-ready copy or send text.

COLLINS military surplus cache, R-380 receivers. Mark, manuals, 35 East Pond Rd., Narragansett, RI 02882; (401) 783-7108.

Non-commercial liquidation: FOX GREAT LAKES DIRECTORIES $8.95 plus $2.00. While supply lasts. Haled, 18 Johnson Mill, North Branch, MI 48461.

Wanted: ICOM 551 6-meter transceiver. WW8HHF, 1575 Ditmore-Stroll, Newark, OH 43055.

Atari P2/D software for ham, SWL, and etc. For sale or trade. Jerry Callam, 10 Avalon Rd., Mount Vernon, OH 43050.

JOIN a radio-listening club. Complete information on major North American clubs and sample newsletter $1.00. Association of North American Radio Clubs, P.O. Box 442, Northfield, MN 55057.

For Sale: SN140 or 2X366 transistors $5.00, 1200uF feedthru caps. 10/$1, 10% Heltiruns 10/$1. Postpaid, L. Gardner, 458 Two Mile Creek, Tonawanda, NY 14150.

For Sale: GE PHOENIX SX 16 channel VHF high band 40 watt two-way mobile radio. Has two priority channels, covers 150-174 MHz without degradation on receive or transmit. Scans all 16 channels. Excellent radio for VFR or multi-agency or business use. Less than two years old, perfect working condition. Excellent cosmetics. Cost new $1,410, will sell for $500 or best offer. Changing nature of business causing shift from business radio service to cell phones. Thomas M. Goethe, 2008 Country Side St., Brandon, FL 33511 (813) 864-3181.


SANGEAN-ATS $105; $75.00; GROVE Tun-3 Mini Tuner $23.00; GENERAL ELECTRIC World Monitor portable $45.00. Tom Zidanic (716) 893-5290.

Wanted: Friendship exchange with other SW/MWW, WU8/2HFW--monitoring hobbyists. (301) 486-4948; P.O. Box 5722, Baltimore, MD 21208.

For Sale: JRC NRD-515 receiver, NDH-518 memory unit, NCM-515 controller, NVA-515 speaker, and FL-218 filter. All flawlessly mint; I am original owner. Package only, $1100.00 or offer. Call Speed Gray, 616-676-2153.

$5.00 to anyone having Nov. 88 Monitoring Times. Call Bob Jr., after 1:30 PM EST Wednesdays at 301-242-4283.

Place Your Ad Here!

To subscribe to THE MONITORING TIMES please turn to page 61

SILENCE IS GOLDEN

--- with VOICECATE NOISE REDUCTION! Fantastic studio technology eliminates background QRM! Features gated audio, dynamic expansion, 2 notch filters 1 hand pass, cassette remote control, and more! Write for our free brochure (use 2,500 for a VOICECATE demo cassette & brochure).

Indiana includes 5% tax.

JABCO ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 98
Alexandria IN 46001

99% street shipping

Would You Like to Separate Signals Better and Improve Weak Signal Reception? We have 8 pole filter kits from most ICOM, Kenwood and Yaesu radios. Prices start at $60.00.

• For ICOM: 705, 707A - Model IR455H1.05X, SSB 2.1 kHz - $99.00 Ea. Replace FL44A exactly. Also, FL44A Clone, Model IR455H1.2X, SSB 2.4 kHz.

• For Kenwood R1000/R2000/R5000 - Drop in Filters: $60.00 Ea. SSB 2.1kHz IRB88H1 CW 400Hz IRB88H0 CW 250Hz IRB82H50

8 pole crystals available for most popular receivers and transceivers. Send a SASE (96c) Seven years back issues available.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO, INC.

747 South Macedo Blvd., Dept. MT
Port St. Lucie, FL 34952 (352) 679-8686.

Stay tuned in with our ICOM/Kenwood/Yaesu Newsletter - currently renewing for 1987. The response has overwhelmed us. Be a part of one of the world's largest information sources for amateur radio equipment. Subscribe now!

A.P.T. Associates

GOES/TIROS Weather Satellite Receiving Systems
Now carrying the Waesea FX660 videofacsimile terminal and the Timestream Frame Store (a complete system)

Ask us about the M-500 and DL-19W!

G.P. Mengell
2685 Ellenbrook Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 (916) 364-1572

Get A FCC HAM LICENSE In Just 9 Weeks

The FCC goes public with all amateur radio test questions. Volunteer Hams will give the tests.

A code & theory home-study course prepares you to pass your Ham Radio Test and receive FCC call letters. No previous electronics background required. All 200 novice test questions and answers covered in our tapes and book. Have fun learning the code with our tape cassettes.

GUARANTEED PASS! Send for more details, or $64.00 for the complete beginners course, now!

Gordon West Radio School 2414 College Dr., Costa Mesa, CA 92626

IF YOU BUY, SELL OR COLLECT OLD RADIOS, YOU NEED...

Antique Radio's Largest-Circulation Monthly Magazine

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED

Articles - Classifieds - Ads for Parts & Services.

- Early TV, Ham Equip., Books, Telephones, TVs & VCR's.
- Free to advertisers only.

FREE 20-word ad each month. Don't miss out!

Sample - Free. 6-Month Trial - $10.
1-Year $52 (by 1st Class)
A.R.C., P.O. Box 2-P2, Carlisle, MA 01741
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Download the PDF from the website
Simply delivery
Allow Shipping Information available outside of your receiver's subscription line constructed of great introduction. Preface lends reading. $13.95 this MT tempts variety of seemingly meaningless numbers, -- arranged annual edition. here new, 73 pp.

Eavesdropper Antenna Wanted... -- arranged annual edition. here new, 73 pp.

We've had a lot of requests over the years for a good, solid, beginner's book on shortwave -- something that starts with the basics and can explain them in easy-to-understand terms. And we finally found one. Former Popular Communications columnist Harry Helms covers shortwave from A-Z in a way that's easy to follow. Even the most sophisticated receiver can pick up only hum-drum signals if the right antenna is not in place. And a relatively inexpensive radio can bring in some pretty impressive signals when it's attached to the right antenna. Just in time for spring! An invaluable guide to understanding, designing, building and installing all sorts of antennas. 191 pp. $11.95.

Havana Moon is Back!

Perfect for Beginners!

RDI

Radio Database International is the ultimate frequency guide to the shortwave bands. And with its easy-to-use computer-generated graphics, high accuracy and reliability, it's become our best selling book for two years in a row! Also includes Larry Magne's highly-acclaimed receiver reviews -- no longer found in the World Radio TV Handbook. Shortwave has a new "bible": Get your copy today and be an instant expert on the shortwave bands: Just $12.95.

Also Wanted...

The Eavesdropper Antenna We don't usually sell anything but books. But when the Eavesdropper came along, we couldn't resist. Says equipment reviewer Larry Magne, "The best...made the way an antenna should be." Only 40 feet long, the Eavesdropper comes completely assembled and ready to use. Constructed of heavy, 14-gauge antenna wire, it includes 100 feet of transmission line (to connect the antenna to your receiver) and can be installed outdoors or in. Specially tuned trap circuits bring you the best reception for whatever frequency you're listening to. Peak performance on 11, 13, 16, 19, 25, 31, 41, 49, and 60 meters. And it's made in the U.S.A. Get the most out of your receiver with this one trap dipole antenna -- the Eavesdropper. Not available outside the United States. For optional UPS shipping, please add $3.50. $9.95 and just in time for spring!

Complete Shortwave Listener's Handbook, 3rd edition by Bennett, Helms and Hardy. A finely tuned edition of this classic guide to shortwave listening. A great introduction. Preface by the VOA's Gene Reich, host of Shortwave's feistiest DX program. 294 pp. $16.95

Radio Receiver: Chance or Choice by Reinheft Lichte. Reviews of over 100 receivers -- from the ICOM R71A to the Sony 210 -- by German Engineer Rainer Lichte. $18.50

Shipping Information

Your personal check is always welcome at Miller Publishing. And no delays while you wait for your check to clear the bank with Telecheck. To qualify for Telecheck same-day shipping, simply write your driver's license number and state of issue on your check. Shipping by U.S. Postal Service book rate to addresses in the United States is free. Allow up to three weeks for delivery. Canadian customers please add $3.50 per order for delivery by first class mail.

Optional United Parcel Service shipping is now available from Miller Publishing. Simply write in the appropriate box on the order blank and add $1.50 per book. Delivery time varies from two to seven days -- and your package is automatically insured against loss or damage. UPS service is not available in Canada.

The prices quoted are all previously published prices and are subject to change without notice. All advertising is subject to schedule change. Shipping information must be returned to and confirmed by the publisher and at time of receipt, the book order helps support the shortwave listener's hobby. Miller Publishing is a division of the non-profit foundation for International Broadcasting.

8 MOST WANTED

NEW!

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING

We first came across this book while doing a senior research paper in school -- and fell in love with it. In fact, we were so impressed with it that we've now decided to offer it for sale to shortwave listeners everywhere. Written in 1982, it is the product of some 25 years of research by one of the leading scholars in the field. For the serious shortwave listener who wants a fuller, more complete understanding of the fascinating medium of shortwave, this book is an absolute must. Easy reading, too! Hardback 36,90

Miller Publishing
3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA 19372

Please send me the following:

Name______________________________

Address______________________________

City_____State_____Zip_____

Please ship my order by: U.S. Postal Service (free) United Parcel Service ($1.50 per book)

Enclosed is a check or money order for $_________

Send your check or money order to Miller Publishing, 3 Lisa Drive, Thorndale, PA 19372-1034 USA.
ICOM introduces the IC-R7000 advanced technology 25-1000MHz continuous coverage communications receiver. With 99 owner programmable memories, the IC-R7000 covers low band, aircraft, marine, business, FM broadcast, amateur radio, emergency services, government and television bands.

Keyboard Entry. For simplified operation and quick tuning, the IC-R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning the main tuning knob. 99 Memories. The IC-R7000 has 99 memories available to store your favorite frequencies, including the operating mode. Memory channels may be called up by simply pressing the Memory switch, then rotating the memory channel knob, or by direct keyboard entry.

Scanning. A sophisticated scanning system provides instant access to most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto-M switch, the IC-R7000 automatically memorizes frequencies in use while the unit is in the scan mode. This allows you to recall frequencies that were in use.

Other Outstanding Features:
- FM wide/FM narrow/AM/upper and lower SSB modes
- Six tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 or 25KHz
- Dual color fluorescent display with memory channel readout and dimmer switch
- Compact Size: 4-3/8"H x 11-3/4"W x 10-1/4"D
- Dial lock, noise blanker, combined 3-meter and center meter
- Optional RC-12 infrared remote controller
- Optional voice synthesizer. When recording, the voice synthesizer automatically announces the scanned signal frequency.

Specifications guaranteed from 25-1000MHz and 1260-1300MHz. No coverage from 1000-1025MHz. No additional module required for coverage to approximately 2.0GHz.

See the IC-R7000 receiver at your local authorized ICOM dealer. Also available is the IC-R71A 0.1-30MHz general coverage receiver.

ALL THIS AT A PRICE YOU'LL APPRECIATE.

ICOM First in Communications

ICOM America, Inc., 2380-116th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004 / 3331 Towerwood Drive, Suite 307, Dallas, TX 75234

All stated specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice or obligation. All ICOM radios significantly exceed FCC regulations limiting spurious emissions. 
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